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Appendix 1— Reasons for amendments to the PRPS
Numerous amendments to the PRPS are being requested, as listed in Appendix 2. The following
provides a summary of the reasons for these requested amendments:

General

1. The PRPS contains unnecessary or ambiguous text which should be deleted. To provide
clearer direction and strengthen the applicability of the PRPS, various provisions are sought
to be deleted because they are not necessary, including all "need" statements provided in
each chapter overview, Method 7, any text that begins with "Including", and all "may
methods". There would be significant efficiency gains in removing unnecessary provisions
and producing a more succinct document.

2. The PRPS should be focused on resource management issues of regional significance.
Accordingly, numerous amendments have been sought to ensure the provisions in the
PRPS are targeted at this regional overarching level without interfering with local resource
management issues that are not of regional significance. It is submitted that regional
issues include natural resource management issues and those land use issues that traverse
territorial boundaries and would therefore benefit from a regionally integrated approach.
Where the RPS delves into local matters there is the risk of efficiencies arising from added
assessment requirements, inconsistent policies for resource consents and requirements to
amend District Plans to achieve consistency.

3. Various amendments are requested to ensure the PRPS reflects the direction provided in
Part 2 of the RMA, particularly in terms of protecting matters of national importance from
inappropriate subdivision, use and development. Currently, the PRPS fails to correctly
provide for subdivision, use and development that may be appropriate even when matters
of national importance are adversely affected. It is submitted that for the RPS to phrase

resource management issues, objectives, policies and methods differently from Part 2 of
the RMA, the Section 32 analysis needs to set out how and why Otago is regionally
distinctive in a manner which would justify a different test being applied.

Schedule 3 — Significance Threshold Criteria

4. The practicality of applying Schedule 3 efficiently is very questionable. It is not clear from
the Section 32 evaluation where this criteria originated, and the efficiency and
effectiveness of the Schedule was not evaluated as part of the section 32 evaluation. We
are concerned the criteria provided is insufficient to capture the variable environmental
conditions required to betaken into account when determining if an adverse effect is
significant. The criteria are set out in broad general terms that are therefore unhelpful,
and that are inconsistent with case law. We have requested this schedule be deleted. If
the Schedule is not deleted we have requested additional criteria be included to ensure
other relevant factors will be taken into account when determining if an adverse effect is
significant.
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Cross boundary issues

5. A number of amendments are sought to improve the way resources are managed
complementary across administrative boundaries and environmental effects of activities

on the whole of a resource are considered.

Significant Infrastructure

6. Significant infrastructure should be specifically defined, recognised and provided for in the
PRPS.

Significant Economic Industry Activities

7. Significant Industry Activities in Otago (tourism and primary production) should be defined,
recognised and provided for. The rural provisions in the PRPS are too focused on
recognising and providing for the primary production sector, with not enough recognition
of and provision for the tourism sector.

8. Issue 4.3 (and related objectives policies) should be rephrased to avoid implying that
existing activities should always be prioritised. For example, when an area is rezoned, it is
appropriate to find that existing uses are no longer optimal for a site.

Urban Growth

9. The section 32 analysis supporting the case for urban growth boundaries is weak and fails
to appropriately evaluate whether the objectives are appropriate to give effect to the

purpose of the Act, particularly in the context of the shortage of land supply addressed
below, and the implications of this for enabling people and communities to provide for the
well−being, health and safety . The section 32 analysis also fails to comprehensively assess
the benefits and costs of the policies, nor properly identify reasonably practicable
alternatives.

10. Otago lacks complex cross boundary issues between territorial authorities with respect to
urban areas, which have helped justify growth boundaries in RPSs in the past in larger
metropolitan areas. It is therefore questioned whether urban growth is a regional issue
and therefore the extent to which the RPS should provide policy direction on this matter.

11. Currently, the PRPS does not adequately address the issue of the shortage of zoned land
supply. We seek amendments to recognise the issue of the shortage of land supply
required for urban growth and housing in some places in the region, particularly
Queenstown.

12. The rationale for "10 years" of supply for urban growth is unclear. Planning only for 10
years of supply is inconsistent with case law. It is not clear how it should be measured or
whether 10 years' of capacity would be sufficient. Sufficient land to cater for growth is
extremely important to the economic and social wellbeing of communities. It would be

more useful to compel territorial authorities in high growth areas to undertake studies of
demand for land across various sectors and of the amount of zoning necessary to service
that demand in a manner which prevents significant supply shortages.
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13. The PRPS favours the protection of highly valued soils over urban growth and
development. This is not appropriate for all rural parts of the region.

14. "Avoiding" additional costs of infrastructure provision is far too high a requirement. Higher
infrastructure costs may well be appropriate when there is a net benefit to the community
in rezoning an area (for example where zoned land supply is increased to meet demand).
Territorial authorities, who are well attuned to the costs of infrastructure provision, should
be well placed to make such assessments without direction from an RPS. It would be
useful also to clarify that relevant costs are those borne by the community.

15. "Considering the need for urban growth boundaries" (in policy 3.8.1) would be best
dropped to a method, if retained at all. Territorial authorities can use a variety of methods
to manage growth whether they are through setting out spatially defined growth
boundaries, establishing objective and policy frameworks for assessing proposed urban
extensions, providing zoning or using rates and contributions as incentives. It is not
appropriate that the RPS specify a method in this manner.

16. Referencing to staging and limiting the release of land in policy 3.8.2 do not reflect the
realities of urban development and does not represent an efficient use of resource, nor an
effective means of controlling effects. Whether and how growth occurs cannot be entirely
predicted and attempts to highly regulate the release of urban land for urban development

are most likely to result in greater community costs than benefits in high growth areas.
Such approaches may result in insufficient supply of land for urban growth which can result
in significant adverse economic and social effects. If policy 3.8.2 is to be retained, it needs
modifying. The words "as detailed in Schedule 8" should be deleted for several reasons. It
is inconsistent with the glossary which states that urban growth areas are as defined in a
District Plan (which is a more appropriate method). There would be significant
inefficiencies in detailing growth boundaries in an RPS, including that a private plan change
cannot apply to change an RPS. It is not appropriate for the regional council to become
embroiled in urban growth management at a local level in Otago, and there are risks that
the RPS will not be able to adapt quick enough to accommodate growth which achieves the

purpose of the Act.

Schedule 6

17. Schedule 6 is unlikely to serve a useful purpose and the efficiency and effectiveness, costs
and benefits of it and the detailed urban design principles it set outs, were not assessed at
all in the section 32 evaluation. While it may have some use if this became for Otago an
agreed exhaustive list of urban design matters, in reality there are likely to continue to be
other references to principles of urban design such as the urban design protocol and those
matters set out in District Plans. The effect of having Schedule 6 is therefore likely to be
adding substantially to the assessment requirements of plan changes and resource
consents, often in duplication of other similar assessments for little added benefit, and
possibly to the detriment of good urban design for specific sites. Schedule 6 is best
deleted.

−iv−
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Natural Hazards

18. "Avoidance" of natural hazards needs to be widened to "avoid, remedy or mitigate". It is
consistent with case law and the RMA for a residual level of risk to be acceptable,
particularly in hazard prone areas such as the Queenstown Lakes District. For example,
designing to a 100 year level flood may be appropriate, but it would often not be
reasonable to design to a 1000 year event or greater (which "avoidance" may imply).

Contaminated Land

19. Avoiding the creation of new contaminated land may not always be appropriate or
practical. The emphasis should be on avoiding risks to human health or the environment.
To provide an example, in remediating contaminated land it may be appropriate to move
soil to another location. That location may receive a level of contamination, but this may
be appropriate given where it is situated and how that land is to be used.

Offsetting effects on indigenous biodiversity

20. The appropriateness of policy 4.5.7 — is questioned. The fact that policy 4.5.8 requires no
net loss of biodiversity should provide sufficient protection. It is further noted that
offsetting is considered when effects cannot be avoided remedied or mitigated — offsetting
has been used as a form of mitigation and sometimes compensation where mitigation is
not possible. If the policy is retained, this should be clarified and the policy corrected.

Outstanding Natural Landscapes and Features

21. The importance of managing development and subdivision in outstanding natural
landscapes and features is not disputed. However it is submitted that the balance of these
values with other important values as set out in the RMA could be disrupted if
amendments to proposed RPS provisions, including policies 2.2.3 and 2.2.4 are not made.
For example, it has been accepted for good reason that ski fields are appropriate to locate
in alpine environments that may otherwise be considered outstanding natural landscapes.
Ensuring that such businesses can continue to operate and provide an important
recreational and economic resource to Otago's communities should be borne in mind in
formulating RPS policy. Amendments are requested in Appendix 2.

22. With respect to Policy 2.2.3 and Schedule 4, these matters are now well set out by case law
and District Plans. Introducing Schedule 4 risks inefficiencies, particularly if any part is
inconsistent with how such assessments are normally carried out. If they are consistent,
the RPS would seem to be adding little in this respect. Schedule 4 is best deleted.

Special amenity landscapes

23. The PRPS affords special amenity landscapes a level of status and protection that is not
consistent with sustainable management. Sustainable management will not be achieved by
seeking to protect these areas from development or avoiding adverse effects from
development in these areas. Doing so will frustrate efficient use and development of

resources and worst case could prevent it. Rather, sustainable management will be

−v−
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achieved by ensuring these regionally significant, but not outstanding, landscape values are
identified and managed to maintain and enhance amenity values and the quality of the
local environment.

24. We are concerned about the introduction of the term Special Amenity Landscapes. While
it is acknowledged that it is desirable to align District Plan policy frameworks where
landscapes traverse territorial authority boundaries, there is a considerable risk of different
criteria being applied to those contained within settled or proposed District Plans. This
risks giving rise to significant inefficiencies including slowing the consideration of
forthcoming District Plan reviews until the RPS has been settled and complexities in

resource consent assessments. This concern also applies to Schedule 4, which proposes
criteria which would apply to all landscape assessments.

25. Wording is recommended in Appendix 2 for how these landscape policies could be
reworded. This includes a policy on the need to consider cross boundary issues for
landscape matters. It is submitted that this can be an equally effective and significantly

more efficient way in which to manage the occasional proposals that give rise to such
matters.

26. The implications of policies such as Policy 2.2.4 need to be carefully considered. It is
important to recognise that, arguably, most of those parts of the Queenstown Lakes
District that are not Outstanding Natural Landscapes could fall within this category.
Amends are requested in Appendix 2 to make it clear that such environments are living
environments where day to day activities need to be carried out. By way of example, it is
noted that the current Queenstown Lakes District Plan which has a strong landscape
management focus allows for appropriately managed and located urban growth and resort
style developments in those areas classified as "visual amenity landscapes". The economic
and social wellbeing of communities could be adversely affected by the RPS indicating that
such activities may no longer be appropriate.

Glossary

27. To reduce ambiguity and enable more efficient implementation of the PRPS, we have
requested the inclusion of the following new definitions: Define Significant infrastructure;
Significant Community Facility; Urban; Regionally Significant Soil Resources; Regionally
Significant Industry Activity; Hard mitigation measures. We have also sought clarification
about the difference between "kai tahu" and "Ngai Tahu".

28. A single Glossary containing both English and Te Reo terms is requested, not two separated
sections which is unnecessary.

−vi−
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Appendix 2 —Table of requested amendments
No Rev.' d en e

Whole Document

Retention of all provisions in the PRPS, as notified, except as requested in this table to be deleted
or amended.

Any consequential or other amendment required to give effect, or like effect, to any matter raised
in this submission.

Deletion of or amendments to any text in the PRPS that:

• Is duplicated within document;

• Is vague or ambiguous;

• Duplicates the RMA or other statutory documents, including any provision stated in the
RMA (provisions should be referenced but not quoted), and any definition already
defined in the RMA or other legislation; and

• Is not required by section 62 of the RMA or is not an active directive (for example the
"need" statements provided in each chapter overview, Method 7, any text that begins
with "Including", and all "may methods").

Objective 1.1: The principles
decisions

o f Te Tiriti o Waitangi are irtnntifi...4=^4 taken intc.‘ account in resource management

5 Issue The principles of Te Tiriti o Waitangi are not formally codified and in many cases refer to broad
concepts that need further exploration when applied to specific circumstances. This can make it
challenging to effectively incorporate the principles of the Treaty into planning documents, as these
principles are not formally codified in any way

6 '.'.:ed T,.−. 7:−i's.i '.'.'nf•ccn.LE between takate, eh: Crown. Tho P.MAc cr::::cs c :;::::!:.! cz!ctcn.c.!1!p whenuo and
loco Tiriti Waitangi into havorequire: outhe.ritic: tc tai:c ch.:: prin..:ip::: o f e a account, and

reg3r−d4c kaitickitaka. Locol r to f i n d ' way cc o f f = tc thecaperticAor outhorilio: eed gi,,e
thot thoy the.' for the off:\et: of resourceprinciple: on:ure: arc p−operly appli:,..d, and accounts

d4...−iciore.−. K5i Tah:.:−talues, including described in iwi managementmonagenlent cn th.c./.: rece:rce

Policy 1.1.1 Promoting awareness of treaty obligations
Promote awareness and understanding of local authorities' obligations regarding the principles of
Te Tiriti o Waitangi, tikaka Maori and kaupapa Maori

Policy 1.1.2 Identifvine end tak ing the principles of Te Tiriti o Waitangi into account
Ensure that local authorities c o s : thc f',:nc j̀c‘n:−, znd pcwors, to take into account the principles
of Te Tiriti cc WaitenRi identified in Andenciix :LA by:
a) Previd;nel−co:−d Kai Tahu a status distinct from that of interest groups and members of the
public, consistent with their position as a Treaty partner; and,
b) Involvjage Kai Tahu in resource management decision−making processes and implementation;
and
c) Taking e into account Kai Tahu views in resource management decision−making processes and
implementation, particularly regarding the relationship of their culture and traditions with their
ancestral lands, water, sites, wahi tapu, and other taoka; and
d) Ensuring: e Kai Tahu have the prerogative to:
I. Identifytg their relationship with their ancestral lands, water, sites, wahi tapu, and other taoka;
and
ii. Determintge how best to express that relationship; and
e) Ensurinc,e. Kai Tahu are able to exercise kaitiakitaka; and
f) Ensuringe that district and regional plans:
i. Givin2e− effect to the Ngai Tahu Claims Settlement Act 1998; and
ii. Recognisime and providirLige for statutory acknowledgement areas, as detailed in Schedule 2;
and
iii. Providinge for other areas in Otago that are recognised as significant to Kai Tahu in a manner
similar to that prescribed for statutory acknowledgement areas.

9 Objective 1.2: Kai Tahu values, rights and customary resources are identified and sustained
10 Issue Historically, decision makers have had difficulty understanding the takata whenua point of view.

Some places, sites and values of cultural, spiritual or historic significance to takata whenua have
been destroyed or degraded. Sometimes, no access is available to important sites. Sometimes, it
has been difficult to use Maori land for the purposes for which it was originally granted.

11 P,ee4 Tho RMA − t c Mfoci thcir' , _ : ' , : . 2 : , ! : : : : 3 ! .2 _
t o .,−_−:...gnis:: on.2 ,cr:vi_ cc!otiocchip of cod
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. Requested A en eat..

culture traditions with their lands, water, w th i tapu, tacka lnand anccstrai sites, and other
managing ! t c K5i Tahucur natural rci,ciuirces, col eutle ritics reed recognise values and plans more

— crcisc of customary rights
12 Policy 1.2.1 Managing the natural environment to support Kai Tahu wellbeing

Manage the natural environment t o support Kai Tahu wellbeing by:
a) Ensuring sustainable management of resources supports thcir customary uses and cultural
values (as detailed in Schedules 1A and B); and
b) Safe−guarding the life−supporting capacity of natural resources.

13 Policy 1.2.2 Recognising important sites of cultural significance to Kai Tahu
Recognise wahi tiipuna, including sites and landscapes of cultural significance to Kai Tahu such as
wahi tapu and other elements, as detailed in Schedule 1C.

14 Policy 1.2.3 Protecting important sites and values of cultural significance to Kai Tahu
Protect important values, as detailed in schedules 1A and 8, and sites of cultural significance to K5i
Tahu as detailed in Schedule 1C by:
a) Avoiding significant adverse effects from inappropriate subdivision, uses and development on
those di:toiled in Schedule a;values and sites, ius and
b) Avoiding remedying or mitigating other adverse effects on those values and sites; and
c) Managing those values and sites in a culturally appropriate manner.

15 Policy 1.2.4 Enabling Kai Tahu relationships with w5hi tuouna and associated sites
Enable Kai Tahu relationships with wahi tupuna and associated sites by:
a) Facilitating Kai Tahu access to sites of cultural significance; and
b) Recognising that relationships between sites of cultural significance are an important element of
wahi tupuna; and
c) Recognising traditional place names.

16

17

Policy 1.2.5 Enabling sustainable use of Maori land
Enable Kai Tahu to protect, develop and use land within native reserves in a way consistent with
their culture and traditions, and economic, cultural and social aspirations, including for papakaika,
marae and marae related activities, while:
a) Avoiding adverse effects on the health and safety of people; and
b) Avoiding significant adverse effects from inappropriate development on matters of national
importance; and

Azes:−,irg of detailed in Schedulec) tha :..igritizar−zei adverse effects or. :has: m:−.t:ir.−: and value:, a;
2; and,
d) Remedying or mitigating other adverse effects on other values.

_Objective 2.1: The regionally significant values of Otago's natural c d physical resources are recognised and protected
from inappropriate subdivision use and development reeint.incd a d enhonced

18 Issue Degradation of natural values and natural systems risks loss of complexity, which in turn
jeopardises the life sustaining capacity of the environment, and the ecosystem services provided to
the community. Knowledge of these systems and their interdependencies is often imperfect.
Cumulative effects of human activities on the natural environment may be difficult to pinpoint
initially, but over time will can cause serious damage.

19 Vic know aago'see riccd to enough about thc reeny velues and characteristics of natural and
resources, thc they for to he to manage thephysical and ecosystem scrviccs providc us, able

cffects of human activities on thc environment's life supporting capacity adequatc4%
20 Policy 2.1.1 Managing for freshwater values

Recognise regionally significant freshwater values, and manage freshwater, to:
a) Support healthy ecosystems in all Otago aquifers, and rivers, lakes, wetlands, and their margins;
and
b) Retain the range and extent of habitats provided by freshwater; and
c) Protect outstanding water bodies and wetlands from inappropriate subdivision, use and
development; and
d) Protect migratory patterns of freshwater species from inappropriate subdivision, use and
development, unless detrimental to indigenous biodiversity; and
e) Avoid aquifer compaction, and seawater intrusion in aquifers; and
f) Maintain good water quality, including in the coastal marine area, or enhance it where it has
been degraded; and
g) Maintain or enhance coastal values supported by freshwater values; and
h) Maintain or enhance the natural functioning of rivers, lakes, and wetlands, their riparian
margins, and aquifers; and
i) Retain the quality and reliability of existing drinking water supplies; and
j) Protect K5i Tahu values from inaPprooriate subdivision, use and development; and

−8−
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No Requested Amendment

k) Provide for other cultural values, as identified in Schedule 1A; and
I) Protect important recreation values from inapprooriate subdivision, use and development; and
m) Maintain the aesthetic and landscape values of rivers, lakes, and wetlands; and
n) Avoid the adverse effects of pest species, prevent their introduction and reduce their spread;
and
o) Mitigate the adverse effects of natural hazards, including flooding and erosion; and
p) Maintain the ability of existing infrastructure to operate within their design parameters.

21 Policy 2.1.2 Managing for the values of beds of rivers and lakes, wetlands, and their margins
Recognise the values of beds of rivers and lakes, wetlands, and their margins, and manage them to:
a) Protect or restore their natural functioning; and
b) Protect outstanding water bodies and wetlands fron; :r.:, oorooriate subdivision, use and
develooment; and
C) Maintain good water quality, or enhance it where it has been degraded; and
d) Maintain ecosystem health and indigenous biodiversity; and
e) Retain the range and extent of habitats supported; and
f) Maintain or enhance natural character; and
g) Protect Kai Tahu values from inaoaropriate subdivision, use and develooment; and
h) Provide for other cultural values, as identified in Schedule :LA; and
i) Maintain their aesthetic and amenity values; and
j) Avoid the adverse effects of pest species, prevent their introduction and reduce their spread; and
k) Mitigate the adverse effects of natural hazards, including flooding and erosion; and
I) Maintain bank stability.

22 Policy 2.1.3 Managing for coastal water values
Recognise coastal water values, and manage coastal water, to:
a) Support healthy coastal ecosystems; and
b) Retain the range of habitats provided by the coastal marine area; and
c) Protect migratory patterns of coastal water species from innoroorizte subdivision, usg and
develooment unless detrimental to indigenous biodiversity; and
d) Maintain coastal water quality, or enhance it where it has been degraded; and
e) Maintain or enhance coastal values; and
f) Protect Kai Tahu values; and
g) Provide for other cultural values, as identified in Schedule l k and
h) Protect important recreation values from inappropriate subdivision, use and develooment; and
i) Avoid the adverse effects of pest species, prevent their introduction and reduce their spread.

23 Policy 2.1.4 Managing for air quality values
Recognise air quality values, and manage air quality, to:
a) Maintain good ambient air quality that supports human health, or enhance air quality where it
has been degraded; and
b) Protect Kai Tahu values from inaoorooriate subdivision, use and development; and
c) Maintain other cultural, aesthetic and amenity values.

24 Policy 2.1.5 Managing for soil values
Recognise soil values that are of a regional significance, and manage those soils, to:
a) Maintain their life supporting capacity; and
b) Maintain soil biodiversity; and
c) Maintain biological activity in soils; and
d) Maintain soil's function in the storage and cycling of water, nutrients, and other elements
through the biosphere; and
e) Maintain soil's function as a buffer or filter for pollutants resulting from human activities,
including aquifers at risk of leachate contamination; and
f)Rcta!n Ensure the primary use of regionally significant soil resources is for primary production
purposes and
g) Protect Kai Tahu values from inaporooriate subdivision, use and develooment; and
h) Provide for other cultural values, as identified in Schedule 1A; and
i) Maintain the soil mantle where it acts as a repository of heritage objects; and
j) Maintain highly valued soil resources; and
k) Avoid contamination of soil from in−oorooriate subdivision, use and development. and
I) Avoid the adverse effects of pest species, prevent their introduction and reduce their spread.

25 Policy 2.1.6 Managing for ecosystem and indigenous biodiversitv values
Recognise the values of ecosystems and indigenous biodiversity, and manage ecosystems and
indigenous biodiversity, to:
a) Maintain or enhance ecosystem health and indigenous biodiversity; and
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b) Maintain or enhance areas of predominantly indigenous vegetation; and
c) Buffer or link existing ecosystems; and
d) Protect important hydrological services, including the services provided by tussock grassland;
and
e) Protect natural resources and processes that support indigenous biodiversity from inappropriate
subdivision, use and development; and
f) Maintain habitats of indigenous species that are important for recreational, commercial, cultural
or customary purposes; and
g) Protect biodiversity significant to Kai Tahu from inappropriate subdivision, use and development;
and
h) Avoid the adverse effects of pest species, prevent their introduction and reduce their spread.

26 Policy 2.1.7 Recognising the values of natural features, landscapes, and seascapes
Recognise the values of natural features, landscapes, seascapes and the coastal environment are
derived from the following attributes, as detailed in Schedule 4:
a) Biophysical attributes, including:
i. Natural science factors;
ii. The presence of water;
iii. Vegetation (indigenous and introduced);
iv. The natural darkness of the night sky;
b) Sensory attributes, including:
i. Legibility or expressiveness;
H. Aesthetic values;
Hi. Transient values, including nature's sounds;
iv. Wild or scenic values;
c) Associative attributes, including:
i. Whether the values are shared and recognised;
H. Cultural and spiritual values for K5i Tahu;
iii. Historical inc' '−, • : F − associations.

27 Policy 2.1.8 Recognising the values of natural character in the coastal environment
Recognise the values of natural character in the coastal environment are derived from the
following attributes:
a) Natural elements, processes and patterns;
b) Biophysical, ecological, geological and geomorphological aspects;
c) Natural landforms such as headlands, peninsulas, cliffs, dunes, wetlands, estuaries, reefs,
freshwater springs and surf breaks;
d) The natural movement of water and sediment;
e) The natural darkness of the night sky;
f) Places or areas that are wild or scenic;
g) A range of natural character from pristine to modified;
h) Experiential attributes, including the sounds and smell of the sea; and their context or setting.

28 Objective 2.2 Otago's significant and highly valued natural resources are identified, and protected or enhanced to
maintain their distinctiveness

29 Issue Otago has a distinct range of outstanding natural features, landscapes, seascapes, indigenous
biodiversity, water bodies and soil which have intrinsic value and help to create the region's
identity and support the region's wellbeing. These highly valued resources risk becoming degraded
if they are not adequately protected from inappropriate subdivision, use and development. In turn,
resource degradation reduces the attractions Otago can offer to tourists, residents and businesses,
and could lead to wider adverse economic impacts

30 Need It is er−of national importance o recognise and provide for natural fesourc−es−systems−and
−

lifc.dd \ antagic and quo! c`
31 Policy 2.2.1 Identifying areas of significant indigenous vegetation and significant habitats of indigenous fauna

Identify areas and values of significant indigenous vegetation and significant habitats of indigenous
fauna, using the attributes detailed in Schedule 5.

32 Policy 2.2.2 Managing significant indigenous vegetation and significant habitats of indigenous fauna
• ' cc Manage subdivision, use and develooment that affects the values of areas of
significant indigenous vegetation and significant habitats of indigenous fauna, by:
a) Avoiding adverse effects on those vdlucs which contribute to which will result in the area or
habitat losing its being significant status; and
b) Avoiding significant adverse effects from in appropriate subdivision, use and development on
other values of the area or habitat; and

−10−
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,\ r − − n − − −− −.".2F. − . − ' − 7−,d
_ _ Li

d) Remediating, when adverse effects cannot be avoided; and
e) Mitigating where adverse effects cannot be avoided or remediated; and
f) Encouraging enhancement of those areas and values.

33 Policy 2.2.3 Identifying outstanding natural features, landscapes and seascapes
Identify areas and values of outstanding natural features, landscapes and seascapes,:,:e

34 Policy 2.2.4 Managing outstanding natural features, landscapes, and seascapes
P−otc.ct, onl−.;%−oond roc−,ce: Manage subdivision. use and deyelopmen: ;ha: affects the values of
outstanding natural features, landscapes and
seascapes, by:
a) Avoiding adverse effects er=t4−−.::...e.−*al....."−−.;−selt−i4e−te−which will result in the loss of te
significance of the natural feature, landscape or seascape; and
b) Avoiding, remedying or mitigating other adverse effects on other values; and
c; A:soz!rg tho :i,ritriconcr_ of colv:Y:ro ;_focts frorr i n c = c c r i n : i:::: ond....4.sw.'ocr−..−_n: c '̂•−−in−−Sa4e.d...:lc

3;*:ei!ed on
d) Recognising and providing for positive contributions of existing introduced species to those
values; and
e) Controlling the adverse effects of pest species, preventing their introduction and reducing their
spread; and
f) Encouraging enhancement of those areas and values.
el Recoenisine thpt 7•oorooriazelv designed and manned r,−−..cr,=•ional activities in such locations
car. be appropriate, and can entail community benefits such as the enjoyment of lanciscaoe values
h) Recognising that when activities have a functional need to locate within such Places and
emphasis on mitigating or remedying adverse effects rather than avoiding them may be
norooriAte.

35 Policy 2.2.5 Identifying soecial amenity landscaoes and highly valued natural features
Identify areas and values of special amenity landscape or natural features which are highly valued
for their contribution to the amenity or quality of the environment, but which are not outstanding,

thc d:tailN! in S:f"..ct...:!: 'us!ng at:ributo.:

ns New op/icy Managing cross boundary la ndsca Pe effects

Promote alignment o f District Plans and integrated assessments o f environmental effects
when assessing landscape values and effects in landscapes which traverse territorial
author i ty boundaries.

36 Policy 2.2.6 Managing special amenity landscapes and highly valued natural features
'..h.−_• v:!;:cs of Manage special amenity landscapes and highly valued natural

features, by:
a) Avoiding. remedyine or mitigating signif icon: adverse effects on those values which contribute to
the special amenity of the landscape or high value of the natural feature; and
b; ....vold!rg: ror.−.−.4ying or miti;Tzing clhor :ch.:roc offcc:: or cthor.A..−lvos; ond

dC:Ziiai in Echzd...: 2;c)."zscr.s:ng th : sigc−:it4ear−c−ie−ef−a−dvor:c offoc4s−ea44oso voluos, 3S o...d
d) Recognising and providing for positive contributions of existing introduced species t o those
values; and
e) Controlling the adverse effects of pest species, preventing their introduction and reducing their
spread; and
f) Encouraging enhancement of those values.
gl Recoenisine and orovidine for the use of such resources includine as places where productive
activities, tourism, recreation, infrastructure, homes and work places are I cated.
h) allowing values to adaot over time as communities and economies change

37 Policy 2.2.7 Identifying the landward extent of the coastal environment
Identify the landward extent of the coastal environment, using the following criteria:
a) Area or landform dominated by coastal vegetation or habitat of indigenous coastal species; and
b) Landforms and the margins of landforms where active coastal processes, influences or qualities
are significant; and
c) Any landscapes or features, including coastal escarpments, which contribute to the natural
character, visual quality or amenity values of the coast; and
d) Any physical resource or built form, including infrastructure, that has modified the coastal
environment and retains a connection to or derives character from connection to the coast; and
e) The relationship of takata whenua with the coastal environment.
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38 Policy 2.2.8 Identifying areas of high and outstanding natural character in the coastal environment
Identify areas and values of high and outstanding natural character in the coastal environment,
using the attributes detailed in Policy 2.1.8.

39 Policy 2.2.9 Managing the natural character of the coastal environment
Preserve or enhance the natural character values of the coastal environment, by:
a) Avoiding adverse effects of activities on natural character in areas of the coastal environment
with co thorc valu;:,−, i.i.)−,ich ccritribut_ to t!−:: outstanding natural character of an or : : ; and
b) Avoiding significant adverse effects and avoiding, rernedvinv or mitipating other adverse effects
of activities on natural character in all other areas of the coastal environmenton those values which

t thc highcontit i.:tc natural char:ict,− vaiuos of .7., ar.−_N−2,; and
ASalf thc icaft:2 &leas detailed inSchedulec)sin.g signif of advcrr c on thoLe values, as −3; and

d) Avoiding, renaodying or mitigating effects on other v::!ue:,; ando'hor eevcrec
e) Recognising and providing for the contribution o f existing introduced species to the natural
character of the coastal environment; and
f) Encouraging enhancement of those values; and
g) Controlling the adverse effects of pest species, prevent their introduction and reduce their
spread.

40 Policy 2.2.10 Identifying surf breaks of national importance
Recognise the surf breaks of national importance at:
a) Karitane;
b) Papatowai;
c) The Spit;
d) Whareakeake.

41 Policy 2.2.11 Managing surf breaks of national importance
Protect surf breaks of national importance, by:
a) Avoiding adverse effects on the natural and physical processes contributing to their existence;
and
b) Avoiding adverse effects of other activities on access to, and use and enjoyment of, those surf
breaks.

42 Policy 2.2.12 Identifying outstanding water bodies and wetlands
Identify outstanding water bodies and wetlands and their values, using the following criteria:
a) A high degree of naturalness;
b) Outstanding aesthetic or landscape values;
c) Significant takata whenua cultural values;
d) Significant recreational values;
e) Significant ecological values;
f) Significant hydrological values.

43 Policy 2.2.13 Managing outstanding water bodies and wetlands
Protdct Manage subdivision, use and develooment that affects the values of outstanding water
bodies and wetlands by:
a) Avoiding significant adverse effects from inappropriate subdivision, use and development,
including cumulative effects, on those values which contribute to the water body or wetland being
outstanding; and
b) Avoiding, remedying or mitigating other adverse effects on the water body or wetland's values;
and
c) Ass:_,scing the significant: adverse on values, d.−\triik.:d in Schoduic 3;of eff2cts as ond
d) Controlling the adverse effects of pest species, preventingtheir introduction and reducing their
spread; and
e) Encouraging enhancement of outstanding water bodies and wetlands.

44 Policy 2.2.14 Identifying la4g−la−1−y−regionally significantval−ue4 soil resources
Identify areas and values of highly voluedregionally significant soil resources, using the following
criteria:
a) Degree of versatility for primary production;
b) Significance for providing pollutant buffering or filtering services;
c) Significance for providing water storage or flow retention services;
d) Degree of rarity.

45 Policy 2.2.15 Managing high!v•.−ziliu:sfregionally significant soil resources
Protect the values of areas of hii−g−lai), va lucdregionally significant soil resources, by:
a) Avoiding significant adverse effects from inaooropriate subdivision, use and development on
those values which contribute to the soil being highiy alucdregional Iv significant and
b) Avoiding, remedying or mitigating other adverse effects on values of those soils; and
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Ac:c.x.inc:'ho — − ' d " i7' 3;c) : k r i f .....„ c Cr. VC!'.1::, cc .S.,.t:.:!...:!:. :rd
d) Recognising that loss of r e g i o n v significant soils to urban :::,−.....−~e:.!cr: development may be
appropriate near locz..ti:n :nd proLimitl−se existing urban development, ;.− !id infrastuct.iee.eli.:.:'...c
particularly when there is a lack of supolv of land available for urban develooment.

46 Objective 2.3: Not•Jr31. :Systems and interdependencies are recognised and sustained
47 Issue 114:.4.,...5e4En‘ironmental systems and resources are interconnected, complex and difficult to manage

in a consistent and effective way. Sometimes, the use of one resource adversely affects the
environmental value of another. Sometimes, other relevant legislation results in conflicting
management directives. Sometimes, activities affecting a resource are managed by different
authorities

48 (eef T!:c W A − .−.to :r:.−..G−7....rcz.eirc: th7.: rt:s.:.−...roc: orc m:−:!.... _ oc.' wzy. .. :−.7.1cric
inzorf r o s c o z : r.−..7.:−.::g:m.zr.t ..:!•.... : : ! : 7 . : ro:%:r.−...::,./,'"7... th ,.... cr.:: zo:rnir.:?....:!*ot!.,..:
bour•.c.'orios, −2/.2cisor. r−:−,k:r wT::.,;. ;c: tho rid: cf 7.:−Ivorso ond ...:r..r..ton:',c.,s;.−...−..s..':•mong :'ifforor.:

from:ccn.,:ccionc.::...:ng
49 Policy 2.3.1 Applying an integrated management approach

Apply an integrated approach to the management of Otago's natural and physical resources, to
achieve sustainable management, by:
a) Taking into account the impacts of management of one resource on the environmental values of
another, or on the environment in general; and
b) Recognising that the form and function of a resource may extend beyond the immediate, or
directly adjacent, area of interest.
cl Ensurine that resource objectives are cornolementary across administrative boundaries: and
di Ensuring that environmental effects of activities on the whole of a resource are concidered when
that resource is managed by sub−units.

50 −,. 2. !..rar..lr'n'z t'..n intccrzt,zd mor7ccmcit 7.cc.c...cl−..y..!:"•.in 7 r•−::c;.:7,:.:.2
Api)y3r. intogrz.qc:' mono −.7.;:ra!;r−,−.: roscu−co, tc ::.h:ovc..2..7.1cr.: opprc:−.:"..Mthin :. py:ic::.1

Er,t−,ur!ne b:−..−..:n.dzzic::o; :hot, r.::.c•.:r:.: cb;:::.!•:zs Or: ccmcicrizr:::−.7y .−:.:r.:::: :.:.itnink−,tro:vo 7.r..c
b; Eitur!ng tk.:−.tthat c f f : : : : ,−..,f .:::', ;'..ics on :ht.' w h : ! : , : f : ro.:.cL:rot.. :...r.: ccr.sdcroo: wh,:r
I: rr.on:ty\os' by cub unit:.

51 Policy 2.3.3 Applying an integrated management approach for freshwater catchments
Apply an integrated management approach to activities in freshwater catchments, by:
a) Using consistent freshwater objectives for interconnected water bodies; and
b) Recognising the importance of river morphology, catchment hydrology, natural processes and
land cover in supporting catchment values; and
c) Coordinating the management of land use and freshwater, to:
i. Maintain or enhance freshwater values; and
ii. Maintain or enhance the wetland values; and
iii. Maintain or enhance the values of beds of rivers and lakes, wetlands, and their margins; and
iv. Reduce the potential for health and nuisance effects.

52 Policy 2.3.4 Applying an integrated management approach for the coastal environment
Apply an integrated management approach to activities in the coastal environment, by:
a) Recognising the importance of coastal morphology, coastal processes and land cover in
supporting coastal environment values; and
b) Coordinating the management of land use, freshwater, and coastal water, to:
i. Maintain or enhance coastal values; and
ii. Reduce the potential for health and nuisance effects.

53 Policy 2.3.5 Applying an integrated management approach for airsheds
Apply an integrated management approach to activities that affect air quality, by:
a) Setting emission standards for airsheds that take into account foreseeable demographic changes,
and their effects on cumulative emissions; and
b) Co−ordinating the management of land use and air quality, to:
i. Maintain or enhance air quality values; and
ii. Reduce the potential for adverse health and nuisance effects.

54 New Policy Aoolving an integrated management aporoach for significant infrastructure and activities that
affect significant infrastructure
Apply an integrated management approach to the management of significant infrastructure and
activities that affect significant infrastructure. by:
a) Promoting consistent corridor management methods throughout the region.

55 Objective 3.1 Protection,
constraints

subdivision use and development of natural and physical resources recognises environmental
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56 Issue Activities that utilise resources are ur.dcrtakcn without regard to their local, environmental values
:−....−_ at grcatcr risk inappropriately compromising of overreaching the *environment's ability to
sustain the activity.

57 Pee4 V!: aced tc raanagc our anti 't ics with rcgord Sc constraints to improve our resilience.
58 Policy 3.1.1 Recognising r.7tur,.1 and pl−−,sical environmental constraints

Recognise the natural ant phy,ical environmental constraints of a resourcesn area, the
environmental effects of those constraints on activities utilising those resources, and the
environmental effects of those activities on those constraints, including with particular recognition
of:
a) The availability of natural resources necessary to sustain the activity; and
b) The ecosystem services the activity is dependent on; and
c) The sensitivity of t−ne−natur−al−al%1−945k−E.4−resources t o from theadverse effects proposed
activity/land use; and
d) Exposure of the activity to natural and technological hazard risks; and
e) The functional necessity for the activity to be located where there are significant constraints.

59 Objective 3.2 Inappropriate rRisk that natural hazards pose to Otago's communities are minimised
60 Issue Natural hazard events, such as flooding and earthquakes, have the potential to injure people and

damage property. Sometimes, it is difficult and costly for a community to recover from a hazard
event.

61 .'\',:,cd V\Il−,ilo tiles.: bcyond •.,!cms:ny of :−..\=t.'::•.r..−_' our control, cacti Sc :−a.ucc chair cotcatia!inspects on
hcctihccopic's .sz.:f−cty, cad v:;..lbzing.

62 Policy 3.2.1 Identifying natural hazards
Identify hazards that Otago's including hazards by.natural may adversely affect communities, of
tikclihc−c..' highand c:zucncc.

63 Policy 3.2.2 Assessing natural hazard likelihood
Assess the likelihood of natural hazard events occurring, having regard to a timeframe of no less
than 100 years, including by considering:
a) Hazard type and characteristics;
b) Multiple and cascading hazards;
c) Cumulative effects, including from multiple hazards with different risks;
d) Effects of climate change;
e) Using the best available information for calculating likelihood;
f) Exacerbating factors.

64 Policy 3.2.3 Assessing natural hazard consequence
Assess the consequences of natural hazard events, including by considering:
a) The nature of activities in the area;
b) Individual and community vulnerability;
c) Impact on individual and community health and safety;
d) Impact on social, cultural and economic wellbeing;
e) Impact on infrastructure and property, including access and services;
f) Risk reduction and hazard mitigation measures;
g) Lifeline utilities, essential and emergency services, and their co−dependence;
h) Implications for civil defence agencies and emergency services;
i) Cumulative effects;
j) Factors that may exacerbate a hazard event.

65 Policy 3.2.4 Managing natural hazard risk
Manage natural hazard risk, in−eluding with particular regard to:

The risk t,hey−poser_J, considering the likelihood natural hazarda) and consequences of events; and
b) The implications of residual risk, including the risk remaining after implementing or undertaking
risk reduction and hazard mitigation measures; and
c) The community's tolerance of that risk, now and in the future, including the community's ability
and willingness to prepare for and adapt to that risk, and respond to an event; and
d) The changing nature of tolerability and risk; and
e) Sensitivity of activities to risk.

66 Policy 3.2.5 Assessing activities for natural hazard risk
Assess activities in areas known to be subiect to an identified f OF natural hazard risk, by
considering:
a) The natural hazard risk identified, including residual risk; and
b) Any measures to avoid, remedy or mitigate those risks, including relocation and recovery
methods; and
c) The long term viability and affordability of those measures; and
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d) Flow−on effects of the risk to other activities, individuals and communities; and
e) The availability of, and ability to provide, lifeline utilities, and essential and emergency services,
during and after a natural hazard event.

67 Policy 3.2.6 Avoiding increased natural hazard risk from inappropriate subdivision, use and development
Avoid, remedy Pk mitigate !rce:::−:.'r•E ncreased natural hazard risk from inaporooriate subdivision.
use end deyeloornent including by:
a) Avoiding activities that significantly increase risk, including displacement of risk off−site; and
b) Encouraging design that facilitates:
i. Recovery from natural hazard events; or
ii. Relocation to areas of lower risk.

68 Policy 3.2.7 Reducing existing natural hazard risk
Reduce existing natural hazard risk, inei−udi−,−g−oarticJ;arly by:
a) Encouraging activities that:
i. Reduce risk; or
ii. Reduce community vulnerability; and
b) Discouraging activities that:
i. Increase risk; or
ii. Increase community vulnerability; and
c) Considering the use of exit strategies for areas of significant risk; and
d) Encouraging design that facilitates:
i. Recovery from natural hazard events or
ii. Relocation to areas of lower risk; and
e) Relocating lifeline utilities, and facilities for essential and emergency service, to areas of reduced
risk, where appropriate and practicable; and
f) Enabling development, upgrade, maintenance and operation of lifeline utilities and facilities for
essential and emergency services; and
g) Re−assessing natural hazard risk, and community tolerance of that risk, following significant
natural hazard events.

69 Policy 3.2.8 Applying a precautionary approach
Where natural hazard risk is uncertain or unknown, but potentially significant or irreversible, apply
a precautionary approach to identifying, assessing and managing that risk.

70 Policy 3.2.9 Protecting features and systems that provide hazard mitigation
Protect, restore, enhance and promote the use of natural or modified features and systems, which
contribute to mitigating the effects of both natural hazards and climate change.

71 Policy 3.2.10 Mitigating natural hazards
Give preference to risk management approaches that reduce the need for hard mitigation
measures or similar engineering interventions, and provide for hard mitigation measures only
when:
a) Those measures are essential to reduce risk to a level the community is able to tolerate; and
b) There are no reasonable alternatives; and
c) It would not result in an increase in risk, including displacement of risk off−site; and
d) The adverse effects can be adequately managed; and
e) The mitigation is viable in the reasonably foreseeable long term.

72 Policy 3.2.11 Locating hard mitigation measures
Enable the location of hard mitigation measures or similar engineering interventions on public land
only when:

There is benefit in doing so; ora) significant p....b!ic or onv!rorm−..onto
b) The work relates to the functioning ability of significant infrastructure c if c!!ric i..:t1;!o„ er—a
facility used for essential or emergency services, or a significant community facility.

73 Objective 3.3: Otago's communities are prepared for and able to adapt to the effects of climate change
74 Issue Climate change is expected to bring higher sea levels and an increased frequency of climate−related

natural hazard events, which will increase the risk that Otago's communities face.
75'ee4 Wc hove !ovol − for − − thzr.ccd tc core.:,!otcnt Guidon:: on :,:o ri:....:, :r.o no^ offocos 1.!

ccotz bcrar4: the.: li−2.: of thi::. R'S.
76 Policy 3.3.1 Adapting to, or mitigating the effects of, sea level rise

Ensure Otago's people and communities are able to adapt to, or mitigate the effects of sea level
rise, over no less than 100 years, by using:
a) A sea level rise of at least 1 metre by 2115, relative to 1990 mean sea level (Otago Metric
Datum); and
b) Adding an additional lOmm per year beyond 2115.

77 Policy 3.3.2 Adapting to, or mitigating the effects of, climate change
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Ensure Otago's people and communities are able to adapt to, or mitigate the effects of climate
change, over no less than 100 years, by:
a) Taking into account the effects of climate change, including by using the best relevant climate
change data; and
b) Applying a precautionary approach to assessing the effects of climate change, where there is
scientific uncertainty and potentially significant or irreversible effects; and
c) Encouraging activities that assist to reduce or mitigate the effects of climate change.

78 Objective 3.4 Good quality infrastructure and services meet community needs
79 Issue Aging and sub−standard infrastructure risks creating safety, health and access problems, and as a

consequence, threatens community resilience
80 Need !r.frafArL:cture busine..z., needs. W−.2 nccd lifelineneeds to moot community, and cnvircnricntal

that 1.−c: through−d−israpt•ive−evants.utllitics and essential rind orriergcncy ..,,,−.:−.•ces arc able 3p:7=
81 Policy 3.4.1 Integrating infrastructure with land use

Achieve the strategic integration of infrastructure with land use, by:
a) Recognising functional needs of infrastructure of regional or national importance; and
b) Designing infrastructure to take into account:
i. Actual and reasonably foreseeable land use change; and
ii. The current population and projected demographic changes; and
iii. Actual and reasonably foreseeable change in supply of, and demand for, infrastructure services;
and
iv. Natural and resource constraints; andphysical
v. Effects on the values of neture! en.d resources; andpH,trical
vi. Co−dependence with other infrastructural services; and
vii. The effects of climate change on the long term viability of that infrastructure; and
c) Managing urban growth in a coordinated manner to ensure.
i, within areas ti,..at have sufficient infrastructure services−c−apacity are provided i−ap
ii. Where infrastructare bcservice: car. upgraded−or oxtzndzd−efficiently and effectively
d) Co dzsign development infrastruelur: 1hr_ 1:.s.ndordinetir4; tica and of with staeir4; cf u../.: change,
includ−ing−..Yit#:
i. ctruct,..7−3 r−cic:−,:o land for new t:':i.:!00:41.:r,•.;c:cl−− , one of trban

• *ii. St7'uct...1:Tr! r:Tdr− vrlopment within cmis;irro urta,−1−areas.
82 Policy 3.4.2 Managing infrastructure activities

Manage infrastructure activities, to:
a) Maintain or enhance the health and safety of the community; and
b) r'icdt„,e, Avoid. remedy or mitigate adverse effects of those activities, including cumulative

natural resources;adverse effects on .;ad physics! and
c) Support economic, social and community needsaet−ivitics and
d) Improve efficiency of use of natural resources; and
e) Protect infrastructure corridors for infrastructure neeckfrom inappropriate subdivision, use and
cievelooment, oow and t r the future; and
f) Increase the ability of communities to respond and adapt to emergencies, and disruptive or
natural hazard events; and
g) Protect the functioning of significant infrastructure lifeline utilities and essential or emergency
services.

83 Policy 3.4.3 Designing significant infrastructure and facilities for essential or emergency services
Design lifeline utilitiessignificant infrastructure, and facilities for essential or emergency services,
to:
a) Maintain their ability to function to the fullest extent possible, during and after natural hazard
events; and
b) Take into account their operational co−dependence with other lifeline utilities and essential
services to ensure their effective operation.

84 Policy 3.4.4 Managing hazard mitigation measures. 441−in−e−utilitiessignificant infrastructure. and essential anq
emergency services
Protect the functioning of hazard mitigation measures, lifeline utilities, and essential or emergency
services, including by:
a) Restricting the establishment of those activities that may result in reverse sensitivity effects; and
b) Avoiding significant adverse effects on those measures, utilities or services; and
c) Avoiding, remedying or mitigating other adverse effects on those measures, utilities or services;
and
d) Ary..22..−Ang thc those detailedsignificance of adverse effects on measures, utilities or services, as
in Schedule 3; and
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e) Maintaining access to those measures, utilities or services for maintenance and operational

purposes; and
f) Managing other activities in a way that does not foreclose the ability of those mitigation
measures, utilities or services to continue functioning.

85 Objective 3.5: Significant Infrastructure e reg; cnal and nat!cnal significancc is recognised and provided for manaccd !n a.
custainablc w:y

86 Issue It is important to recognise and provide for Significant Infrastructure, c f m c r . : ' .cr..7.!...
signifcarc: even though it may result in leee4−adverse environmental efiectsim p.:−::, Cr :dvcr : i
−ff ....7:c7".:!lyirs.por::n: v:i:::::−,. Some infrastructure can only be located inact c:hzr particular
areas, and it may not always be possible to avoid significant adverse effects,

87 Aee 'A': in`r:.s:ructur: ^ ' − — −n.o.:Nd cr.o! ond r.−−ic−. ._,;.... ..N4licionoly and
− ...ol.....::, inc!...:cii. ' inlpocts.cffoot!voly, = c u r i o : : othor o!

88 Policy 3.5.1 Recognising ni4.i..sr4i−d−end−ks−a−ier:aland orovidine for significance of infrastructure
Recognise and provide for the not.....n.o! ond rcgcnat significance of the following infrastructure:

Renewable facilities_, th.:a) electricity generation wh.cro thoy s'..:po:y notor.o! o!cotric!ty grid nz:d
locol di..:.tr'1ootc\−.n.:,tvvor!:; and
b) Electricity transmission infrastructure; and
c) Telecommunication and radio communication facilities; and
d) Roads classified as being of national or regional importance; and
e) Ports and airports; and
f) Structures for transport by rail and tourism activities.

89 Policy 3.5.2 Managing adverse effects of significant infrastructure th7t tr.,: n3tis−.7: or
Mil im.!": Avoid, remedy or mitigate adverse effects from significant infrastructure th.::!..7s r.:.:i3−. I.
Cr rc...zion:l signif!ezzic:,
by:
a) C!ving Requiring comprehensive alternative site assessments tc be provided if a new
development is proposed that will result in significant adverse effect on−f..eFer−ic..−_ zo avoiding thc ir
loco:ion il:
i. Areas of significant indigenous vegetation and significant habitats of indigenous fauna; and
ii. Outstanding natural features, landscapes and seascapes; and
iii. Areas of outstanding natural character; and
iv. Outstanding water bodies or wetlands; and
b) Where it is not possible to avoid locating in the areas listed in a) above, e.v−e4i−r−t−−−r• iiimisinc
significant adverse effects on those values that contribute to the significant or outstanding nature
of those areas; and
c) Avoiding, remedying or mitigating other adverse effects on values; and
d) l'zs:ccinz, do:oi−led in Sch:.−.6,..!: 2;th.c s!gr.−if−i−os.a44c−e−ef−−ae:ve−r−ee−e−f−feet−s−e−n4h−rese−vaWoo, os ond
e);;GAsi4e4P−g−Enabline infrastructure providers to employ the use of offsetting, or other
compensatory measures to address −f−&1: residual adverse effects on the environment;rdigorojf,

90 Policy 3.5.3 Protecting significant infrastructure: 'n sicnifizar.::
... ._:7:cicr.a:

Protect infrastructure of national or regional significance, by:
a) Restricting the establishment of activities that may result in reverse sensitivity effects; and
b) Avoiding significant adverse effects on the functional needs of such infrastructure; and
c) Avoiding, remedying or mitigating other adverse effects on the functional needs of such
infrastructure; and
d; :hoc: no − 'r..−..o!col in Soloc.d...:Ic 3;.̂ 47...c.z.ir−g the o!grcon:o. of odvor7o cffccto on and
e) Protecting infrastructure corridors for infrastructure needs, now and for the future.

91 Objective 3.6: Energy supplies to Otago's communities are secure and sustainable
92 Issue Although Otago is rich in renewable energy sources, it is also an importer of fossil fuels. Any

constraints on energy and fuel supply could affect the way we live and are able to respond to
disruptive events.

93 Pic:i Wc rood tc,rod.._:co 3..ir do con−dor:ow on. fc . .o− i " nd inop7cv: o r −
94 Policy 3.6.1 Using existing renewable electricity generation structures and facilities

Give preference to the use of existing structures or facilities to increase the region's renewable
electricity generation capacity over developing new structures in new locations.

95 Policy 3.6.2 Promoting small and community−scale renewable electricity generation
Promote small and community−scale renewable electricity generation activities,41=ie*

!ncrcosc !ococ) tho commun!ty'o rosil:cnco Ind occurity of creorgy oupp!y; ard
t.) Avo' _

f t .

96 Policy 3.6.3 Protecting the generation capacity of renewable electricity generation activities
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Protect the of nationally or regicnally significant renewablegeneration capacity electricity
generation activities, by:
a) Recognising the functional needs of renewable electricity generation activities, including physical
resource supply needs; and
b) Restricting the establishment of those activities that may result in reverse sensitivity effects; and
c) Avoiding, remedying or mitigating adverse effects from other activities on the functional needs
of that infrastructure; and
d) Assessing •hc s ign i f insc ':',f. as4N,erse . n e t s on those needs, a: detailed in Schedule 3,

97 Policy 3.6.4 Enabling more efficient transport of electricity
Enable electricity transmission and distribution infrastructure activities that:
a) Maintain or improve the security of supply of electricity; or
b) Enhance the efficiency of transporting electricity; and
c) Avoid, remedy or mitigate adverse effects from that activity.

98 Policy 3.6.5 Protecting electricity distribution infrastructure
Protect electricity distribution infrastructure, by:
a) Recognising the functional needs of electricity distribution activities; and
b) Restricting the establishment of those activities that may result in reverse sensitivity effects; and
c) Avoiding, remedying or mitigating adverse effects from other activities on the functional needs
of that infrastructure; and
d) Assessing the significance those needs, Schedule 3;of adverse effects cn as cid:II−eel−in and
e) Protecting cHst.ing distribution corridors for infrastructure needs, now and for the future.

99 Policy 3,6.6 Reducing long term demand for fossil fuels
Reduce the long term demand for fossil fuels from Otago's communities, by:
a) Encouraging the development of compact and well integrated urban areas, to reduce travel
needs within those areas; and
b) Ensuring that transport infrastructure in urban areas has good connectivity, both within new
urban areas and between new and existing urban areas, by:
i. Placing a high priority on walking, cycling, and public transport, where appropriate; and
ii. Maximising pedestrian and cycling networks connectivity, and integration with public transport;
and
iii. Having high design standards for pedestrian and cyclist safety and amenity; and
c) Enabling the development or upgrade of transport infrastructure and associated facilities that:
i. Increase freight efficiency; or
ii. Foster the uptake of new technologies for more efficient energy uses, or renewable or lower
emission transport fuels.

100 Objective 3.7: Urban areas are well designed, sustainable and reflect local character
101 Issue In the past, urban development has not always had regard to the local environment, or considered

the mobility needs for different people. There are high costs to improve buildings and
infrastructure to meet modern standards.

102 Alccd − −
rnprc fcr :vestment. We need infrastructure thatdtindeti':: opportunities _sines s meets modern
s:dndJrds, is future pro f_d, and i_ dffcrdsit!e.

103 Policy 3.7.1 Using the principles of good urban design
Encourage the use of good urban design principles in subdivision and development in urban areas,

o:
a) Provide a resilient, safe and healthy community, including through use of crime prevention
through environmental design principles; and
b) Ensure that the built form relates well to its surrounding natural environment, including by:

Reflecting fedtu−res lakes, '...'elands topography;nDtdrdi such af.−. rivers, and and

iii. Pretesting ann..; of ind:g:nous biodiverrity and habitat for indigencus fauna; and
iv. Ens Icv, design techniques;dru„ing dsc of impact and
v. Encourdging buildings;ecnslructidn of warmer and
c) Reduce risk from natural hazards, including by avoiding areas of significant risk; and
d) Ensure good access and connectivity within and between communities; and
e) Create a sense of identity, including by recognising features of heritage and cultural importance;
and
f) Create areas where people can live, work and play, including by:
i. Enabling a diverse range of housing, commercial, industrial and service activities; and
ii. Enabling a diverse range of social and cultural opportunities.

104 Policy 3.7.2 Encouraging use of low impact design techniaues
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Encourage the use of low impact design techniques in subdivision and development, to:
a) Reduce potential adverse environmental effects, including on water and air quality; or
b) Mitigate the effects of natural hazards and climate change; or
C) Enhance amenity; or
d) Enhance habitat for indigenous species and biodiversity values.

105 Policy 3.7.3 Designing for warmer buildings
Encourage the design of subdivision and development to reduce the adverse effects of Otago's
colder climate, and higher demand and costs for energy, including by:
a) Mayin−icing optimising passive solar gain; and
b) Insulating t o warmer standards than those set under building legislation.

106 Policy 3.7.4 Designing for good access in public spaces
Design and maintain public spaces, including streets and open spaces to orovide for a range of uses
and meet irjg the reasonable access and mobility needs of all sectors within the community,
ineld−iag ‘A4t−h−fr−reb4i−ty−imiaaifFeents.1h2 young and thcr:e .

107 Objective 3.8: Urban growth is well designed and integrates effectively with adjoining urban and rural environments
108 Issue Unplanned urban growth risks exceeding the carrying capacity of existing infrastructure and

services, adversely affecting community resilience. Sometimes, unplanned growth places pressure
on adjoining productive land, and risks losing connectivity with adjoining urban areas.

109 N J We '7 r..tegrate\−−' te a : c v : effeetve and a'forctbia: : : , ' ViCI! C . : ; r 4 3 . and unbar! grcwth.
in.:.......:..ttir7. !:7−.7rcy:. W:'. to the test na:::ra:and r.−siliencn. ne.t.d ma!:e : : : : cf e:.:r and chy: a!
re:oureze Jr.d reduce thee ef feat: af ::nplanned growth.

110 Policy 3.8.1 Managing Providing for urban growth
Mc....7.2.: Provide for urban growth and creation of new urban land in a strategic and co−ordinated
way,_by:
a) Understanding demand and supply o f 4 4 , 1 4 4 e g i r − t i e g there
residential, commercial and industrial zoned land cop:city to and caterjng for that demand4e;

leas: the noict 10 and,ercjectd cve‘r et y...\or;
b) Co−ordinating urban growth and extension of urban areas with relevant infrastructure
development programmes, to:
i. Provide infrastructure in an efficient and effective way; and
ii. Avoid Discouraging additional costs on the public that arise from unplanned infrastructure
expansion; and
c) Identifying future growth areas that:
i. Minimise significant adverse effects on rural the productivity of the rural and tourism sectors;
inc!uding le,": h'sh!v•:alued eompating urban d.:m:nd for watzr :nd etherof :oils or creating
rcacurees; and
ii. Can be developed without resulting in significant adverse effects on 41.zintain 3f' enhance Ely
matter of national imoortance or national significance cipificant bhdiver:ity, landseape e'r nottsc!
eheir−actcr values; and
ii!. MeEnta'?n, important 1−.−itaz,eaultural or values; end
thy. Avoid i land with significant risk from nattral hazards which cannot be remedied or mitigated.
and
d) Considering the need for urban growth boundaries to control potentially inappropriate urban
expansion; and
e) Ensuring efficient use of land; and
f) Requiring the use of low or no−emission heating systems in buildings, 4.4−le•k−− where ambient air

in near thc is:quality er growth are:
i. Below standards for human health; or
ii. Vulnerable to degradation given the local climatic and geographical context; and

Giving to the designrai−d—cuil:N2 in Schedule 6;g) effect principles of good urban and
h) Giving effect to the principles of crime prevention through environmental design.

110 ' 2.2.2 Cantre4linc urban crcwth where there rycL identified urban ercwth bo..:nderic: or ‘/..ltre :star:
dc•Aeloemant areas
Where boundaries, detailed in SehedL4e—gri ,−Fan−elcve!opment areas, arcurban growth as

..I.−1::::n the reicaac witNn those be;.:ndark:s cr are\ea.,ne,_−− tc centre! −c:;−...71,:on, ccntrol ef and

Staging development, ideNntified tr!ggers to relaese new far development; ora) uaing stage:
b) Rcleazing lard in that logical dekAelcprnent,a way ensures a spatial a.nd efficient u./: of existing
'end infractreeture bc.forc now land s relczfaci; anda.n

Avciding bcycnd the boundary future' ...:rban deve!opmcntc) urban ckvclopment urban growth cr
e r n , ...:n1c:s there i: 3 shortacc of and eirailabke for ...:rtan devd =−•−• en:.
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111 Policy 3.8.3 Managing fragmentation of rural land
Manage subdivision, use and development of rural land, to:
a) Avoid inaooropriate development or fragmentation of land particularly which undermines or
forecloses the potential of rural land:
i. For primary production or tourism; or
ii. In areas identified for future urban uses; or
iii. In areas having the potential for future comprehensive residential development; and
b) Have particular regard to whether the proposal will result in a loss of the productive potential of
regionally significant highl vcrsctilc soils unless:
I. The land adjoins an existing urban area and there is no other land suitable for urban expansion or
there is a shortage of land available for urban development; and
Ii. Thor: highly vcri−dtilei nccdcd for land fromsoil: arc urban cicansion, any change of use rural
activities achieves an appropriate and highly efficient form of urban development; and
iii. reverse sensitivity effects on rural productive activities can be satisfactorily avoided; and
c) Avoid unplanned demand for provision of public infrastructure investment including domestic
water supply and waste disposal; and
d) Avoid creating significant competing demand for water or other resources.

112 Objective 3.9: Hazardous
quality of the environment

substances and waste materials do not pose a significant risk to hornn human health or the
in Otag−e

//3 Issue Waste materials risk creating adverse effects on the environment. Hazardous substances have
adverse effects on community health and safety

114 Ne:−,:, W2 na−...d to mr:1:: the:: L−:−.:it EZ!S disp::sedui....−_ of di,:r 7.1S.,:.7−CCL and minim's: t h : r a ; 2r of as W−Oft:C.
W7 le.....e. to :.:Y: rr.3nagc1:...st haz−g−dcu:Isf u!ly c material: and substana−'. to avoid creating
:nvii::a−7

115 Policy 3.9.1 Integrating management of hazardous substances and waste
Promote an integrated approach to the management of hazardous substances and waste in Otago.

116 Policy 3.9.2 Managing the use storage and disposal of hazardous substances, and the storage and disposal of
waste materials
Manage the use, storage and disposal of hazardous substances, and the storage and disposal of
waste materials, to avoid accidental spillage or release of those substances and materials, by:
a) Providing secure containment of those substances in case of accidental spillage; and
b) Minimising risk associated with natural hazard events; and
c) Avoiding significant adverse effects of those substances and materials on the health and safety of
people, and on other values; and
d) Providing for the development of facilities to safely store, transfer, process, handle and dispose
of hazardous waste and waste materials; and
e) Ensuring hazardous substances are treated or disposed at authorised facilities, in accordance
with the relevant disposal instructions; and
f) Restricting the location of activities that may result in reverse sensitivity effects near:
i. Authorised facilities for hazardous substance treatment or disposal; or
ii. Waste transfer or disposal facilities.

117 Policy 3.9.3 Identifying contaminated land
Identify sites of known or potentially contaminated land in Otago.

118 Poky 3.9.4 Managing the use of contaminated land
Manage the use of contaminated land, to protect people and the environment from adverse
effects, by:
a) Prior to subdivision or development of potentially contaminated land, r:quiring ensure a site
investigation is undertaken to determine the nature or extent of any contamination; and
b) Where there is contamination:
i. Requiring an assessment of associated environmental risks; and
ii. Remediating land; and
c) Considering the need for ongoing monitoring of contaminant levels and associated risks.

119 Poky 3.9.5 Avoiding the creation of new contaminated land
Avoid the creation of new contaminated land which would give rise to risks to human health or
would measurably degrade natural values.

120 Policy 3.9.6 Encouraging use of best management practices for hazardous substance use
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Encourage the use of best management practices to prevent or mitigate adverse effects of the use
of hazardous substances on the environment, including reducing their use.

121 Policy 3.9.7 Encouraging services for hazardous substance collection, recycling and disposal
Encourage the establishment of hazardous substance collection, disposal and recycling services
across the region.

122 Objective 4.1: Public access to areas of value to the community is maintained or enhanced
123 Issue Sometimes, public access to areas of value to the community is limited or inappropriate
124 ' ' I. is hig,−.1.(...z. ' b.

, — 7! errircnr,..cn: .7.r.::17.rcas cf t . . i ! t u m ! f . : : c r i : :ignificancc
Vte.÷−,•:.•,,,sLte−−..5e.−−,...,,sper−L−kiAitic.:crlz. : c i c:!:i.tor:. .;L:'..s,.6‘isieg.41741−j−azycice−tiee

im−er−eve −it.cC.:::S :C−e−tege−S−Fre4147,34−e−FAL14,C nr.lc c;4,24imi−t−acsess−tre−r.'.ore :.r.mitivz ple,e,es,
125 Policy 4.1.1 Maintaining and enhancing public access

Maintain to the including to theand_. w r : : ' pc z.....!:, enhance public access natural environment,
coast, lakes, rivers and their margins, and areas of cultural or historic significance, unless restricting
access is necessary to:
a) Protect public health and safety; or
b) Protect the natural habitats;r.:".•.tur.....4t−EG...: ond−eeesv4er+,•−values of sensitive areas or or
c) Protect identified sites and values associated with historic heritage or cultural significance to
takata whenua.

126 Objective 4.2: Significant hi=tistoric heritage resources are recognised and contribute to the region's character and sense
of idpntity

127 Issue Sometimes, subdivision, use, and development risk damage to Otago's rich historic heritage
128 ProIcct:cn h!s:ori: ".−: − − − − ' − :r::! ..r..−2:r1!−,c Wt.::,

cf
„ 3 :: a rn:tzer

ef−naticr..7.1'n−i−perzcanc−e,
129 Policy 4.2.1 Recognising heritage themes

Recognise the following elements as characteristic or important to Otago's historic heritage:
a) Residential and commercial buildings;
b) Maori cultural and heritage values;
c) 19th and early 20th century pastoral sites;
d) Early surveying, communications and transport, including roads, bridges and routes;
e) Early industrial heritage, including mills and brickworks;
f) Gold mining systems and settlements;
g) Dredge and ship wrecks;
h) Coastal heritage, particularly takata whenua occupation sites and those associated with early
European activity such as whaling;
i) Memorials.

130 Policy 4.2.2 Identifying historic heritage
Identify historic heritage places and areas of regional or national significance and their
values, using the following attributes, detailed in Schedule 7:
a) Physical values, including:
i. Archaeological information;
ii. Architecture;
iii. Technology;
iv. Scientific;
v. Rarity;
vi. Representativeness;
vii. Integrity;
viii. Vulnerability;
ix. Context or group;
b) Historic values, including:
i. People;
ii. Events;
iii. Patterns;
c) Cultural values, including:
i. Identity;
ii. Public esteem;
iii. Commemorative;
iv. Education;
v. Takata whenua;
vi. Statutory recognition.

131 Policy 4.2.3 Managing historic heritage values
Manage historic heritage values to °Protect zno' cntr.r.cc the values of places and areas of historic
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heritage from inappropriate development, by:
a) Recognising that some places or areas are known or strongly suspected of containing
archaeological sites, wahi tapu or w5hi taoka which could be of significant historic or cultural value;
and
b) Applying these provisions immediately upon discovery of such hitherto unidentified
archaeological sites or areas, wahi tapu or w5hi taoka; and
c) Avoiding, remedying or mitigating adverse effects on those values which contribute t o the area
or place being of regional or national significance; and
d) Avoiding significant .,.dvcrsc effccts on other ,, clues of areas and places of historic heritage; and
c) A.zosi7−fg tho significance of adverse effects on those values, a: detailed in Schedule 3; and
f) Rcmcdiating, when adverse effects on other values cannot be avaiiiedi−anel
g) Mitigating ,.,.ihon 7.−i,d,.sersc effeats on ether \duos cannot be avoided cr romediatcd; 3rd
h) Encouraging the integration of historic heritage values into new activities; and
i) Enabling adaptive reuse or upgrade of historic heritage places and areas where heritage values
can be maintained.

132 Objective 4.3: Sufficient land is managed and protected for economic production
133 Issue S metimes, oExisting businesses activities are susceptible tomay be ploczd at reverse sensitivity

effects risk by crocs'ac ts., change pa ticularly when land use changes.te activities that may
cc mpotc. or conflict, creating reverse' sensitivities.

134 Aleed .. ' •−!::..̂ d use
changc to ensure efficient use of land and continuing economic '.'ftchtj.

135 Policy 4.3.1 4::1−4nee4−4−g−−Protectingf rural regionally significant industry activities from inappropriate
"subdivision, use and development
Manage activities in rural areas, to support the region's economy and communities, by:
a) Enabling regionally significant industry activitiesr−farm−ing and other rural activities that suppoPt
the−r−ur−al−ezonemy; and
b) Minimising the loss of regionally significant soils hi;,;hly4.\−ilucd fcr their versatilit) fcr primary
pre:'[..:t ._:−.; and
c) Restricting the establishment o f activities in−rufal areas that may lead to reverse sensitivity
effects on regionally siiimificant industry activities; and
d) MinimiL−ing Restricting the subdivision of productive rural land into smaller lots that may result in
inap_prooriate_rural residential activities; and
e) Providing for other activities that have a functional need to locate in rural areasrincluding

,−,:nd ra::catic:−.3 −::−..,iv.it the: :::−.:' cf a nature and sczic compatible v.ith rural activities.
136 Policy 4.3.2 Managing land use change in dry catchments

Manage land use change in dry catchments, to avoid any significant reduction in water yield, by:
a) Restricting any extension of forestry activities within those catchments that would result in a
significant reduction in water yield, including cumulative reductions; and
b) Minimising the conversion of tussock grasslands to species which are less able to capture and
hold precipitation.

137 Policy 4.3.3 Recognising and providing for the values of Otago's central business districts
Recognise and provide for the values of Otago's central business districts, including as the primary
focal point for social, cultural and economic activities within a corn munity.

138 Policy 4.3.4 Managing the distribution of commercial activities in larger urban areas
Manage the distribution of commercial activities in larger urban areas, to maintain the vibrancy of
the Otago's central business districts and support local commercial needs, by:
a) Enabling a wide variety of commercial, social and cultural activities in the central business
districts; and
b) Encouraging the adaptive re−use of existing buildings in ways that complement commercial
functions; and
c) Avoiding unplanned extension of commercial activities that has significant adverse effects on the
a central business district, including on the efficient use of infrastructure, employment and
services; and
d) Enabling smaller centres to service local community needs.

139 Policy 4.3.5 Managing for industrial land uses
Manage the finite nature of land suitable and available for industrial activities, by:
a) Providing specific areas to accommodate the e'fects of industrial activities; and
b) Providing a range of land suitable for different industrial activities, including landextensive
octivitier.; and
c) Restricting the establishment of activities in industrial areas that may result in:
i. Reverse sensitivity effects on industrial activities; or
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ii. Inefficient use of industrial land or infrastructure.
140 Policy 4.3.6 Managing locational needs for mineral and gas exploration, extraction and processing

Recognise the needs of mineral exploration, extraction and processing activities to locate where
the resource exists, and manage them by:
a) Cl..i:−.; Reouiring comprehensive alternative site assessments to be provided if a new
development ic proposed that will result in significant adverse effee: or c7cfercr.c.: tc :ye −z..:..j!their

loc3tion ir:
i. Areas of significant indigenous vegetation and significant habitats of indigenous fauna; or
ii. Outstanding natural features, landscapes and seascapes; or
iii. Areas of outstanding natural character; or
iv. Outstanding water bodies; or
v. Areas subject to significant natural hazard risk; and
b) Restricting the establishment of e−110fC activities in areas used for mineral and gas exploration,
extraction and processing that may result in reverse sensitivity effects on mineral and as
exploration and extraction activities.

141 Objective 4.4: Otago's communities can make the most of the natural and built resources available for use
142 Issue Many −,::.:Jrzi! resources we rely for economic activity and wellbeing are finite and3nd physlail on

under pressure from different uses and users.
143 ' ' 3.':"2 :c Te.;:ir.−.!ec − ilt.i •need efficient z!!:\.:etici 3rd ..::: df these rcx:.:. :es scc.c eccr.c..mc Dr:

b:n:FEt:−.. :−/.−...v.−::! cc .−4.:st:"..in .−_−.vircir.rhssrital v‘.:W3c!nc.
144 Policy 4.4.1 Ensuring efficient water allocation and use

Ensure an efficient allocation and use of water by:
a) Requiring that the volume of water allocated does not exceed what is necessary for the purpose
of use; and
b) Requiring the development or upgrade of infrastructure that increases use efficiency; and
c) Encouraging collective coordination and rationing of take and use of water when river flows or
aquifer levels are lowering, to avoid breaching any minimum flow or aquifer level restriction; and
d) Enabling water harvesting and storage, to reduce pressure on water bodies during periods of low
flows.

145 Policy 4.4.2 Encouraging waste minimisation
Encourage activities to give effect to the waste minimisation hierarchy of responses, by:
a) Giving preference to reducing waste generated; then
b) Reusing waste; then
c) Recycling waste; then
d) Recovering resources from waste; then
e) Disposing residual waste to authorised landfill.

146 Policy 4.4.3 Encouraging environmental enhancement
Encourage activities which contribute to enhancing the natural environment, including to:
a) Improve water quality; or
b) Protect or restore habitat for indigenous species; or
c) Regenerate indigenous species; or
d) Mitigate natural hazards; or
e) Restore the natural character of wetlands; or
f) Improve the health and resilience of:
i. Ecosystems supporting indigenous biodiversity; or
ii. Important ecosystem services, including pollination; or
g) Improve access to rivers, lakes, wetlands and their margins; or
h) Buffer or link ecosystems, habitats and areas of significance that contribute to ecological
corridors; or
i) Control pest species.

147 Objective 4.5: Adverse effects of using and enjoying Otago's natural and built environment are minimised
148 Issue Resource use can create adverse effects on other resources, their values and for other resource

users and the wider community. Otago's significant areas of biodiversity and outstanding
landscapes, for example, are under pressure from the direct effects of human activities, as well as
indirect effects, including the spread of multiple pest species.

/49 ALee4 l: is v−id th−kt, i • •7iiii ' ely, dcgredc Ots•zo's r3t7:r.pc−t:cc" cf−̀czt.s ... zir ci,:..
cnvi−;:r.misrt, v . tc r : pcssitic.

150 Policy 4.5.1 Avoiding obiectionable discharges
Avoid discharges that are objectionable or offensive to takata whenua and the wider community,
including:
a) Discharges of human or animal waste:
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Directly to water; or
ii. In close proximity to water; or
Hi. In close proximity to ma hika kai sites; or
b) Discharges of hazardous or noxious substances close to sensitive activities, including:
i. Residential activities; or
H. Schools and other educational activities; or
Hi. Places of public access to the natural environment; or
iv. In close proximity to mahika kai sites; or
c) Odorous or conspicuous discharges.

151 Policy 4.5.2 Applying an adaptive management approach
Apply an adaptive management approach, to address adverse effects that might arise and that can
be remedied before they become irreversible, by:
a) Setting appropriate indicators for effective monitoring of those adverse effects; and
b) Setting thresholds to trigger remedial action before the effects result in irreversible damage.

152 Policy 4.5.3 Applying emission standards on domestic fuel burners
Apply emission standards to domestic heating appliances, to achieve ambient air quality that
supports good human health while ensuring homes in Otago have adequate heating.

153 Policy 4.5.4 Minimising soil erosion
Minimise soil erosion resulting from activities, by:
a) Using appropriate erosion controls; and
b) Maintaining vegetative cover on erosion prone land; and
c) Remediating land where significant soil erosion has occurred; and
d) Encouraging activities that enhance soil retention.

154 Policy 4.5.5 Controlling the introduction and spread of pest plants and animals
Control the adverse effects of pest species, prevent their introduction and reduce their spread, to
safeguard:
a) The viability of indigenous species and habitats for indigenous species; or
b) Ecosystem services that support economic activities; or
c) Water quality; or
d) Soil quality; or
e) Human and animal health; or
0 Recreation values; or
C) Takata whenua values.

155 Policy 4.5.6 Managing adverse effects from mineral anctgas exploration, extraction and processing
Minimise adverse effects from the exploration, extraction and processing of minerals, by:
a) 1:‘,ou irinp cornorehensivP altPrnative site assessments to be orovided if a new development is

that will result in significant adverse effect on GivinG to avoiding theirlocation−proposed prcfcren−.sc

i. Areas of significant indigenous vegetation and significant habitats of indigenous fauna; and
ii. Outstanding natural features, landscapes and seascapes; and
Hi. Areas of outstanding natural character; and
iv. Outstanding water bodies; and
v. Areas subject to significant natural hazard risk;
b) Where it is not possible to avoid locating in the areas listed in a) above, avoiding significant
adverse effects of the activity on those values that contribute to the significant or outstanding
nature of those areas; and
c) Avoiding adverse effects on the health and safety of the community; and
d) Remedying or mitigating adverse effects on other values; and
e) Assessing the significance of adverse effects on those values; as detailed−−in Schedule−3;−−and,
f) Reducing unavoidable adverse effects by
i. Staging development for longer term activities; and
ii. Progressively rehabilitating the site, where possible.
g) Considering the use of offsetting, or compensatory measures, to address few residual adverse
effects on the environment' and
h) Applying a precautionary approach to assessing the effects of the activity, where there is
scientific uncertainty, and potentially significant or irreversible adverse effects.

156 Policy 4.5.7 Enabling offsetting of indigenous biodiversitY
Enable offsetting of adverse effects on indigenous biodiversity valuesreniy−_when:
a) The activities causing those adverse effects have a functional necessity to locate in significant or
outstanding areas; and
b) Those adverse effects cannot be avoided, remedied or mitigated; and
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c) Those adverse effects do not result in the loss of irreplaceable or vulnerable biodiversity.
157 Policy 4.5.8 Providing for Goffsettingf−efrom adverse effects on indigenous biodiversity

Provide for offsetting f−efrom adverse effects on indigenous biodiversity, when it ,− −−−.:blzd "

The loss.7nd nct in indigenous biodiversity values; anda) offset achieves no net c−Tfo7T.1−:..ly 3 gz.jr
b) The is to the location development, ..‘`..:r: jr.offset undertaken close of :IC: v..11 :.:s;Ji.t
cco!c;ic;.−.1ci.:zzon•:; and
c) The ecological values being achieved are the same or similar to those being lost; and
d) The positive ecological outcomes of the offset last at least as long as the impact of the activity, if
practicable.

158 Policy 4.5.9 Offsetting for air aualitv
Provide for offsetting of adverse effects of discharges to air on ambient air quality, only when:
a) The ambient air quality of the relevant airshed breaches air quality standards for human health;
and
b) Offsetting will reduce the cumulative effect of discharges to air in the relevant airshed by the
same, or greater amount, than the proposed discharge; and
c) Offsetting improves access to reliable and affordable domestic heating in the relevant airshed.

159 New Objective Significant industry activities and physical resources are provided for
160 New P !icy Recosnising and providing for significant industry activities and onvsical resources

Recognising and providing for significant industry activities and physical resources, by:
a) Recognising that the use. develooment and Protection of physical resources enables oeoole and
communities to orovide for their social, economic, and cultural well−being and for their health and
safety.,
b) Protecting significant industry activities from inaporaoriate subdivision, use, and development:
c) Enabling significant industry activities and development that does not have a significant adverse
effect on the environment: and providing for all other significant industry activities and
development if adverse effects on the environment are avoided, remedied, or mitigated.

162 New Method Regional, city and district councils will ensure Regional and District Plans set obiectives, Policies and
methods to:
a) Recognise that development, use. and protection of physical resources and the urban
environment enables People and communities to provide for their social, economic, and cultural
well−being.
bl Protect significant industry activities from inaooropriate subdivision, use. and develooment:
c) Enable significant industry activities and develooment that does not have a significant adverse
effect on the environment.,
dl Provide for urban development and all other significant industry activities and development that
does not have a significant adverse effect on any matter of national importance or national
significance.

Method 1: Kai Tahu Relationships
163 1.1 Regional, city and district councils will develop processes to:
164 1.1.1 Establish and maintain effective resource management relationships with Kai Tahu;

165 1.1.2 Have regard to Iwi Management Plans;

166 1.1.3 Consult Kai Tahu in resource management decision−making and implementation.

167 1.1.4 (New method) Facilitate efficient and effective processes for aoolicants to consult Kai Tahu on resource consent
aoplications and private plan change reauests

168 1.2 Regional, city and district councils will collaborate with Kai Tahu to:
169 1.2.1 Identify, and protect from inappropriate subdivision, use and development, places, areas or

landscapes of cultural, spiritual or traditional significance to them;

170 1.2.2 Identify, and protect from inappropriate subdivision, use and develooment the values that
contribute to their significance;

171 1.2.3 Identify areas or values that may contribute to the importance of outstanding; natural features and
landscapes, and special amenity landscapes to Kai Tahu;

172 1.2.4 Determine appropriate naming for places of significance in Otago.

173 1.2.5 (New method) Facilitate efficient and effective processes for anolicants to consult Kai Tahu on resource consent
applications and private olan chanee reouests

174 1.3 1.3 Regional, city and district councils will:

175 1.3.1 Seek opportunities to assess and improve knowledge of tikaka and the principles of Te Tiriti o
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Waitangi among staff and stakeholders.
176 4 Rcgic city and district councils may:.ol,

178 Delegate tronsfer RNIA n fonctioris to iihti whcrc this_44 ond plan odministrati on a;.;thrity, provic'cs

on efficient end effoctiv−c Jervice.
179 Method 2: Regional, City and District Council Relationships

180 2.1 Regional city and district councils together will:

181 2.1.1 Share information on matters of common interest;

182 2.1.2 Work together to ensure RMA plan provisions are complementary for overlapping or abutting
responsibilities.

183 _.2 Pegional, city 7nd district ceoncils moy:
184 2.2.1 Dstablish for together mattersjoint p r o c c o s working on con:tenor reset:see mcnagement or cro..c

boi−ndor, izucs, such as:
a) Joint committees;
b) Joint l'd slting groups;
c) Joint management;pr jcct
d) Joint hcorings;or combined

185 2.2.2 kept.".. 2:strict dcombine_d regional ond curnents;
186 2.2.3 Delegate transfe− WI% f this &ficient &fective from:or ..incticas, where providos −n. and service,

c) Onc local outhority te another;
h−−)−A−lee −

187 2.2.1EstokAish body (such T._ P6n−,:cg,. Ngfijoint m−nagement agreements with another statutory 3S c
thc Crog:,n);or

188 2,2=5 Establisht)r−e−teeelsand proce.is..7s−fer−Feselving−eFess−boundary−issues−th4,outx.44−1.1e−t÷i en niai

agreern. en': the Loco! `3.7,!crnr−: 7ntonder .l\c`.2^C3,

189 2,3 Recional−c _st−of−c−ity−p − ' ' 4 ' Reil5i

190 PP− Wa−!:: for Section 1.3.−:, regionci rube the p ospas− of ...:.,−inguishing :....xisting i.:17.−. right...a.di.−r of the
g.MA h,−....:−.3:tto oddsece specific nLturcl :−isi;

191'...3.2 ^ • − .. '
192 Method 3: Regional Plans
193 3.1 Regional Plans will set objectives, policies and methods to implement policies in the RPS as they

relate to Regional Council areas of responsibility.
More specific direction is provided in the following areas:

194 3.1.1 Regional Plans will set objectives, policies and methods to implement Policy 1.2.3 by providing for
the management of culturally sensitive information and the protection of culturally sensitive areas
through the use of silent files and heritage alert layers by local authorities;

195 3.1.2 Regional Plans will set objectives, policies and methods to implement Policy 1.2.5 by promoting or
restricting access to historic heritage places or areas to ensure the values Khi Tahu associate with
these places may be upheld in accordance with tikaka Mori;

196 3.1.3 Regional Plans will set objectives, policies and methods to implement Policy 1.1.2 by having regard
to the Te Ranunga o Nghi Tahu, Hazardous Substances and New Organisms Policy Statement, 2008
when developing objectives, policies and methods for the management of hazardous substances
and new organisms;

197 3.1.4 Regional Plans will set objectives, policies and methods to implement policies 2.1.1 —6, 2.2.4, 3.9.4,
4.2.3, and 4.5.1, by including provisions to:
a) Manage land uses and vegetation removal within the beds of lakes and rivers and the coastal
environment;
b) Manage change in river morphology;
c) Encourage restoration of water margins;
d) Apply emission standards to domestic fuel burners, that support good human health while
ensuring homes in Otago have adequate heating;
e) Managing noise in the coastal marine area;
f) Identifying, and protecting from inappropriate subdivision, use and development, historic
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heritage !1nci1c.3pc.:. located in the beds rivers, lakes and wetlands theplaces or. areas cr of or
coastal marine area;
g) Manage the effects of the use of contaminated land on:
i) The quality of air, water or land;
ii) In the coastal marine area, and the beds of rivers, lakes and other waterbodies;
h) Require solid waste facilities to monitor, record and report on the type and amount of material
entering the waste stream and solid waste deposited to landfill;
i) Implement policy 3.2.2 and 3.2.3 by using the criteria when undertaking natural hazard

assessments;
198 3.1.5 Regional Plan will set objectives, policies and methods to implement policy 2.1.2 and 2.3.3 by

developing river management strategies, including recommendations on:
a) The management of riparian margins along rivers and lakes;
b) The management of bed alterations.

199 3.2 Implementing Regional Plans:

200 3.2.1 Regional council will implement Policies 3.2.2 and 3.2.3 when undertaking natural hazard

assessments;
201 3.2.2 Regional council will implement Policy 3.9.3 by investigating land for the purpose of identifying

contaminated or potentially contaminated sites.
202 3.3 Monitoring and reviewing Regional Plans:

203 3.3.1 Regional Council will monitor and review regional plans to give effect to its responsibilities under
the RMA.

204 Method 4: City and District Plans
205 4.1 City and district plans will set obiectives, policies and methods to implement policies in the RPS as

they relate to the City or District Council areas of responsibility.
More specific direction is provided in the following areas:

206 4.1.1 City or district plans will implement Policies 3.2.1 to 3.2.11 by determining the appropriate level of
regulatory response to natural hazard risk by:
a) Identifying areas subject to natural hazards in plans and/or natural hazard registers and
databases;
b) Applying the plan principles to the management of recently identified natural hazards;

c) Considering the use of adaptive management techniques;
207 4.1.2 City or district plans will implement Policy 3.8.1 by putting conditions on development and

subdivisions consents, and in district plans, on the type of heating systems allowed, consistent with
ORC's discharge rules;

208 4.1.3 City or district plans will implement Policy 4.5.1 by including provisions to manage the discharge of
dust associated with earthworks and land use

209 4.1.4 City or district plans will implement Policy 4.3.2 by including provisions managing land use in dry
catchments where this will impact on water yield;

210 4.1.5 Include subdivision and infrastructure design standards to recognise the access needs of different
sections of the community, including the mobility impaired, the elderly and children;

211 4.1.6 City or district plans will implement Policy 2.2.11 by maintaining and where possible enhance

access to surf breaks of national importance;
212 4.1.7 City or district plans will implement Policy 3.9.2 including by managing the actual or potential

adverse effects of the use or storage of hazardous substances, including on:
a) Other land use activities;
b) The health and safety of the community;
c) Groundwater protection, or community water supplies;
d) Amenity values, and community and takata whenua resources,
cultural and spiritual values;
e) Other activities or environmental values as a result of location in
hazard prone areas;

213 4.1.8 City or district plans will implement Policy 3.5.2 by providing for and managing the land use effects
associated with the establishment of waste management activities and facilities;
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214 4.1.9 City or district plans will implement Policy 4.3.2 by:
a) Including accidental discovery protocols as conditions on consent for earthworks or other
activities that may unearth archaeological features providing for activities which contribute to the
retention of historic heritage places, areas or landscapes, including maintenance and seismic
strengthening;
b) Providing for the recording of culturally sensitive information and the protection of culturally
sensitive areas through the use of silent files, heritage alert layers or other methods satisfactory to
Kai Tahu

215 4.1.10 City or district plans will implement Policy 1.2.5 by making allowance for native reserves to be used
in the manner intended by the Crown at the time of their establishment, including Papakaika and

marae related activities;
216 4.1.11 City or district plans will implement Policy 1.2.3 and 1.2.4 by promoting or restricting access, as

required by circumstances, to historic heritage places and areas and identified sites in accordance
with tikaka Maori

217 /1.1.12 City district implement Policy 3.8.2 by:or plans may
Establishing boundaries where required tc manage fora) urban growth pressure urban

development;
b) Ensuring urban boundaries contain sufficient capacity, when measured district wide, togrowth

10 based dcmosi−ephicaccommodate years urban growth on grcwth projections:
−−eiii.:e,tii−i{, the CRC to include teundaries ir. thc RPSurban grewth

218 4.2 Implementing District Plans
219 4.2.1 City or district councils will implement Policies 3.2.2 and 3.2.3, to the extent applicable, when

undertaking natural hazard assessments;
220 4,12GitY−olAiist−rict−eouneil54,411−in−.−plraent−Peticies 2;2,1, 2.−2,1 3 . 2 . 5 z z . . 2 s s the volues−and−2,1843−4 of

decbc'splaces et cz.;:...nti:.:: :iglifk..cm:: to flfci−7r. ::̀−c mal:inc, przi::::::S;
221 4.2.3 City or district councils will implement Policy 4.2.3 by including accidental discovery protocols as

conditions on consent for earthworks or other activities that may unearth archaeological features;
222 4.2,4 City district imp!s.m..−Nnt Policies 1.2.1, 1 3.P.1 2.?..2 byor coainc−i's will 7.r.d pr2poring structure

plans−if−or−large−scaleicnd−use−chian−ge−s. ii
223 4.2.5 City or district councils will implement Policy 4.2.3 by ensuring methods for protecting culturally

important sites are culturally appropriate;
224 A C City or clictrict c=nci i r rooy implo−−lc.rit Policies 3.2.2 and 3.13 by:

a) Pequiring investigatior where there is limited info−maticn available naturalsite specific on
haeard or climate riskchange or effects;
b) Requesting the regicrial devolop regional rulc for thccouncil a purpose of cxtinsuis,hing existing

5.1ooti,n 10 f thc RMA to −J. hcz−rduse ri,h.ts t.r−−dur c.....dros_ .2,:ocific n o t c l risk;
225 City district rocy impl_rocot Recy 1.2A 1.1.1 by inciuding conditions to rnaV.t,..r._. or council., cod or

− − —−
226 4.3 Monitoring and reviewing city and district plans:
227 4.3.1 City and district councils will monitor and review regional plans to give effect to its responsibilities

under the RMA.
228 Method 5: Regional Policy Statement
229 5.1 Regional Policy Statement
2308,−l.−.1.4 City districtor councils r.)−iy:

Implcrnent Pd icy 3.8.2 by requesting the regional include boundaries ina) council urban growth
− . • : 'aternent;

231 8,1,2 The regional CCURE−1−1−rnaW
At thc district include beundarics, future0 ) rs_quest of city or councils, urban growth urban

development their in the RPS,areas or equivalent where:
i) Those boundaries no.ccssary to manage theurban growth are sustainably urban growth within
el•istric−ti.
ii) The boundaries arc robust in tcrms of sufficient capacity for 10 urbanproviding yews growth;
iii) Those urban boundaries arc consistent with the direction of the P.PS in terms ofgrowth policy
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fcr thc mznagu−.f.:r.t ratusal h.:::rds;priorities : f cm:it−−cni7.zn: and

− − i r c i ' idzriti‘icr..: ra−..d to− − _
b•Nrif.Dric: tz: :nein:Tin minimum v.' l e −/s ft.\−mcciify c:ci:ting −s−txn a−cvith 7. y.=:c:pz.:i•ty trb:r.

232 Method 6: Research, Monitoring and Reporting

233 6.1 Identification of important resources
234 6.1.1 Regional, city and district councils will:

a) Work collaboratively to identify the landward extent of the coastal environment;

235 6.1.2 Regional, city and district councils, in their areas of responsibility, will identify:
a) Significant indigenous vegetation and significant habitat of indigenous fauna;
b) Areas of outstanding natural character in the coastal environment;
c) Outstanding natural features, and outstanding natural landscapes and seascapes;
d) Speci:.! Inndszapcs;:.menity
e) Outstanding water bodies;
f) The values of water margins critical to threatened or rare indigenous flora and fauna;
el Regionally significant soil resources;
hl SiQnificant infrastructure:

23b b.1.3 Regional council will:

a) Identify airsheds based on geographical and physical boundaries, for the management of air
quality;
b) Identify dry catchments and areas of tussock grasslands where rules are required by TAs to
manage water quantity;
c) Identify highly valued soil resources;

237 6.1.4 Regional council will engage with Kai Tahu to:
a) Identify the cultural values of resources and requirements for customary uses;
b) Identify wahl tupuna and the values that contribute to their significance, including sites and
landscapes of cultural significance to Kai Tahu such as wahi tapu and other elements identified in
schedule 1C.

238 6.2 Research
239 6.2.1 The regional council will:

a) Undertake investigation for the identification of catchment values, and the resources and

processes those values depend on, with a particular focus on:
i) The interconnections between water bodies, including coastal water;
ii) The role of river and catchment morphology and natural functioning in supporting those values;
iii) The maintenance and enhancement of indigenous biodiversity and ecosystem health;
iv) Erosion risk mitigation;
v) Providing for the natural functioning of rivers and lakes;

b) Identify the values of Otago's coast, and the processes and

resources those values are dependent on;
c) Identify airsheds based on geographical and physical boundaries,
for the management of air quality;
d) Investigate and provide guidance on:

i. The inventory and mapping of Otago's soil resources;
H. The location and extent of high class and versatile soil in Otago;
iii. Identification of threats to the life−supporting capacity of Otago's soil resources;
iv.
e) Develop and maintain a register of sites of known or potentially contaminated land in Otago.
Share information regarding Otago's soil resources and contaminated land with city and district
councils;
f) Provide city and district councils with regional data on the quantity and composition of waste
entering the waste stream and being disposed for strategic forecasting and planning;
g) Undertake research, in collaboration with local authorities and other stakeholders as
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appropriate, into natural hazards and climate change in Otago;
h) Support city and district councils with information on natural hazards for:
i) The preparation of district plan reviews or changes;
ii) Inclusion in Land and Project Information Memoranda;
i) Collect, centralise and share information on erosion−prone land in Otago;
j) Collect, centralise, and make available any information on the expected effects of climate change
in Otago.

240 6.2.2 Regional, city and district councils will:
a) Research and share information relevant to the effects of land use on water, including:
i) The values supported by the catchment;
ii) Riparian vegetation cover or any land cover which contributes to supporting freshwater values,
such as tussock grasslands;
iii) Land use changes which might have significant effects on freshwater values;
iv) Areas particularly sensitive to land use changes, such as sensitive aquifers and water−short
catchments;
v) The effects of land use on erosion;
b) Research and share information relevant to the effects of land use on coastal values and coastal
network infrastructure with city and district councils, including:
i) Coastal values;
ii) Coastal hazards;
Hi) Riparian vegetation cover or any land cover which contributes to supporting coastal values, or
mitigating coastal hazards;
iv) Land use changes which might have significant effects on coastal values or the consequences of
coastal hazards;
v) Areas particularly sensitive to land use changes.

241 6.2.3 City and district councils will:
a) Research demographic changes within the district, including the relationship between housing
demand and population growth, and residential capacity within existing urban areas.
b) Share information with other local authorities on relevant regional rules, when approving a land

use, development or subdivision by consent, including:
i) Rules on discharges to water, or to land in circumstances which may result in contaminant
entering water;
ii) Rules on discharges to air;
Hi) Rules on discharges to land;
iv) Provide information to the regional council, on any land use, development or subdivision
approved by consent, which have the potential to adversely affect air quality and breach regional
rules

242 6.3 State of Environment reporting
243 6.3.1 Regional, city and district councils will:

a) Carry out state of the environment reporting

244 6.4 RMA plan effectiveness reporting
245 6.4.1 Regional, city and district councils will:

a) Include indicators for determining plan effectiveness in all plans developed under the RMA,
including the RPS;
b) Report on the efficiency and effectiveness of plans based on those indicators.

246 6.5 Plan implementation reporting
247 6.5.1 Regional council will:

a) Monitor and report publicly on the achievement of regional and district plan objectives, policies
and methods

248 6.5.2 City and district councils will:
a) Monitor and report publicly on the achievement of regional and district plan objectives, policies
and methods.

249 Ale−th−ed 7: Strategics and Plans4−nen—RMA4
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250 _ !̂et....:re! h..—. − 2:
251 Z4,4Regicne'. city erd d.:.tric: ce•Jricils −−ley:

document: in4hei−R _ ;:retegiee or other simi!or :c =ie.:
:) "s4−6,:−.7.9..en;e41,,ar+.0.−e−z..sitiezien−ef hater dne.:(..ra! riel4;

Pro‘'...−;:eti_n:c, en.: 7'.−. l iC:', 4−... elkt−..etz cher;e;
b)r...1e/e1:;:. irnieecfs e !−.3:−.7.7.C4'S::"4:'; −:..et.: incorrn−.....:nify reic/ant ref pence: :c the :::::rz.: .e.'che.−ngc
Of fr. the re!c•.•art lecef:,_:thoriv,•,1−_−; reege. eclleterv−icz' with ::::1/42h.e'de end eff :et ed. co^;.:−.:.ty.

252 7−2 4.ir Stret:

253 district ray:.4 cg!crtol. city and ceuncile.
', 2 : y d:velcc !..e:r.errz, in •!:::',−e end ce!le.te:T.:!or. with. other ste.:::he!dere. c stre.._,

. 'hc:..:•,:g−eding hexing therrne!cf stod: cnd ;heir er.'..cle.ii
rxiuct!or e.f den:esti: vr.iesion: :c cir.

254 Z. R−er−donal PL7154−6Y−Id Trer+E−..,...crt wit' tot obiectivce, oc−licies nnd n:cfhods−to
i:ra!_r:_nt 3.1.1 2.15.1. 2.7.: and 3.7.1 with a e.e.rtk.uicz fe.7.−.:_c!i_v

255 Er.hancing.4 reed cefety;

256 Zg" Ercuring trave! ree'_ in Otege rP '';c'e
257 Z34 Enc.bling ir.c'eaccd freight eff : ;
258 f.1:n:zir4z, a.agc'e c/..:t'.fc t−er.spor: service:.

259 4 Peet r−.:r.ner.r.−ient sa.−rn:r.ev
260 ?−44 T h e − ^ • .,

D.;:ve!ofr impler.,rer−4−e−perat−,−r,−ane−g,:t−.4−.:nt fo−:1•Ne inelticAnga) and s:retegy, cont−R51−0−pcs: speci,s.
thoec which:
I) Havc the net.irci :headVC.S: cffccl: en cher:v.2r cf ccecte) en/irenr.−ent;
if) Hay,: inci:Gcne\z ticdiversity;edvery: effect,: cn. cnificant
i4i441cve !regenc;.z tictlf/ersity;:fgnificent : . : : c effect: cn
44−,64;ve indlz,cPes.is biedive\−city Regionel Peet Mer.e.gcrnr_n:rfga−d to v,' cc: whe−. ,c reporir.g any
Strategy r−.e.−.:Gc•−,−..ent ice, fryeluding:end prioritieing ,est c−tivit
i) Any !r.cliz,c−io.,.:s ..e hatitete indigcne.,:s fe._ne:arrsx.cf sigr).fic..: getetien en,: :1;r.ificent cf
ii) t.ny local indigenc;z biediversity etre'..eg:,:s

261 & Pm r f o n − − − −
262 Z&4 The region& n..ey:ccuncif

Develeo−s−,41:pect rnar.c.g−crnen: nei&hbouring regions.c) stroteg with
263 ' Urban :tree::: olorze,

264 . District and city cour.ci!: rn :
Develop frnolerr.:%−.... !:r.:, for t..cracternie\.−. the neturolc) end :7−1.e.en :•.rczn−. r2s1=:ic..r. of

neture!f•−:reziering of et,ca−r.s.chereeter end L:r.ten

265 Method 8: Education and Information
266 84 Prevfdir.e outqic ir.fcrnletier.
267 844 d',.:trict n.−.ey:eg!onel, end c!ty cet:n0.:

Provide infermeticr the n−.eirter.e.n.−se.c) end edueezn :beat 7
resterado ' ... − _
heJoitct:;
b) Pre% ids:g,..i&...ce cn:
;) picturcl hecard ris!: neecneee;
ii) \keys to to, the:dept ar.d :r. i t ix.t: eNt−fcts cf, c'k.nctc chenge;
i, i)Th: ter.efite ner..;−ro; f−cetu−es Zri."..' i r rr.ftgatingcf systens
neturcl hezerdc.

268 8.1.2 Regional council will:
a) Educate and provide available information on:
i) Natural hazards;
ii) Rainfall and river flow;
iii) Climate change.
b) Provide guidance on:
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i) Measures to mitigate erosion risks resulting from land uses;
ii) Riparian margin management, especially on flooding and erosion risks;
iii) Measures to maintain or enhance soil quality;
iv) Discharge management, including on reducing domestic discharges to air;
v) The management of diffuse discharges to water;
vi) Waste management.
c) Provide information material on:
i) The ecosystem services derived from indigenous biodiversity;
ii) On the benefits of riparian margin management, especially on flooding and erosion risks

269 8.1.3 City and district councils will:
a) Collate and make available any information on the projected demographic changes to local
communities;
b) Provide available natural hazard information through the Land (LIM) and Project Information
Memorandum (PIM) process;
c) Provide available information on known or potentially contaminated sites through the Land (LIM)
and Project Information Memorandum (PIM) process;

270 8.1.4, City districtcr.::: ci.inciis may:

_
dcf.ign to inform local de‘clopmentprinciples proposals;
hi−Provide−4;4f − −

SJ

reouiroments−or−+Ieeds−ef−t−he−eomm−u4ityi
in'orm,−.1.ion dcLign tcchliques buildings;:..1",z.vicie and guidbncc cn to enable adaptive reuse of

6?−f4t,−−Yifie−St+iiikinCC mztcrial for the domesticW otcrconszRaticn and efficient use of water;
'− _ _ _ • _ −H−P4,−,•)v _ ,

f−i−P4−,av4.k far ti−lc d−_,vcioprnciit renev:able:.liz.'on,::: o r apportur.!..fts of c−nal' scale clectr−ic−ity

271 Method 0: Funding
272 _4 −_ br.,−...‘ort
273' 'anr.:I. district may:city rind council,:

' E:..t:±lish and funds to tcz:drnini=r previde public access or services sitar of significance on
pr4vately−ewileel4aRdi
L.−) Fund community with that RP cgroups and proj.:cts Dirt:: complement obj:istives and policies.

274 Method 10: Service
Provision

275 10.1 Public Services

276 10.1.1 Regional, city and district councils will provide public services according to their functions, roles and
responsibilities

277 Method 11: Advocacy and Facilitation

278 11.1 Promotion

279 11.1.1 Regional, city and district councils will work with stakeholders, including central government
agencies and other interested parties, on resource management matters;

280 11.1.2 Rcgi,nal, districtcity and , arias may:
a) Advocate for:

the RMA, RPS documents:goals of and supporting
ii) Subdivision building dr.:sign that increasesand pazivc solar

higher levels insulation in buildings togain and uses of
impfeve energy efficiency;
iii) The implementation of the waste hierarchy throughout the
region;

, − −
mit ipt int , to dim=cad adcp'ing change;
v) Legislative to improve the riskchange resilience and reduce
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of r17.tur:::! h'....−mrd: ar...:: clin−.otc ch−ngc tc !•..divici::!:: A
CO".!^.:2−:

Mhz..−−1::: !r.:"..it4.u:1:−...nc.' by...−−− unity rz:−..!:−;:−.:: c7...co...:raginfa
Kt i :e jcs M I :.%:;i3−4 :!•\7.t:
ii−P−Pesactc icractions and przner.shiy,w44.−in−a,ad−be.v.t.,4.−−PA

tyJsiners:sc c J n i : ! e s , :nd erg.rA:ors;
ii).Supp:rt sc!f :/...fficioncy;
0 ) in−:prcy: disa:tcr rcs:dinc::, r :spen:: rc::icy;.:N.'

Enzt ic—orteni t ics for !roprovcr.•:nts t..−.: .̀:: r:13 ,̂. follew:ng, 3

C : h!s:c−!.: h:ri:7.:v; 1::. z!−:.: r.:1:n:i:n of i:!7e:c:, 7.r:3: or
rN....!..:dir.,; n.−.7int−_T.7.n:r. C.r.d s:!:.r.̂ ,ir. strzn;:!...:nins:

ci−Enc:ur:ge an apprz,or.!− to ros.s....Fee−menagerrrer÷t−thet−essist•s−iP:

r individua! n:ter71 h dr!:!:'−:%..−.,'..!:in3 7nd ::rty
rcducing thc df :etc of clirna:: ch:rv,−,2.

281 :.144.3 Reg,on7.I. dist−ict may:ci:y and counci!s
'..o• tho dovciep−ncnt, maint<norx:oc)Advo:ato. upgrado or of

!−.::Ithcr and softy;
5; Procne:: davolomont that ra:ocr.d.4.1bdivisien and uro:r. o
ct:d d:rnag−zet•i: n : : ± :".210C3'z.\−Itir.:patcs:ho 7.hancinc of
eeM.PAUPAZW

Adve::::: 'or icv:loor.'.cn: infr:stro::..:rcC) :h.: .−...fan.:fa.
h:::rd.::::prov!d: :,....t.st.:r.c:r.:!!−7.7,!...c.,rcs.ie−ni

seR,ie−ser−−:::: :6.:
d) P−on:cz: :".: d:volo−s− . : bes:::nd aciop:!:n of pr.−:::i:c co.::.'inco
fer t h : :nd ns znagcn−.crt of !•.,−N−dous anz: ::::c :−....±?:::.nc7:,

S:±f.tarICZ :JSC.
282 11.1.4 City and district councils will:

a) Promote the integration of new development with existing areas through the use of elements
that reflect local character;
b) Encourage building design in commercial areas to be designed to facilitate adaptive reuse over
time;
c) Ensure consideration of orientation and design for solar gain in subdivision and building design;
d) Advocate for the establishment of solid waste management and disposal facilities

283 11.2 Facilitation
284 11.2.1 Regional, city and district councils will:

a) Facilitate the restoration of natural wetlands or construction of artificial wetlands, particularly
when it contributes to the:
i) Management of diffuse discharges to water;
ii) Protection or restoration of indigenous species;
iii) Mitigation of natural hazards;
iv) Restoration of the natural character of wetlands;
b) Facilitate the restoration or enhancement of riparian margins, particularly when they:
I) Improve the health and resilience of ecosystems supporting indigenous biodiversity;
ii) Restore or rehabilitate indigenous biodiversity and natural character;
iii) Contribute to a safe network of active transport infrastructure;
iv) Improve access to rivers, lakes, wetlands and their margins;
v) Mitigate risks of erosion;
c) Facilitate initiatives that support:
i) The conservation of indigenous vegetation;
ii) Conservation of biodiversity values;
iii) Maintenance or enhancement of coastal values, including restoration or rehabilitation of the
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natural character;
iv) The protection or restoration of the significant values of wetlands;
v) Co−ordination of the services provided by operators of lifeline utilities, essential and emergency
services across and beyond Otago;
vi) Energy conservation and efficiency, at a community or individual scale;
vii) Small scale renewable electricity generation;
d) Facilitate coordination between significant infrastructure iifelinz u:ilitie::, and significant
community facilities used for emergency management, including by:
1) Recognising the interconnections between significant infrastructure lifeline utilities;
ii) Encouraging any development or upgrade of infrastructure which would resolve potential
weaknesses in emergency management.

285 11.2.2 Regional council will:
a) Facilitate the restoration, rehabilitation or creation of freshwater and coastal habitats,
particularly when it:
i) Encourages the natural regeneration of indigenous species;
ii) Buffers or links ecosystems, habitats and areas of significance that contribute to ecological
corridors;
iii) Maintains or enhances the provision of indigenous ecosystem services;
b) Facilitate the control of pest species, including wilding pines, particularly when it contributes to
the protection or restoration of:
i) Outstanding or amenity landscapes;
ii) Indigenous species;
c) Facilitate the establishment of:
i) Water management groups that co−ordinate the exercise of water−related consents;
ii) Water allocation committees for the management of water allocation in case of drought.

286 ..:Ja 4E1)0,−21, :!':itriCt —};—:city i7−Cil cci„:"€44:
c) F.7clitatc ths− fo− co−i−,;.run"..y ,n'rastructirc, 014e14−1,−WE.:−1−61−ir−r f4_41:. −planning

watzr u../.2:
• . _

do hays−.nct :uitab!c z..−.:_css.
287 Schedule 1

Takata whenua values
and interests

_

288 Schedule 2
Statutory
acknowledgement
areas

289 Schedule :LA Specify or identify "other cultural values" referred to in other oarts of the RPS
290 Schedule 3

Significance threshold
Delete.

OR if retained; amend provisions so consistent with case law and insert new criteria to reflect the
need to consider the abilit for the effect to be offset or corn oensated and to reflect
environmental/planning context on a case−by−case basis. For example:

11. Ability for offsetting or compensation
The extent to which the adverse effect can be directly offset or otherwise compensated, and
consequently reducing the significance of the effect.

12. Environmental Context
The degree of change in social, economic, cultural, or ecological conditions, and the extent to which
these conditions can absorb that change.

13. Matters of national importance and national significance.
The extent to which the adverse effect changes a value recognised as a matter of a national
importance under section 6 of the RMA.
The extent to which the adverse effect is provided for, or is contrary to, any matter of national
significance specified in a NPS or the NZCPS.
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291 Schedule 4
Criteria for the
identification of
natural features and
landscapes

Delete Schedule 4

292 Schedule 5
Criteria for the
assessment of the
significance of
indigenous vegetation
and habitat of
indigenous fauna

293 Schedule 6
Urban form and
design

Delete Schedule 6

294 Schedule 7
Matters for the
identification of
historic heritage
values

295 Schedule 8
Urban growth
boundaries

Delete Schedule8−296

Appendix 1
Statutory Framework

Delete Appendix 1

297 Appendix 2
Te Tiriti o Waitangi

Delete APPendix 2 or Amend Appendix 2 to identify the principles of the Treaty of Waitangi that
are to be applied when giving effect to the Otago RPS

298 Glossary Define Significant infrastructure − include lifeline utilities and any infrastructure considered to be
of regional or ;las, ionai significance

299 Glossary Define Significant Community Facility − include facilities that provide essential community services
300 Glossary Define Urban
301 Glossary Define or identify Regionally Significant Soil Resource − include all soil resources intended to be

managed by the PRPS
302 Glossary Define Regionally Significant Industry Activity − include any activity associated with tourism or

primary Production
303 Glossary Define Hard mitigation measures
304 Glossary Amend definition of " lai tahu" to clarify if has the same or different meaning as "Neal Tahu",

having particular regard to the Nell Tahu Claims Settlement Act 1998 and other planning
documents outside the Otago Region (for examole the Canterbury and Southland Region:i: Policy
StP.temAntsi,

305 Glossary Introduce all terms listed in the Te Rec Glossary (so that there is a single Glossary)
306 Glossary of Te Reo

Terms
Delete − include these terms in the Glossary
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Appendix 1 — Reasons for amendments to the PRPS
Numerous amendments to the PRPS are being requested, as listed in Appendix 2. The following
provides a summary of the reasons for these requested amendments:

General

1. The PRPS contains unnecessary or ambiguous text which should be deleted. To provide
clearer direction and strengthen the applicability of the PRPS, various provisions are sought
to be deleted because they are not necessary, including all "need" statements provided in
each chapter overview, Method 7, any text that begins with "Including', and all "may
methods". There would be significant efficiency gains in removing unnecessary provisions
and producing a more succinct document.

2. The PRPS should be focused on resource management issues of regional significance.
Accordingly, numerous amendments have been sought to ensure the provisions in the
PRPS are targeted at this regional overarching level without interfering with local resource
management issues that are not of regional significance. It is submitted that regional
issues include natural resource management issues and those land use issues that traverse
territorial boundaries and would therefore benefit from a regionally integrated approach.
Where the RPS delves into local matters there is the risk of efficiencies arising from added
assessment requirements, inconsistent policies for resource consents and requirements to
amend District Plans to achieve consistency.

3. Various amendments are requested to ensure the PRPS reflects the direction provided in
Part 2 of the RMA, particularly in terms of protecting matters of national importance from
inappropriate subdivision, use and development. Currently, the PRPS fails to correctly
provide for subdivision, use and development that may be appropriate even when matters
of national importance are adversely affected. It is submitted that for the RPS to phrase

resource management issues, objectives, policies and methods differently from Part 2 of
the RMA, the Section 32 analysis needs to set out how and why Otago is regionally
distinctive in a manner which would justify a different test being applied.

Schedule 3 — Significance Threshold Criteria

4. The practicality of applying Schedule 3 efficiently is very questionable. It is not clear from
the Section 32 evaluation where this criteria originated, and the efficiency and
effectiveness of the Schedule was not evaluated as part of the section 32 evaluation. We
are concerned the criteria provided is insufficient to capture the variable environmental
conditions required to betaken into account when determining if an adverse effect is
significant. The criteria are set out in broad general terms that are therefore unhelpful,
and that are inconsistent with case law. We have requested this schedule be deleted. If
the Schedule is not deleted we have requested additional criteria be included to ensure
other relevant factors will be taken into account when determining if an adverse effect is
significant.
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Cross boundary issues

5. A number of amendments are sought to improve the way resources are managed
complementary across administrative boundaries and environmental effects of activities

on the whole of a resource are considered.

Significant Infrastructure

6. Significant infrastructure should be specifically defined, recognised and provided for in the
PRPS.

Significant Economic Industry Activities

7. Significant Industry Activities in Otago (tourism and primary production) should be defined,
recognised and provided for. The rural provisions in the PRPS are too focused on
recognising and providing for the primary production sector, with not enough recognition
of and provision for the tourism sector.

8. Issue 4.3 (and related objectives policies) should be rephrased to avoid implying that
existing activities should always be prioritised. For example, when an area is rezoned, it is
appropriate to find that existing uses are no longer optimal for a site.

Urban Growth

9. The section 32 analysis supporting the case for urban growth boundaries is weak and fails
to appropriately evaluate whether the objectives are appropriate to give effect to the

purpose of the Act, particularly in the context of the shortage of land supply addressed
below, and the implications of this for enabling people and communities to provide for the
well−being, health and safety. The section 32 analysis also fails to comprehensively assess
the benefits and costs of the policies, nor properly identify reasonably practicable
alternatives.

10. Otago lacks complex cross boundary issues between territorial authorities with respect to
urban areas, which have helped justify growth boundaries in RPSs in the past in larger
metropolitan areas. It is therefore questioned whether urban growth is a regional issue
and therefore the extent to which the RPS should provide policy direction on this matter.

11. Currently, the PRPS does not adequately address the issue of the shortage of zoned land
supply. We seek amendments to recognise the issue of the shortage of land supply
required for urban growth and housing in some places in the region, particularly
Queenstown.

12. The rationale for "10 years" of supply for urban growth is unclear. Planning only for 10
years of supply is inconsistent with case law. It is not clear how it should be measured or
whether 10 years' of capacity would be sufficient. Sufficient land to cater for growth is
extremely important to the economic and social wellbeing of communities. It would be

more useful to compel territorial authorities in high growth areas to undertake studies of
demand for land across various sectors and of the amount of zoning necessary to service
that demand in a manner which prevents significant supply shortages.
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13. The PRPS favours the protection of highly valued soils over urban growth and
development. This is not appropriate for all rural parts of the region.

14. "Avoiding" additional costs of infrastructure provision is far too high a requirement. Higher
infrastructure costs may well be appropriate when there is a net benefit to the community
in rezoning an area (for example where zoned land supply is increased to meet demand).
Territorial authorities, who are well attuned to the costs of infrastructure provision, should
be well placed to make such assessments without direction from an RPS. It would be
useful also to clarify that relevant costs are those borne by the community.

15. "Considering the need for urban growth boundaries" (in policy 3.8.1) would be best
dropped to a method, if retained at all. Territorial authorities can use a variety of methods
to manage growth whether they are through setting out spatially defined growth
boundaries, establishing objective and policy frameworks for assessing proposed urban
extensions, providing zoning or using rates and contributions as incentives. It is not
appropriate that the RPS specify a method in this manner.

16. Referencing to staging and limiting the release of land in policy 3.8.2 do not reflect the
realities of urban development and does not represent an efficient use of resource, nor an
effective means of controlling effects. Whether and how growth occurs cannot be entirely
predicted and attempts to highly regulate the release of urban land for urban development

are most likely to result in greater community costs than benefits in high growth areas.
Such approaches may result in insufficient supply of land for urban growth which can result
in significant adverse economic and social effects. If policy 3.8.2 is to be retained, it needs
modifying. The words "as detailed in Schedule 8" should be deleted for several reasons. It
is inconsistent with the glossary which states that urban growth areas are as defined in a
District Plan (which is a more appropriate method). There would be significant
inefficiencies in detailing growth boundaries in an RPS, including that a private plan change
cannot apply to change an RPS. It is not appropriate for the regional council to become
embroiled in urban growth management at a local level in Otago, and there are risks that
the RPS will not be able to adapt quick enough to accommodate growth which achieves the

purpose of the Act.

Schedule 6

17. Schedule 6 is unlikely to serve a useful purpose and the efficiency and effectiveness, costs
and benefits of it and the detailed urban design principles it set outs, were not assessed at
all in the section 32 evaluation. While it may have some use if this became for Otago an
agreed exhaustive list of urban design matters, in reality there are likely to continue to be
other references to principles of urban design such as the urban design protocol and those
matters set out in District Plans. The effect of having Schedule 6 is therefore likely to be
adding substantially to the assessment requirements of plan changes and resource
consents, often in duplication of other similar assessments for little added benefit, and
possibly to the detriment of good urban design for specific sites. Schedule 6 is best
deleted.

−iv−
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Natural Hazards

18. "Avoidance" of natural hazards needs to be widened to "avoid, remedy or mitigate". It is
consistent with case law and the RMA for a residual level of risk to be acceptable,
particularly in hazard prone areas such as the Queenstown Lakes District. For example,
designing to a 100 year level flood may be appropriate, but it would often not be
reasonable to design to a 1000 year event or greater (which "avoidance" may imply).

Contaminated Land

19. Avoiding the creation of new contaminated land may not always be appropriate or
practical. The emphasis should be on avoiding risks to human health or the environment.
To provide an example, in remediating contaminated land it may be appropriate to move
soil to another location. That location may receive a level of contamination, but this may
be appropriate given where it is situated and how that land is to be used.

Offsetting effects on indigenous biodiversitv

20. The appropriateness of policy 4.5.7 — is questioned. The fact that policy 4.5.8 requires no
net loss of biodiversity should provide sufficient protection. It is further noted that
offsetting is considered when effects cannot be avoided remedied or mitigated — offsetting
has been used as a form of mitigation and sometimes compensation where mitigation is
not possible. If the policy is retained, this should be clarified and the policy corrected.

Outstanding Natural Landscapes and Features

21. The importance of managing development and subdivision in outstanding natural
landscapes and features is not disputed. However it is submitted that the balance of these
values with other important values as set out in the RMA could be disrupted if
amendments to proposed RPS provisions, including policies 2.2.3 and 2.2.4 are not made.
For example, it has been accepted for good reason that ski fields are appropriate to locate
in alpine environments that may otherwise be considered outstanding natural landscapes.
Ensuring that such businesses can continue to operate and provide an important
recreational and economic resource to Otago's communities should be borne in mind in
formulating RPS policy. Amendments are requested in Appendix 2.

22. With respect to Policy 2.2.3 and Schedule 4, these matters are now well set out by case law
and District Plans. Introducing Schedule 4 risks inefficiencies, particularly if any part is
inconsistent with how such assessments are normally carried out. If they are consistent,
the RPS would seem to be adding little in this respect. Schedule 4 is best deleted.

Special amenity landscapes

23. The PRPS affords special amenity landscapes a level of status and protection that is not
consistent with sustainable management. Sustainable management will not be achieved by
seeking to protect these areas from development or avoiding adverse effects from
development in these areas. Doing so will frustrate efficient use and development of

resources and worst case could prevent it. Rather, sustainable management will be
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achieved by ensuring these regionally significant, but not outstanding, landscape values are
identified and managed to maintain and enhance amenity values and the quality of the
local environment.

24. We are concerned about the introduction of the term Special Amenity Landscapes. While
it is acknowledged that it is desirable to align District Plan policy frameworks where
landscapes traverse territorial authority boundaries, there is a considerable risk of different
criteria being applied to those contained within settled or proposed District Plans. This
risks giving rise to significant inefficiencies including slowing the consideration of
forthcoming District Plan reviews until the RPS has been settled and complexities in
resource consent assessments. This concern also applies to Schedule 4, which proposes
criteria which would apply to all landscape assessments.

25. Wording is recommended in Appendix 2 for how these landscape policies could be
reworded. This includes a policy on the need to consider cross boundary issues for
landscape matters. It is submitted that this can be an equally effective and significantly

more efficient way in which to manage the occasional proposals that give rise to such
matters.

26. The implications of policies such as Policy 2.2.4 need to be carefully considered. It is
important to recognise that, arguably, most of those parts of the Queenstown Lakes
District that are not Outstanding Natural Landscapes could fall within this category.
Amends are requested in Appendix 2 to make it clear that such environments are living
environments where day to day activities need to be carried out. By way of example, it is
noted that the current Queenstown Lakes District Plan which has a strong landscape
management focus allows for appropriately managed and located urban growth and resort
style developments in those areas classified as "visual amenity landscapes". The economic
and social wellbeing of communities could be adversely affected by the RPS indicating that
such activities may no longer be appropriate.

Glossary

27. To reduce ambiguity and enable more efficient implementation of the PRPS, we have
requested the inclusion of the following new definitions: Define Significant infrastructure;
Significant Community Facility; Urban; Regionally Significant Soil Resources; Regionally
Significant Industry Activity; Hard mitigation measures. We have also sought clarification
about the difference between "kai tahu" and "Ngai Tahu".

28. A single Glossary containing both English and Te Reo terms is requested, not two separated
sections which is unnecessary.

−vi−
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Appendix 2—Table of requested amendments
No Requested Amendment

Whole Document

Retention of all provisions in the PRPS, as notified, except as requested in this table to be deleted
or amended.

Any consequential or other amendment required to give effect, or like effect, to any matter raised
in this submission.

Deletion of or amendments to any text in the PRPS that:

• Is duplicated within document;

• Is vague or ambiguous;

• Duplicates the RMA or other statutory documents, including any provision stated in the
RMA (provisions should be referenced but not quoted), and any definition already
defined in the RMA or other legislation; and

• Is not required by section 62 of the RMA or is not an active directive (for example the
"need" statements provided in each chapter overview, Method 7, any text that begins
with "Including", and all "may methods").

ni l iart ivo 1.1: Tha prindplar
decisions

of To Tiriti n wAitAng; Arc. ich.ntifipd and takr.n into account in resource management

Issue The principles of TeTiriti o Waitangi are not formally codified and in many cases refer to broad
concepts that need further exploration when applied to specific circumstances. This can make it
challenging to effectively incorporate the principles of the Treaty into planning documents, as these
principles are not formally codified in any way

' Tirit − '3 tz: rcla:ionship h:t..vccr. t.r.d.:::: vg..cr.:13 thz Crc...vn. Th : Firi.A..i c : sp: : i : l :r.c!
!,..c:l Is Tc Vri: i Viiiait.:r. intc ..−c:c...1~.t, !•.3vc,r:?...ii,cs z!thoritics lc tl−,.: principles : f c :rici

1::.•iti:kit:PA,:cceal−−aothior.' . 4 t c f i n d : to eft−−ez−t−e44esepar4leu'ar rz..gzrdtc −46−need w : y give
th7: oppli:d, :nd t!−.:: 3c:o:Ats fcr *..hc 3ff.:−.:::. cf rc:cxc:principl:s 2n r : : : : : i l cy 7,−C. ;:*"..:•per!y

l.',::: 7:h.., iri:k.:dir.;1!−.cz2d.cscribcd in iwi − −−:;;:mc:−.:7−.−.3rIcgcn−4:nt cl.cci:ic\−4−. :−.r. w..14::, rc.−z:Jrc:
'

Policy 1.1.1 Promoting awareness of treaty obligations
Promote awareness and understanding of local authorities' obligations regarding the principles of
Te Tiriti o Waitangi, tikaka Maori and kaupapa Maori

Policy 1.1.2 Identifying Pnd t?aking the principles of Te Tiriti o Waitangi into account
Ensure that local authorities cx:rci..4: their functicn:. cnc! powzrs, Vc, take into account the principles
of Te Tiriti o Waitangi identified in Appendix 1A by:
a) Providing Ac−c−ar−ii Kai Tahu a status distinct from that of interest groups and members of the
public, consistent with their position as a Treaty partner; and,
b) Involvinee Kai Tahu in resource management decision−making processes and implementation;
and
c) Taking e into account Kai Tahu views in resource management decision−making processes and
implementation, particularly regarding the relationship of their culture and traditions with their
ancestral lands, water, sites, wahi tapu, and other taoka; and
d) Ensuring e Kai Tahu have the prerogative to:
i. IdentifyirLig their relationship with their ancestral lands, water, sites, wahi tapu, and other taoka;
and
ii. Determintge how best to express that relationship; and
e) Ensurirjge Kai Tahu are able to exercise kaitiakitaka; and
f) Ensurklge that district and regional plans:
i. Givimeeffect to the N O Tahu Claims Settlement Act 1998; and
ii. Recognisime and p r o v i d e for statutory acknowledgement areas, as detailed in Schedule 2;
and
iii. Providinge for other areas in Otago that are recognised as significant to Kai Tahu in a manner
similar to that prescribed for statutory acknowledgement areas.

Objective 1.2: Kai Tahu values, rights and customary resources are identified and sustained
10 Issue Historically, decision makers have had difficulty understanding the takata whenua point of view.

Some places, sites and values of cultural, spiritual or historic significance to takata whenua have
been destroyed or degraded. Sometimes, no access is available to important sites. Sometimes, it
has been difficult to use Maori land for the purposes for which it was originally granted.

11 P:c.2d 7−ho W A fz..':' t`i NI−thci:−:oqJi:•:::!s−co! o.::.−yor!f.ioo t3 rzcc c cr,c!i::::::vidc ;z:z.tionsh! of r! on−d
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−No Requested end e
' culture and traditions with t h c r ancestrzl bonds, water, ekes, w:Thi tapu, and other taoka. In

monagins our notu:to! resourco.s, I cab at.tho:.;ti_s ncoz.'te recognise ICI Tahu values and plans more‘
offective!y, ond onoble th : exesseiaae−ef—c−psta−y rights

12 Policy 1.2.1 Managing the natural environment to support Kai Tahu wellbeing
Manage the natural environment to support Kai Tahu wellbeing by:
a) Ensuring sustainable manattement of resources supports thoir customary uses and cultural
values (as detailed in Schedules 1A and B); and
b) Safe−guarding the life−supporting capacity of natural resources.

13 Policy 1.2.2 Recognising important sites of cultural significance to Kai Tahu
Recognise wahi tapuna, including sites and landscapes of cultural significance to Kai Tahu such as
wahi tapu and other elements, as detailed in Schedule 1C.

14 Policy 1.2.3 Protecting important sites and values of cultural significance to Kai Tahu
Protect important values, as detailed in schedules 1A and B, and sites of cultural significance to Kai
Tahu as detailed in Schedule 1C by:
a) Avoiding significant adverse effects from inappropriate subdivision, uses and development on
those values and sites, as detailcd in Schedule 3; and
b) Avoiding remedying or mitigating other adverse effects on those values and sites; and
c) Managing those values and sites in a culturally appropriate manner.

15 Policy 1.2.4 Enabling Kai Tahu relationshipswith w5hi tuouna and associated sites
Enable Kai Tahu relationships with w5hi tupuna and associated sites by:
a) Facilitating Kai Tahu access to sites of cultural significance; and
b) Recognising that relationships between sites of cultural significance are an important element of
wahi tOpuna; and
c) Recognising traditional place names.

16 Policy 1.2.5 Enabling sustainable use of Maori land
Enable Kai Tahu to protect, develop and use land within native reserves in a way consistent with
their culture and traditions, and economic, cultural and social aspirations, including for papakaika,
marae and marae related activities, while:
a) Avoiding adverse effects on the health and safety of people; and
b) Avoiding significant adverse effects from inaporopt iate development on matters of national
importance; and
c) /V.−6:−.!,.:−..; the sii;rif−i:;,−/fiz.:: of zdversc effects or. :boa. rnattcrs and values, us detailed in Schedule
1 nrtd,
d) Remedying or mitigating other adverse effects on other values.

17 Objective 2.1: The regionally significant values of Otago's natural crid physical resources are recognised arid protected
from inappro_priate subdivision use and development • ' − kanee−el

18 Issue Degradation of natural values and natural systems risks loss of complexity, which in turn
jeopardises the life sustaining capacity of the environment, and the ecosystem services provided to
the community. Knowledge of these systems and their interdependencies is often imperfect.
Cumulative effects of human activities on the natural environment may be difficult to pinpoint
initially, but over time will can cause serious damage.

19 Noes VVc need to knew creugh o'−o„it 'Jo: many voluc_ mod characteristics ef Otago's natural and
ph−ysical "C.r.,7U7.CCr, one, the cco:ystr:tt−: setvices they provdo for Ls, to to able. tc manage the
effects f humon ootivitios en the environment's H2 supporting capacity adequately:

20 Policy 2.1.1 Managing for freshwater values
Recognise regionally significant freshwater values, and manage freshwater, to:
a) Support healthy ecosystems in all Otago aquifers, and rivers, lakes, wetlands, and their margins;
and
b) Retain the range and extent of habitats provided by freshwater; and
c) Protect outstanding water bodies and wetlands from inappropriate subdivision, use and
development; and
d) Protect migratory patterns of freshwater species from inappropriate subdivision, use and
development, unless detrimental to indigenous biodiversity; and
e) Avoid aquifer compaction, and seawater intrusion in aquifers; and
f) Maintain good water quality, including in the coastal marine area, or enhance it where it has
been degraded; and
g) Maintain or enhance coastal values supported by freshwater values; and
h) Maintain or enhance the natural functioning of rivers, lakes, and wetlands, their riparian
margins, and aquifers; and
i) Retain the quality and reliability of existing drinking water supplies; and
j) Protect Kai Tahu values from inappropriate subdivision, use and development; and
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No Requested Amendment

k) Provide for other cultural values, as identified in Schedule 1A; and
I) Protect important recreation values from inappropriate subdivision, use and develooment; and
m) Maintain the aesthetic and landscape values o f rivers, lakes, and wetlands; and
n) Avoid the adverse effects of pest species, prevent their introduction and reduce their spread;
and
o) Mitigate the adverse effects of natural hazards, including flooding and erosion; and
p) Maintain the ability of existing infrastructure to operate within their design parameters.

21 Policy 2.1.2 Managing for the values of beds of rivers and lakes, wetlands, and their margins
Recognise the values of beds of rivers and lakes, wetlands, and their margins, and manage them to:
a) Protect or restore their natural functioning; and
b) Protect outstanding water bodies and wetlands frc•—• inaoprooriate subdivision, use and
deveioomen.,.. and
c) Maintain good water quality, or enhance it where it has been degraded; and
d) Maintain ecosystem health and indigenous biodiversity; and
e) Retain the range and extent of habitats supported; and
f) Maintain or enhance natural character; and
g) Protect Kai Tahu values from inappropriate subdivision, use and develooment. and
h) Provide for other cultural values, as identified in Schedule 1 k and
i) Maintain their aesthetic and amenity values; and
j) Avoid the adverse effects of pest species, prevent their introduction and reduce their spread; and
k) Mitigate the adverse effects of natural hazards, including flooding and erosion; and
I) Maintain bank stability.

22 Policy 2.1.3 Managing for coastal water values
Recognise coastal water values, and manage coastal water, to:
a) Support healthy coastal ecosystems; and
b) Retain the range of habitats provided by the coastal marine area; and
c) Protect migratory patterns of coastal water species from inaoprooriate subdivision, use and
develooment unless detrimental to indigenous biodiversity; and
d) Maintain coastal water quality, or enhance it where it has been degraded; and
e) Maintain or enhance coastal values; and
f) Protect Kai Tahu values; and
g) Provide for other cultural values as identified in Schedule 1A; and
h) Protect important recreation values from inappropriate subdivision, use and development; and
i) Avoid the adverse effects of pest species, prevent their introduction and reduce their spread.

23 Policy 2.1.4 Managing for air quality values
Recognise air quality values, and manage air quality, to:
a) Maintain good ambient air quality that supports human health, or enhance air quality where it
has been degraded; and
b) Protect Kai Tahu values from inaopropriate subdivision, use and development; and
c) Maintain other cultural, aesthetic and amenity values.

24 Policy 2.1.5 Managing for soil values
Recognise soil values that are of a regional significance, and manage those soils, to:
a) Maintain their life supporting capacity; and
b) Maintain soil biodiversity; and
c) Maintain biological activity in soils; and
d) Maintain soil's function in the storage and cycling of water, nutrients, and other elements
through the biosphere; and
e) Maintain soil's function as a buffer or filter for pollutants resulting from human activities,
including aquifers at risk of leachate contamination; and
f)P..cnir. Ensure the orimarv use of regionally significant soil resources is for primary production
purposes. and
g) Protect Kai Tahu values from inappropriate subdivision. use and development. and
h) Provide for other cultural values, as identified in Schedule IA; and
i) Maintain the soil mantle where it acts as a repository of heritage objects; and
j) Maintain highly valued soil resources; and
k) Avoid contamination of soil from inappropriate subdivision, use and development. and
I) Avoid the adverse effects of pest species, prevent their introduction and reduce their spread.

25 Policy 2.1.6 Managing for ecosystem and indigenous biodiversity values
Recognise the values of ecosystems and indigenous biodiversity, and manage ecosystems and
indigenous biodiversity, to:
a) Maintain or enhance ecosystem health and indigenous biodiversity; and
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b) Maintain or enhance areas of predominantly indigenous vegetation; and
c) Buffer or link existing ecosystems; and
d) Protect important hydrological services, including the services provided by tussock grassland;
and
e) Protect natural resources and processes that support indigenous biodiversity from inappropriate
subdivision, use and development; and
f) Maintain habitats of indigenous species that are important for recreational, commercial, cultural
or customary purposes; and
g) Protect biodiversity significant to Kai Tahu from inamrooriate subdivision, use and development.
and
h) Avoid the adverse effects of pest species, prevent their introduction and reduce their spread.

26 Policy 2.1.7 Recognising the values of natural features, landscapes, and seascapes
Recognise the values of natural features, landscapes, seascapes and the coastal environment are
derived from the following attributes, as detailed in Schedule 4:
a) Biophysical attributes, including:
i. Natural science factors;
H. The presence of water;
iii. Vegetation (indigenous and introduced);
iv. The natural darkness of the night sky;
b) Sensory attributes, including:
i. Legibility or expressiveness;
ii. Aesthetic values;
iii. Transient values, including nature's sounds;
iv. Wild or scenic values;
c) Associative attributes, including:
i. Whether the values are shared and recognised;
ii. Cultural and spiritual values for Kai Tahu;
iii. Historical —r=iri i'ir ri;r:,;−;−E−associations.

27 Policy 2.1.8 Recognising the values of natural character in the coastal environment
Recognise the values of natural character in the coastal environment are derived from the
following attributes:
a) Natural elements, processes and patterns;
b) Biophysical, ecological, geological and geomorphological aspects;
c) Natural landforms such as headlands, peninsulas, cliffs, dunes, wetlands, estuaries, reefs,
freshwater springs and surf breaks;
d) The natural movement of water and sediment;
e) The natural darkness of the night sky;
f) Places or areas that are wild or scenic;
g) A range of natural character from pristine to modified;
h) Experiential attributes, including the sounds and smell of the sea; and their context or setting.

28 Objective 2.2 Otago's significant and highly valued natural resources are identified, and protected or enhanced to
maintain their distinctiveness

29 Issue Otago has a distinct range of outstanding natural features, landscapes, seascapes, indigenous
biodiversity, water bodies and soil which have intrinsic value and help to create the region's
identity and support the region's wellbeing. These highly valued resources risk becoming degraded
if they are not adequately protected from inappropriate subdivision, use and development. In turn,
resource degradation reduces the attractions Otago can offer to tourists, residents and businesses,
and could lead to wider adverse economic impacts

30 Need It is−a matter of−national importance to recognise and−provide−for−natural resources−systems−and
_

edvantago and duality a' life.
31 Policy 2.2.1 Identifying areas of significant indigenous vegetation and significant habitats of indigenous fauna

Identify areas and values of significant indigenous vegetation and significant habitats of indigenous
fauna, using the attributes detailed in Schedule 5.

32 Policy 2.2.2 Managing significant indigenous vegetation and significant habitats of indigenous fauna
Protect and ,nharicc Manage subdivision, use and development that affects the values of areas of
significant indigenous vegetation and significant habitats of indigenous fauna, by:
a) Avoiding adverse effects a P i − I − 4 e c s which :ont,−ibute t o which will result in the area or
habitat losing its 13,e44−e significant status; and
b) Avoiding significant adverse effects from in appropriate subdivision, use and development on
other values of the area or habitat; and

−10−
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ty.−._cn; thc ;.−.f r.−::.'\•−:.c zf f : : : : cn t!−,−..K ....7.!..ic:, : − − Schi...d...:1:: 3;c; :igr.i':.._ .−..,'
d) Remediating, when adverse effects cannot be avoided; and
e) Mitigating where adverse effects cannot be avoided or remediated; and
f) Encouraging enhancement of those areas and values.

33 Policy 2.2.3 Identifying outstanding natural features, landscapes and seascapes
Identify features, landscapes ^ −areas and values of outstanding natural and seascapes.

−.:::::−..−2::−!. Schcd...:!: 1..7.1*.rtt.::::, :•−.
34 Policy 2.2.4 Managing outstanding natural features, landscapes, and seascapes

'−ctc^; −−“zr.:− −nd ro−t:\−−: Manage subdivision, use and dr.veloom...nt that affects the values of
outstanding natural features, landscapes and
seascapes, by:
a) Avoiding adverse effectsv−r−−−Ae:e−vek..−_•:•.vhi....h. ccntr'−.−.−1...,h'ch V,', result in the loss of the
significance of the natural feature, landscape or seascape; and
b) Avoiding, remedying or mitigating other adverse effects on other values; and

As:::::ing th::ig−ii'ic.−−,.:.:: c ' c.d.,—;.c o"−−•..• f−_,rr. !−−−−−co−i−− −−− −−,4 .4..−v−'cc −−−−'.....)
Sch:d:.c 3:es−de4a44.eel−in .::−.d

d) Recognising and providing for positive contributions of existing introduced species to those
values; and
e) Controlling the adverse effects of pest species, preventing their introduction and reducing their
spread; and
f) Encouraging enhancement of those areas and values.
al Recognisinc th. i47 , , ' I n r o o r i a r p l y ciesiened and manned recreational activities in such locations
can be appropriate, and can entail community benefits such as the eniovment of landscape values
h) Recognising that when activities have a functional need to locate within such places and
emohasis on mitigating or remedying adverse effects rather than avoiding them may be
approoriAto.

35 Policy 2.2.5 Identifying special amenity landscapes and highly valued natural features
Identify areas and values of special amenity landscape or natural features which are highly valued
for their contribution to the amenity or quality of the environment, but which are not outstanding,

• !r: Sch•−_•dul: 1.,...: :. .2:. cictoi!=1.

. . New policy Managing cross boundary landscape effects

Promote alignment o f District Plans and integrated assessments o f environmental effects
when assessing landscape values and effects in landscapes which traverse territorial
author i ty boundaries.

36 Policy 2.2.6 Managing special amenity landscapes and highly valued natural features

• c zr.!−.:nc.: thz .1.7.!...!c.: cf Manage special amenity landscapes and highly valued natural
features, by:
a) Avoiding, remedying or mitigating adverse effects on those values which contribute to.•.:.•,:−:!....::..nt
the special amenity of the landscape or high value of the natural feature; and
b; Av:!dirG, rcrn,:\dying cr rnit!;a:!ng ot!−,:r ,:.dvcr:: : " c c : on c,thc:. v,:.',..:::,; ond

−− f −̀.. ' • −.! Szhcc.Ve−at−ar−−,4c).^4..cs,i4g−th.: signif−i. :−.− _
.... . .., _ , .. −...•−in

d) Recognising and providing for positive contributions of existing introduced species to those
values; and
e) Controlling the adverse effects of pest species, preventing their introduction and reducing their
spread; and
f) Encouraging enhancement of those values.
el Recognising and providing for the use of such resources including as places where productive
activities, tourism, recreation, infrastructure, homes and work places are located.
h) allowing values to adapt over time as communities and economies change

37 Policy 2.2.7 Identifying the landward extent of the coastal environment
Identify the landward extent of the coastal environment, using the following criteria:
a) Area or landform dominated by coastal vegetation or habitat of indigenous coastal species; and
b) Landforms and the margins of landforms where active coastal processes, influences or qualities
are significant; and
c) Any landscapes or features, including coastal escarpments, which contribute to the natural
character, visual quality or amenity values of the coast; and
d) Any physical resource or built form, including infrastructure, that has modified the coastal
environment and retains a connection to or derives character from connection to the coast; and
e) The relationship of takata whenua with the coastal environment.

−11−
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38 Policy 2.2.8 Identifying areas of high and outstanding natural character in the coastal environment
Identify areas and values of high and outstanding natural character in the coastal environment,
using the attributes detailed in Policy 2.1.8.

39 Policy 2.2.9 Managing the natural character of the coastal environment
Preserve or enhance the natural character values of the coastal environment, by:
a) Avoiding adverse effects of activities on natural character in area, of the coastal environment
with 'b− 0 −_ i− −_ •iii.., − z t)−ioi vutstanding natural character cf or. 7.17:::; and... .
b) Avoiding significant adverse effects and avoiding, remedying or mitigating other adverse effects
of activities on natural character in all other areas of the coastal environmenton those ‘slues which

to thc highcor−butc naturzi charoztor voili..ics of or a. co; ::−id
c) Assos_,)ng :hi: iLigificancc th detailed in Schedule 3;cf DZ.' \'2.oc cffcc.,..o on so values, as and
d) Avoiding, remcdyin−g or mitiza`inz valucs;othor :dyers: offects on ot!'icii and
e) Recognising and providing for the contribution of existing introduced species to the natural
character of the coastal environment; and
f) Encouraging enhancement of those values; and
g) Controlling the adverse effects of pest species, prevent their introduction and reduce their
spread.

40 Policy 2.2.10 Identifying surf breaks of national importance
Recognise the surf breaks of national importance at:
a) Karitane;
b) Papatowai;
c) The Spit;
d) Whareakeake.

41 Policy 2.2.11 Managing surf breaks of national importance
Protect surf breaks of national importance, by:
a) Avoiding adverse effects on the natural and physical processes contributing to their existence;
and
b) Avoiding adverse effects of other activities on access to, and use and enjoyment of, those surf
breaks.

42 Policy 2.2.12 Identifying outstanding water bodies and wetlands
Identify outstanding water bodies and wetlands and their values, using the following criteria:
a) A high degree of naturalness;
b) Outstanding aesthetic or landscape values;
c) Significant takata whenua cultural values;
d) Significant recreational values;
e) Significant ecological values;
f) Significant hydrological values.

43 Policy 2.2.13 Managing outstanding water bodies and wetlands
Protoct Manage subdivision, use and development that affects the values of outstanding water
bodies and wetlands by:
a) Avoiding significant adverse effects from inappropriate subdivision, use and development
including cumulative effects, on those values which contribute to the water body or wetland being
outstanding; and
b) Avoiding, remedying or mitigating other adverse effects on the water body or wetland's values;
and

− − • '._ . .1.
d) Controlling the adverse effects of pest species, preventing their introduction and reducing their
spread; and
e) Encouraging enhancement of outstanding water bodies and wetlands.

44 Policy 2.2.14 Identifying 114g−la1y−region al ly significantvolucd soil resources
Identify areas and values of highly valuodregionallv significant soil resources, using the following
criteria:
a) Degree of versatility for primary production;
b) Significance for providing pollutant buffering or filtering services;
c) Significance for providing water storage or flow retention services;
d) Degree of rarity.

45 Policy 2.2.15 Managing h− i en− l e i reg iona l l v significant soil resources
Protect the values of arcas of highl\ iclu dregionally significant soil resources, by:
a) Avoiding significant adverse effects from inappropriate subdivision, use and development on
those values which contribute to the soil being highl} valt..cd'egionally significant; and
b) Avoiding, remedying or mitigating other adverse effects on values of those soils; and

−12−
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f..c.:2_,...;:h/..... vak:::, d/otailod :'.. Schdulg 3;c) :ignific:ncc of;Id ‘.....r.y.: : f fc: ts or a:
d) Recognising that loss of regionally significant soils to urban ::tpar.:.!oa development may be
appropriate 1 : a r d4r; :−#4e4o−ea4ri−er÷a÷−4−p,−−eN−ir−a4'e,4.s. existing urban development,. ar;e:−ig−f−r−eset−,*e
particularly when there is a lack of supply of land availabie for urban deveiopment.

46 Objective 2.3: Natural :Systems and interdependencies are recognised and sustained
47 Issue Nzt:r.z..! :nvironmentAl systems and resources are interconnected, complex and difficult to manage

in a consistent and effective way. Sometimes, the use of one resource adversely affects the
environmental value of another. Sometimes, other relevant legislation results in conflicting
management directives. Sometimes, activities affecting a resource are managed by different
authorities

48 ' 7h: M!.r. 7Z.Z../17:−: in !r.: !rt.,: t!osthat : • : : : : : • : : : Z7: :r.::−.:, ... z r rz::cd ?...:‘,.. . crrrong
:ntr.rdoo:nd:r.:7zsou−:::, ...x.i'..wl...hlr. 7,:so:.::−=:!−..:−; s . r.−... −1:7: Z7,d Z.:I7.−.1:−..:r.r.:!..,::
t cunda r ' : , d'ff:x77: d : ± A c r −−nzl:Lys −:c."..:c: :',... ris': nnd:nd .−.:mong vii!' of zsd..−_−−s: ur.r.t:r.d.:sd

−fromu2r.cc.−:or. : prcpc::I,
49 Policy 2.3.1 Applying an integrated management approach

Apply an integrated approach to the management of Otago's natural and physical resources, to
achieve sustainable management, by:
a) Taking into account the impacts of management of one resource on the environmental values of
another, or on the environment in general; and
b) Recognising that the form and function of a resource may extend beyond the immediate, or
directly adjacent, area of interest.
cl Ensuring that resource objectives are comolementary across administrative boundaries: i−•,nd
d) Ensurine that environmental effects of activities on the whole of a resource are considered when
that resource is managed by sub−units.

50 7 : „ Apply!r.z :− intcgr:: :d r.1,7noccm:r.t zoorc:ch ?.,...hir : rnou−::
in:cs:•::od nat...1r:l roccur::, ::,k.pply r.n r.........,..−.−.:nt :pproa.ch wi'..Hr : : r d 1:!−−,−.:ic:.'

ty:s.u.s..eaineto.g−ra−a,qa,scr:::i•.:,
En:−..ur!rr d.:^rini........ivo bourd::*k_−:;C) th : : r::ouroc cbjcevcs :−: comp!c7.:ntary a = sz z :nc:

b) EnsLrinz th : r::.:1.;:•c:that cf−fcots o:' act!...tig: sr, v:hcl: of a :or.: :c:−e..idor...%!.....1−.:r t,−.::: 7.:s:,...−:−.:
I: mo−i:cce by sub units.

51 Policy 2.3.3 Applying an integrated management approach for freshwater catchments
Apply an integrated management approach to activities in freshwater catchments, by:
a) Using consistent freshwater objectives for interconnected water bodies; and
b) Recognising the importance of river morphology, catchment hydrology, natural processes and
land cover in supporting catchment values; and
c) Coordinating the management of land use and freshwater, to:
i. Maintain or enhance freshwater values; and
ii. Maintain or enhance the wetland values; and
iii. Maintain or enhance the values of beds of rivers and lakes, wetlands, and their margins; and
iv. Reduce the potential for health and nuisance effects.

52 Policy 2.3.4 Applying an integrated management approach for the coastal environment
Apply an integrated management approach to activities in the coastal environment, by:
a) Recognising the importance of coastal morphology, coastal processes and land cover in
supporting coastal environment values; and
b) Coordinating the management of land use, freshwater, and coastal water, to:
i. Maintain or enhance coastal values; and
ii. Reduce the potential for health and nuisance effects.

53 Policy 2.3.5 Applying an integrated management approach for airsheds
Apply an integrated management approach to activities that affect air quality, by:
a) Setting emission standards for airsheds that take into account foreseeable demographic changes,
and their effects on cumulative emissions; and
b) Co−ordinating the management of land use and air quality, to:
i. Maintain or enhance air quality values; and
ii. Reduce the potential for adverse health and nuisance effects.

54 New Policy Aoolving an integrated management approach for significant infrastructure and activities that
affect significant infrastructure
Apply an integrated management approach to the management of sienificant infrastructure and
activities that affect significant infrastructure, by:
a) Promoting consistent corridor management methods throughout the region.

55 Objective 3.1 Protection,
constraints

subdivision use and development of n3tural :::nd physical resources recognises environmental

−13−
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56 Issue Activities that utilise resources or: undcntc±.3.−nwithout regard to their loc2! environmental values
o r : at risk inappropriately compromising of ovcrreoching the a. environment's ability to„,:.&at._,
sustain the activity.

57 ',.'ccd A':, :1:− d to r,−.:.7.::2.: c:.:r −− 'cs viit'r rcc,:rd tc ccnstraint: to improvc our rcsilicncc.
58 Policy 3.1.1 Recognising , environmental constraints._.

Recognise the fy;',...r.−3; environmental constraints of a resourcesn circa, the,..nd physicci
environmental effects of those constraints on activities utilising those r e s o u r c , and the
environmental effects of those activities on those constraints, including with particular recognition
of:
a) The availability of natural resources necessary to sustain the activity; and
b) The ecosystem services the activity is dependent on; and

The the natural to from thec) sensitivity of ::nd physic:I resources adverse effects proposed
activity/land use; and
d) Exposure of the activity to natural and technological hazard risks; and
e) The functional necessity for the activity to be located where there are significant constraints.

59 Objective 3.2 Inapprop late rRisk that natural hazards pose to Otago's communities are minimised
60 Issue Natural hazard events, such as flooding and earthquakes, have the potential to injure people and

damage property. Sometimes, it is difficult and costly for a community to recover from a hazard
event.

61 A&w ,.̂ .'hk thr.:sc hC7C7.7" −many of c \−nt..: crc DJ7 control, ..c nccd tc c.ccitn:c thcir pntcnti,c on
poop!c'c cufoty, hcolth cr,C. v:clibcing.

62 Policy 3.2.1 Identifying natural hazards
Identify hazards that Otago's hz:zards I=natural may adversely affect communities, −i−..ciuding of

−c.
63 Policy 3.2.2 Assessing natural hazard likelihood

Assess the likelihood of natural hazard events occurring, having regard to a timeframe of no less
than 100 years, including by considering:
a) Hazard type and characteristics;
b) Multiple and cascading hazards;
c) Cumulative effects, including from multiple hazards with different risks;
d) Effects of climate change;
e) Using the best available information for calculating likelihood;
f) Exacerbating factors.

64 Policy 3.2.3 Assessing natural hazard consequence
Assess the consequences of natural hazard events, including by considering:
a) The nature of activities in the area;
b) Individual and community vulnerability;
c) Impact on individual and community health and safety;
d) Impact on social, cultural and economic wellbeing;
e) Impact on infrastructure and property, including access and services;
f) Risk reduction and hazard mitigation measures;
g) Lifeline utilities, essential and emergency services, and their co−dependence;
h) Implications for civil defence agencies and emergency services;
I) Cumulative effects;
j) Factors that may exacerbate a hazard event.

65 Policy 3.2.4 Managing natural hazard risk
Manage natural hazard risk, including with particular regard to:

The thcy the likelihood hazarda) risk posed, considering and consequences of natural events; and
b) The implications of residual risk, including the risk remaining after implementing or undertaking
risk reduction and hazard mitigation measures; and
c) The community's tolerance of that risk, now and in the future, including the community's ability
and willingness to prepare for and adapt to that risk, and respond to an event; and
d) The changing nature of tolerability and risk; and
e) Sensitivity of activities to risk.

66 Policy 3.2.5 Assessing activities for natural hazard risk
Assess activities in areas known to be subiect to an identified fe.p natural hazard risk, by
considering:
a) The natural hazard risk identified, including residual risk; and
b) Any measures to avoid, remedy or mitigate those risks, including relocation and recovery
methods; and
c) The long term viability and affordability of those measures; and

−14−
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d) Flow−on effects of the risk to other activities, individuals and communities; and
e) The availability of, and ability to provide, lifeline utilities, and essential and emergency services,
during and after a natural hazard event.

67 Policy 3.2.6 Avoiding increased natural hazard risk from inappropriate subdivision, use and development
Avoid, remedy of,r mitigate '−':•':.−...s!nz inc−eased natural hazard risk from inaryoropriate subdivision,

use and development, including by:
a) Avoiding activities that significantly increase risk, including displacement of risk off−site; and
b) Encouraging design that facilitates:
i. Recovery from natural hazard events; or
ii. Relocation to areas of lower risk.

68 Policy 3.2.7 Reducing existing natural hazard risk
Reduce existing natural hazard risk, i44E1C.';:−,−;−E−narticuiari by:
a) Encouraging activities that:
i. Reduce risk; or
ii. Reduce community vulnerability; and
b) Discouraging activities that:
i. Increase risk; or
ii. Increase community vulnerability; and
c) Considering the use of exit strategies for areas of significant risk; and
d) Encouraging design that facilitates:
i. Recovery from natural hazard events or
ii. Relocation to areas of lower risk; and
e) Relocating lifeline utilities, and facilities for essential and emergency service, to areas of reduced
risk, where appropriate and practicable; and
f) Enabling development, upgrade, maintenance and operation of lifeline utilities and facilities for
essential and emergency services; and
g) Re−assessing natural hazard risk, and community tolerance of that risk, following significant
natural hazard events.

69 Policy 3.2.8 Applying a precautionary approach
Where natural hazard risk is uncertain or unknown, but potentially significant or irreversible, apply
a precautionary approach to identifying, assessing and managing that risk.

70 Policy 3.2.9 Protecting features and systems that provide hazard mitigation
Protect, restore, enhance and promote the use of natural or modified features and systems, which
contribute to mitigating the effects of both natural hazards and climate change.

71 Policy 3.2.10 Mitigating natural hazards
Give preference to risk management approaches that reduce the need for hard mitigation
measures or similar engineering interventions, and provide for hard mitigation measures only
when:
a) Those measures are essential to reduce risk to a level the community is able to tolerate; and
b) There are no reasonable alternatives; and
c) It would not result in an increase in risk, including displacement of risk off−site; and
d) The adverse effects can be adequately managed; and
e) The mitigation is viable in the reasonably foreseeable long term.

72 Policy 3.2.11 Locating hard mitigation measures
Enable the location of hard mitigation measures or similar engineering interventions on public land
only when:

There is benefit in doinga) significant p : t ' i : c,− onvrcnmontol so; or
b) The work relates to the functioning ability of sienificAnt infrastructure o :ifc!!n: ut'Aity, er−−2
facility used for essential or emergency services, or a significant community facility.

73 Objective 3.3: Otago's communities are prepared for and able to adapt to the effects of climate change
74 Issue Climate change is expected to bring higher sea levels and an increased frequency of climate−related

natural hazard events, which will increase the risk that Otago's corn munities face.
75 Wc bzvc Iv.s:*! r!sc,_ rl . : : : to :crzistcnt g'..:*rd:−;n:::on :−e−_−:. ond monagin cr zdvc../.: cf−fc

!if: e this RS.C:CI.:7 .t:M7.1 Z!".0
76 Policy 3.3.1 Adapting to, or mitigating the effects of, sea level rise

Ensure Otago's people and communities are able to adapt to, or mitigate the effects of sea level
rise, over no less than 100 years, by using:
a) A sea level rise of at least 1 metre by 2115, relative to 1990 mean sea level (Otago Metric
Datum); and
b) Adding an additional lOmm per year beyond 2115.

77 Policy 3.3.2 Adapting to, or mitigating the effects of, climate change

−15−
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Ensure Otago's people and communities are able to adapt to, or mitigate the effects of climate
change, over no less than 100 years, by:
a) Taking into account the effects of climate change, including by using the best relevant climate
change data; and
b) Applying a precautionary approach to assessing the effects of climate change, where there is
scientific uncertainty and potentially significant or irreversible effects; and
c) Encouraging activities that assist to reduce or mitigate the effects of climate change.

78 Objective 3.4 Good quality infrastructure and services meet community needs
79 Issue Aging and sub−standard infrastructure risks creating safety, health and access problems, and as a

consequence, threatens community resilience
80 ALeed infrastructpro riiiariidii t3 raciPti c mmunit,, itusinc.z„ cod envircnrriental n e a t . Wc need lifeline

titi!itic: and es's:int:if! pna cimrxgcricy _("_:'\.':C.:, that arc ablc to operate through di:,ruptive events.
81 Policy 3.4.1 Integrating infrastructure with land use

Achieve the strategic integration of infrastructure with land use, by:
a) Recognising functional needs of infrastructure of regional or national importance; and
b) Designing infrastructure to take into account:
i. Actual and reasonably foreseeable land use change; and
H. The current population and projected demographic changes; and
Hi. Actual and reasonably foreseeable change in supply of, and demand for, infrastructure services;
and
iv. Ncturcland−ohyfical rResource constraints; and
v. Effects on the values of rr......::−el on−, phi,isice resources; and
vi. Co−dependence with other infrastructural services; and
vii. The effects of climate change on the long term viability of that infrastructure; and
c) Managing urban growth in n coordinated manner to ensures
i—vvithin.ar.a:,−,at−hav.:, sufficient infrastructure services−capacity are provided •−rog
ii. Wh,,−.,,−,−_ ii:f−−:st−u.:−.urz sc. rvi:.:s zan be i.:pgradcd t−i.r 2:;:eizIal efficiently and effectively. zrenel
d) Cc ardiriet−t−i4i−.−−iiie.s..ie−R−a−Fid development d infractruzt...tre with the t.tt:,−,i−.g d land tze change,
ineluning−with−:
i. Structarzl di: ' c o d '71.:1− cf 'and for newugt−a.,−4−deve4en4nt; cr
ii. Stru:',....:7.! −.−.d. %,e%ipment within zxistinz ...irbzin :.:;205.

82 Policy 3.4.2 Managing infrastructure activities
Manage infrastructure activities, to:
a) Maintain or enhance the health and safety of the community; and
b) −Pi .7:..i...;,:::−Avoid. remedy or mitigate adverse effects of those activities, including cumulative
adverse effects on natural and phi, ,ic.7! resources; and
c) Support economic, social and community needsaet4vit4t÷s; and
d) Improve efficiency of use of natural−resources; and
e) Protect infrastructure corridors for infrastructure necdr,from inappropriate subdivision, use and
development now prid for iiib,. fir:I:um; and
f) Increase the ability of communities to respond and adapt to emergencies, and disruptive or
natural hazard events; and
g) Protect the functioning of significant infrastructure lifeline utilities and essential or emergency
services.

83 Policy 3.4.3 Designing lifciine utlititc_sienificant infrastructure and facilities for essential or emergency services
Design lifeline utiliticf,significant infrastructure, and facilities for essential or emergency services,
to:
a) Maintain their ability to function to the fullest extent possible, during and after natural hazard
events; and
b) Take into account their operational co−dependence with other lifeline utilities and essential
services to ensure their effective operation.

84 Policy 3.4.4 Managing hazard mitigation measures, lifel−ine−utilitlessienificant infrastructure, and essential and
emergency services
Protect the functioning of hazard mitigation measures, lifeline utilities, and essential or emergency
services, including by:
a) Restricting the establishment of those activities that may result in reverse sensitivity effects; and
b) Avoiding significant adverse effects on those measures, utilities or services; and
c) Avoiding, remedying or mitigating other adverse effects on those measures, utilities or services;
and

z − —
in Schedule 3; and
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e) Maintaining access to those measures, utilities or services for maintenance and operational
purposes; and
f) Managing other activities in a way that does not foreclose the ability of those mitigation
measures, utilities or services to continue functioning.

85 Objective 3.5: Significant Infrastructure of regional and rational significence is recognised and provided for r.s.a13ged in:
Lust..!robrz wzy

86 Issue It is important to recognise and provide for Significant Infrastructure, of reg.:T.z1crz.4
s−ignIf!c:r....−: even though it may result in iegal−adverse environmental effectsim−par−Av−::+r−seiy

r...−_ticn−J.!y i!...−;:o7;:nt Some infrastructure can only be located in:ffozt ether 7.7.1...3:•:,. particular

areas, and it may not always be possible to avoid significant adverse effects,
87 Aee4 V.': — '..•.'t 'ne ..::ti..: ... ::.:−.::: and ret ic ie l e t rZ."/.:anc: : c : : : : − ...! ond

− inck:din; Ir...z! imp::::.cffcc:!vc!y, 3nd .1 ::!−.2:− values,
88 Policy 3.5.1 Recognising r4e.rral−ar.d rzeic‘n•Fland providing for significance of infrastructure

Recognise and provide for the −−tional and rqic−at significance of the following infrastructure:
Renewable facilities_. •e:!−.:r.:a) electricity generation th−,:y a:pp!rch: nz.:icr.3! :Icceicity gric:.7.−'ty:::..I

;fist:•!:•...:!cn n:twsrk; and
b) Electricity transmission infrastructure; and
c) Telecommunication and radio communication facilities; and
d) Roads classified as being of national or regional importance; and
g) Ports and airports; and
f) Structures for transport by rail and tourism activities.

89 Policy 3.5.2 Managing adverse effects of significant infrastructure t ' − e r . . g , − − *−−−r! 1 . − − − , − 5 4 , − − − −−−.7., :^.−:.`:____
!..17.•.:−.−*...o Avoid. remedy or mitigate adverse effects from significant infrastructure •h:::!−..y:

−C ..n:c,
by:
a) C\,.:1: Re.ouiring comprehensive alternative site assessments to be orovicied if a new
development is Proposed that will result in siznificant adverse effect onefef−e−nenee to zvo id in ; h F
'cc : fen in.:
i. Areas of significant indigenous vegetation and significant habitats of indigenous fauna; and
ii. Outstanding natural features, landscapes and seascapes; and
iii. Areas of outstanding natural character; and
iv. Outstanding water bodies or wetlands; and
b) Where it is not possible to avoid locating in the areas listed in a) above, c...,c:dinz minimising
significant adverse effects on those values that contribute to the significant or outstanding nature
of those areas; and
c) Avoiding, remedying or mitigating other adverse effects on values; and
d4−Acs2,:sing ;h.: :h.:se v a l u e s , 2 ; ondsign4−4eanc−e−ef−advers: effec45−e−.
e) cons−Wei:in−& Enabling infrastructure Providers to employ the use of offsetting: or other
compensatory measures to address −f.eA residual adverse effects on the environmentind!ccr.c...I−t!cdiN.crs!'..y.

90 Policy 3.5.3 Protecting significant infrastructure cf n:,:k−2,.−17! :,.:− 7−:−.−−c
Protect infrastructure of national or regional significance, by:
a) Restricting the establishment of activities that may result in reverse sensitivity effects; and
b) Avoiding significant adverse effects on the functional needs of such infrastructure; and
c) Avoiding, remedying or mitigating other adverse effects on the functional needs of such
infrastructure; and
dIA: : : :s ing −....: reed:, detailed :... SChC:.'..1:−C 3; zn3the sign!fi........._ .ef edver../.: effc::: or a:
e) Protecting infrastructure corridors for infrastructure needs, now and for the future.

91 Objective 3.6: Energy supplies to Otago's communities are secure and sustainable
92 Issue Although Otago is rich in renewable energy sources, it is also an importer of fossil fuels. Any

constraints on energy and fuel supply could affect the way we live and are able to respond to
disruptive events.

93 ied '.'Ic r d cc r− − c?..z d:::−rd:r,cy cn fo:;:i! f.;c!s or I : o r cn:r;yr:si::rcc.
94 Policy 3.6.1 Using existing renewable electricity generation structures and facilities

Give preference to the use of existing structures or facilities to increase the region's renewable
electricity generation capacity over developing new structures in new locations.

95 Policy 3.6.2 Promoting small and community−scale renewable electricity generation
Promote small and communitv!scale renewable electricity generation activities

!r.cru.sc lce:r17.) ttez ceirrrr.;.:nit•is resilience and :ecurity of enerty−se−eptrrand
b.)−Av.eid, remedy or rnitiga−te−ad‘ ors: effects from that ectility.

96 Policy 3.6.3 Protecting the generation capacity of renewable electricity generation activities
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the capacity of renewable electricitygeneration
generation activities, by:
a) Recognising the functional needs of renewable electricity generation activities, including physical
resource supply needs; and
b) Restricting the establishment of those activities that may result in reverse sensitivity effects; and
c) Avoiding, remedying or mitigating adverse effects from other activities on the functional needs
of that infrastructure; and
d) Aciscissin ._ i −−iieicionci: of advor::: e'f:xts on those needs, as detailed in Schedule 3.

97 Policy 3.6.4 Enabling more efficient transport of electricity
Enable electricity transmission and distribution infrastructure activities that:
a) Maintain or improve the security of supply of electricity; or
b) Enhance the efficiency of transporting electricity; and
c) Avoid, remedy or mitigate adverse effects from that activity.

98 Policy 3.6.5 Protecting electricity distribution infrastructure
Protect electricity distribution infrastructure, by:
a) Recognising the functional needs of electricity distribution activities; and
b) Restricting the establishment of those activities that may result in reverse sensitivity effects; and
c) Avoiding, remedying or mitigating adverse effects from other activities on the functional needs
of that infrastructure; and
d4−Assessing−thra thosc needs, detziled in Schedule 3;ciE;nif4−conce of adverse effects on as and
e) Protecting ciistins distribution corridors for infrastructure needs, now and for the future.

99 Policy 3.6.6 Reducing long term demand for fossil fuels
Reduce the long term demand for fossil fuels from Otago's communities, by:
a) Encouraging the development of compact and well integrated urban areas, to reduce travel
needs within those areas; and
b) Ensuring that transport infrastructure in urban areas has good connectivity, both within new
urban areas and between new and existing urban areas, by:
i. Placing a high priority on walking, cycling, and public transport, where appropriate; and
ii. Maximising pedestrian and cycling networks connectivity, and integration with public transport;
and
iii. Having high design standards for pedestrian and cyclist safety and amenity; and
c) Enabling the development or upgrade of transport infrastructure and associated facilities that:
i. Increase freight efficiency; or
ii. Foster the uptake of new technologies for more efficient energy uses, or renewable or lower
emission transport fuels.

100 Objective 3.7: Urban areas are well designed, sustainable and reflect local character
101 Issue In the past, urban development has not always had regard to the local environment, or considered

the mobility needs for different people. There are high costs to improve buildings and
infrastructure to meet modern standards.

102 N... d −mod imprcvc lifecommu..dc„ th i t mc signod to our quaIity of and r=silience and create
for 'au:Moss i:−vestment. We need infrastructure that meets modernmcmi offroctivo ac.portunific,

.stondorid:, is future pr foci, arid is off rciablc,
103 Policy 3.7.1 Using the principles of good urban design

Encourage the use of good urban design principles in subdivision and development in urban areas,
dctailcd in Schedule 6,as to:

a) Provide a resilient, safe and healthy community, including through use of crime prevention
through environmental design principles; and
b) Ensure that the built form relates well to its surrounding natural environment, 'including by:
i. Ref lc fecifures lakes, topogrzphy;cting natural such cc civicr,, wetlands and and

−.. − . . .
iii. Protecting indigo nous tiodi% habitat for indigenous fauna;moos of orsify cod and
iv. Enc iusr,..„ing f Lm impact design tochiliquos;l.1_,,: and

EnziounaginE ruztian warmar buildings;so cons'. of and
c) Reduce risk from natural hazards, including by avoiding areas of significant risk; and
d) Ensure good access and connectivity within and between communities; and
e) Create a sense of identity, including by recognising features of heritage and cultural importance;
and
f) Create areas where people can live, work and play, including by:
i. Enabling a diverse range of housing, commercial, industrial and service activities; and
ii. Enabling a diverse range of social and cultural opportunities.

104 Policy 3.7.2 Encouraging use of low impact design techniques
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Encourage the use of low impact design techniques in subdivision and development, to:
a) Reduce potential adverse environmental effects, including on water and air quality; or
b) Mitigate the effects of natural hazards and climate change; or
c) Enhance amenity; or
d) Enhance habitat for indigenous species and biodiversity values.

105 Policy 3.7.3 Designing for warmer buildings
Encourage the design of subdivision and development to reduce the adverse effects of Otago's
colder climate, and higher demand and costs for energy, including by:
a) Max!rni:).ng −,otimisinc passive solar gain; and
b) Insulating to warmer standards than those set under building legislation.

106 Policy 3.7.4 Designing for good access in oublic spaces
Design and maintain public spaces, including streets and open spaces, to provide for a range of uses
and meeting the reasonable access and mobility needs of all sectors within the community,
;ac−firiding the yot:ng ar.d tho:e with mobility impairments.

107 Objective 3.8: Urban growth is well designed and integrates effectively with adjoining urban and rural environments
108 Issue Unplanned urban growth risks exceeding the carrying capacity of existing infrastructure and

services, adversely affecting community resilience. Sometimes, unplanned growth places pressure
on adjoining productive land, and risks losing connectivity with adjoining urban areas.

109411..e.e4 We designed. :ntograte tor:::d we! and u r g .v th , ach.ieve 0!'f:::..0 and effcrollbk:
4 1 1 7 ' . . . ; . − : , ' −−c,'''"1−47− V.,!," " , " − " ' ' ' : h•−−.• ,..−/− 11.1". r 1461.41i −1°"'"! h y s i − −. k7,−−i r−ty.−7 1 ' r.

re:et:r::: 3nd ree'..:::: th: affcet: of ' .1nPla in . : : ! : 2,−Svith.

110 Policy 3.8.1 Mariaaing.Providing for urban growth
Wenege Provide for urban growth and creation of new urban land in a strategic and co−ordinated
way,_by:
a) Understanding demand and supply 0
residential, commercial and industrial zoned land ce..city, 1: and cateriLig fortj22L.demand4−−!and,

least the next 10EL:th projected ev:r at years; and
b) Co−ordinating urban growth and extension of urban areas with relevant infrastructure
development programmes, to:
i. Provide infrastructure in an efficient and effective way; and
ii. Ameid−Discouraging additional costs on the public that arise from unplanned infrastructure
expansion; and
c) Identifying future growth areas that:
I. Minimise significant adverse effects on Rir−a4−the productivity of the rural and tourism sectors 7
includinz lei; high!'/ yekraos dt:rronci for watercf :cil: or cr−c\lt!ii−.: corno:ting urban end otlyar
re.:ources; and
ii. Can be developed without resulting in significant adverse effects on t.1−.:Antain or cn!....;r:z.liy
matter of national importance or national significance cignin:ort bk:.::iy:r:ity.1.−td:c.::pc cr noturo'
clwancl vz:luz.:4 and
iii. Mointein important heritagec...:lter: or valLe:; and
iiiv. Avoids land with significant risk from natural hazards which cannot be remedied or mitigated'
and
d) Considering the need for urban growth boundaries to control potentially inappropriate urban
expansion; and
e) Ensuring efficient use of land; and
f) Requiring the use of low or no−emission heating systems in buildings, whe.A.where ambient air

7'. r.z7.7' is:quality ::7' :h.: gro..vth arcN3
i. Below standards for human health; or
ii. Vulnerable to degradation given the local climatic and geographical context; and

Giving to the design, da::ilad in Schcdui: 6;g) effect principles of good urban as and
h) Giving effect to the principles of crime prevention through environmental design.

110 ?−:y3.2 Cont.rc!!inz •,:'..−,:•.:1:..rzw:h, 'À ''.0 r −ro dentified t..%−bnn crc..vth bc.undarar cr future urban
cloy:foam:T.: areas
Wh_rc boundaries, d=.:iled in Sehedufc 3, fetura dovccpman1urban growth a: cr urban orcat, arc
accd:\I to ntr:. th:: r−_'!2:::: !3•\.' thrasc teundaric:co urban oxp.....\−:s!on, contra! of w!thir. cr areas,
t4,4

Stag!rig do.v.tksprier.:, kf.−.Nnt!f:c\I tr!g;::%−s to re:w for deve!cpntent;a) u:.!ng re!e3:: stage: or
b) Releasing land in legica' develepnlent,a way that ensures z :ocrial and efficient :15.9−. cf existing
1 . . .

Aveidirrz development beyond boendery fre.....%−ban develeprre\ntc) urtN−..T. the erbar grewth c.
crav, :Inks: there is a shortage cf and oN..aileb!c. fcr ...:rb._n devdooment.
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Method 2: Regione, City District Ccuncil Relationshipsend
Method 1: City District Plansand
Method 5: Rsgion,31 Poficy S.':::!'.?mCnt
P4c;hc.' 7: S;rc :ogles and Plans (non RMA}

111 Policy 3.8.3 Managing fragmentation of rural land
Manage subdivision, use and development of rural land, to:
a) Avoid inappropriate development or fragmentation of land, particularly which undermines or
forecloses the potential of rural land:
i. For primary production or tourism • or
ii. In areas identified for future urban uses; or
iii. In areas having the potential for future comprehensive residential development; and
b) Have particular regard to whether the proposal will result in a loss of the productive potential of
regionally significant high!y versatile soils unless:
i. The land adjoins an existing urban area and there is no other land suitable for urban expansion. or
there is a shortage of land available for urban development and
ii.The7−: hizhly versatile needed for .−bec land from ruralsoils arc uspensier, any change of use
activities achieves an appropriate and highly efficient form of urban development; and
iii. reverse sensitivity effects on rural productive activities can be satisfactorily avoided; and
c) Avoid unplanned demand for provision of oublic infrastructure investment including domestic
water supply and waste disposal; and
d) Avoid creating significant competing demand for water Cr othJ. resources.

112 Objective 3.9: Hazardous
quality of the environment

substances and waste materials do not pose a significant risk to h,..77. human health or the
in Otago

113 Issue Waste materials risk creating adverse effects on the environment. Hazardous substances have
adverse effects on community health and safety

114 rixd Alc ' la. J :::: −.;zikc b:st rcscurecs rninim.ise the materials:!−..:: a : : of o;.;r ard ciispoecd of as waz:.._.
W e ' t o rPanz,−„Ts wa.:.tc m.:−...terial:. haeat to− : : d cz.r.7.f ully and c....s substances avoid creating
eriv inmerrts! pr−eb!−−_•,−e: adv−e−r...s•is,−,4_,:j7K; −'.;;7−:−.,71',41.7.ti.fth.

115 Policy 3.9.1 Integrating management of hazardous substances and waste
Promote an integrated approach to the management of hazardous substances and waste in Otago.

116 Policy 3.9.2 Managing the use, storage and disposal of hazardous substances, and the storage and disposal of
waste materials
Manage the use, storage and disposal of hazardous substances, and the storage and disposal of
waste materials, to avoid accidental spillage or release of those substances and materials, by:
a) Providing secure containment of those substances in case of accidental spillage; and
b) Minimising risk associated with natural hazard events; and
c) Avoiding significant adverse effects of those substances and materials on the health and safety of
people, and on other values; and
d) Providing for the development of facilities to safely store, transfer, process, handle and dispose
of hazardous waste and waste materials; and
e) Ensuring hazardous substances are treated or disposed at authorised facilities, in accordance
with the relevant disposal instructions; and
f) Restricting the location of activities that may result in reverse sensitivity effects near:
i. Authorised facilities for hazardous substance treatment or disposal; or
ii. Waste transfer or disposal facilities.

117 Policy 3.9.3 Identifying contaminated land
Identify sites of known or potentially contaminated land in Otago.

118 Policy 3.9.4 Managing the use of contaminated land
Manage the use of contaminated land, to protect people and the environment from adverse
effects, by:
a) Prior to subdivision or development of potentially contaminated land, requiring ensure a site
investigation is undertaken to determine the nature or extent of any contamination; and
b) Where there is contamination:
i. Requiring an assessment of associated environmental risks; and
ii. Remediating land; and
c) Considering the need for ongoing monitoring of contaminant levels and associated risks.

119 Policy 3.9.5 Avoiding the creation of new contaminated land
Avoid the creation of new contaminated land which would Rive rise to risks to human health or
would measurably degrade natural values.

120 Policy 3.9.6 Encouraging use of best management practices for hazardous substance use
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Encourage the use of best management practices to prevent or mitigate adverse effects of the use
of hazardous substances on the environment, including reducing their use.

121 Policy 3.9.7 Encouraging services for hazardous substance collection, recycling and disposal
Encourage the establishment of hazardous substance collection, disposal and recycling services
across the region.

122 Objective 4.1: Public access to areas of value to the community is maintained or enhanced
123 Issue Sometimes, public access to areas of value to the community is limited or inappropriate
124' to thc .̂z..t:.:r:! 4 ' his:v.!: −−−i− !'ic.:re:c. !s h ' ; ' : . . by

_ .1czzx 27−...,!rcr.,...:i: _
cf :.−1!̀....:r.− an:!.

i_:−!.3. WE−−le−s−d4.−−..44e−op7sor::::litics d:−cpr:•−•−•,est−cr:::::,fes.1:.−P,ts−aRd x s. st4sLiv.isia
iceprove a:::::4 to Otogc.: −1;.−.:u,,a1−2−r−Ps4,,e:. v−1÷4,14it−aeeess−te−eve−ses.:

125 Policy 4.1.1 Maintaining and enhancing public access
Maintain to the natural including to theand.,. wh:r.: pc::!1...−k−.. enhance public access environment,
coast, lakes, rivers and their margins, and areas of cultural or historic significance, unless restricting
access is necessary to:
a) Protect public health and safety; or
b) Protect the Frat−uFel−t−itasc −,,:c:,,,F.4eFA−values of sensitive natural areas or habitats; orore
c) Protect identified sites and values associated with historic heritage or cultural significance to
takata whenua.

126 Objective 4.2: Significant hgistoric heritage resources are recognised and contribute to the region's character and sense
of identity

127 Issue Sometimes, subdivision, use, and development risk damage to Otago's rich historic heritage
128 I4e.e fr.:— :nzpprov•inc − ' :hc 7,!/..".c r t : .. _ undy

129 Policy 4.2.1 Recognising heritage themes
Recognise the following elements as characteristic or important to Otago's historic heritage:
a) Residential and commercial buildings;
b) Maori cultural and heritage values;
c) 19th and early 20th century pastoral sites;
d) Early surveying, communications and transport, including roads, bridges and routes;
e) Early industrial heritage, including mills and brickworks;
f) Gold mining systems and settlements;
g) Dredge and ship wrecks;
h) Coastal heritage, particularly takata whenua occupation sites and those associated with early
European activity such as whaling;
i) Memorials.

130 Policy 4.2.2 Identifying historic heritage
Identify historic heritage places and areas of regional or national significance and their
values, using the following attributes, detailed in Schedule 7:
a) Physical values, including:
i. Archaeological information;
ii. Architecture;
iii. Technology;
iv. Scientific;
v. Rarity;
vi. Representativeness;
vii. Integrity;
viii. Vulnerability;
ix. Context or group;
b) Historic values, including:
i. People;
ii. Events;
iii. Patterns;
c) Cultural values, including:
i. Identity;
ii. Public esteem;
iii. Commemorative;
iv. Education;
v. Takata whenua;
vi. Statutory recognition.

131 Policy 4.2.3 Managing historic heritage values
Manage historic heritage values to oProtect cr..:' :r.h.−.:7.:::: the values of places and areas of historic
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heritage from inappropriate development, by:
a) Recognising that some places or areas are known or strongly suspected of containing
archaeological sites, wa−hi tapu or wahi taoka which could be of significant historic or cultural value;
and
b) Applying these provisions immediately upon discovery of such hitherto unidentified
archaeological sites or areas, wahi tapu or wahitaoka; and
c) Avoiding, remedying or mitigating adverse effects on those values which contribute to the area
or place being of regional or national significance; and

_
Aeso−Ling the those detailed in Schsdul_ 3;c) s4;n.ficance cf advc−se cffects on values, as and

1) Remediating, bewhen adver.,c effects on othcr values cannc‘' avoided; anel
Miti.oting when adverse values he avoided or remediated; endg) effects en ether cannot

h) Encouraging the integration of historic heritage values into new activities; and
i) Enabling adaptive reuse or upgrade of historic heritage places and areas where heritage values
can be maintained.

132 Objective 4.3: Sufli dent land is managed and protected for economic production
/33 Issue Sometimes, oExisting businesses activities are susceptible tomay be placed at reverse sensitivity

effects, risk by pra,s,Jre t change particularly when land use changes.tc activities that may
compote or conflict, creating reverse sensitivities.

134 Need V. − − − a. ble land
_ − − − − . activ4t4es−and control ever use

change t ensure efficient use of and ,nd ontiriuing cconcmie vitality.
135 Policy 4.3.1 A l = inn Protectingf−eisrural regionally significant industry activities from inappropriate

subdivision, use and development
Manage activities in rural areas, to support the region's economy and communities, by:
a) Enabling regionally significant industry activities, farming and ctherur−al−activities that support
thr−l−r−ural,;,c−onomy; and
b) Minimising the loss of regionally significant soils highly valued fc.r th::i versatility fcr primary
production; and

Restricting the in−i−ur−al that lead toC) establishment of activities areas may reverse sensitivity
effects on recionnlly significant industry activities; and
d) f.".inirr.isin; Restricting the subdivision of productive rural land into smaller lots that may result in
oappropriate.rural residential activities; and
e) Providing for other activities that have a functional need to locate in rural areas, including
t−..−;.:−' −−−• and −−−−n−lendi −s−i''''−i− − that −−− es! − nature and scale cern,::::tiblc w t h rural activities.

136 Policy 4.3.2 Managing land use change in dry catchments
Manage land use change in dry catchments, to avoid any significant reduction in water yield, by:
a) Restricting any extension of forestry activities within those catchments that would result in a
significant reduction in water yield, including cumulative reductions; and
b) Minimising the conversion of tussock grasslands to species which are less able to capture and
hold precipitation.

137 Policy 4.3.3 Recognising and providing for the values of Otago's central business districts
Recognise and provide for the values of Otago's central business districts, including as the primary
focal point for social, cultural and economic activities within a community.

138 Policy 4.3.4 Managing the distribution of commercial activities in larger urban areas
Manage the distribution of commercial activities in larger urban areas, to maintain the vibrancy of
the Otago's central business districts and support local commercial needs, by:
a) Enabling a wide variety of commercial, social and cultural activities in the central business
districts and
b) Encouraging the adaptive re−use of existing buildings in ways that complement commercial
functions; and
c) Avoiding unplanned extension of commercial activities that has significant adverse effects on t−h4
a central business district, including on the efficient use of infrastructure, employment and
services; and
d) Enabling smaller centres to service local community needs.

139 Policy 4.3.5 Managing for industrial land uses
Manage the finite nature of land suitable and available for industrial activities, by:

Providing to the industriala) specific areas accommodate effects cf activities; and
b) Providing land for different industrial including landextensivea range of suitable activities,
ictiyi'ics; and
c) Restricting the establishment of activities in industrial areas that may result in:
i. Reverse sensitivity effects on industrial activities; or
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ii. Inefficient use of industrial land or infrastructure.
140 Policy 4.3.6 Managing locational needs for mineral and gas exploration, extraction and processing

Recognise the needs of mineral exploration, extraction and processing activities to locate where
the resource exists, and manage them by:
a) C−−−.4.;;41−Ileauirinc comprehensive alternative site assessments to be provided if a new
develooment is or000sed that will result in significant adverse effect on cr:::::.::n::: ...c c'...−2'di g
.c..!r:oc2ticn !n:
i. Areas of significant indigenous vegetation and significant habitats of indigenous fauna; or
ii. Outstanding natural features, landscapes and seascapes; or
iii. Areas of outstanding natural character; or
iv. Outstanding water bodies; or
v. Areas subject to significant natural hazard risk; and
b) Restricting the establishment of t−i−,ase−activities in areas used for mineral and gas exploration,
extraction and processing that may result in reverse sensitivity effects on mineral and eas
exploration and extraction activities.

141 Objective 4.4: Otago's communities can make the most of the natural and built resources available for use
142 Issue Many n::::−.113nd resources we rely on for economic activity and wellbeing are finite andp!...y:ic.7‘.1

under pressure from different uses and users.
/43 k −.::−,crs1−.?−24. r...:cd :fficicr.t c !− ! : : : : r , cod ,.:.−.c cf t ! 7 . : : 5 : : : to sv.−:H.'s..−.: s.::.:P cconcr.−.ic:..:−.::.' 0..!!!..i.T..!

t...:7.:f!•−• − .−.:n•:!ronr.−.:−::!.....f...!t:
144 Policy 4.4.1 Ensuring efficient water allocation and use

Ensure an efficient allocation and use of water by:
a) Requiring that the volume of water allocated does not exceed what is necessary for the purpose
of use; and
b) Requiring the development or upgrade of infrastructure that increases use efficiency; and
c) Encouraging collective coordination and rationing of take and use of water when river flows or
aquifer levels are lowering, to avoid breaching any minimum flow or aquifer level restriction; and
d) Enabling water harvesting and storage, to reduce pressure on water bodies during periods of low
flows.

145 Policy 4.4.2 Encouraging waste minimisation
Encourage activities to give effect to the waste minimisation hierarchy of responses, by:
a) Giving preference to reducing waste generated; then
b) Reusing waste; then
c) Recycling waste; then
d) Recovering resources from waste; then
e) Disposing residual waste to authorised landfill.

146 Policy 4.4.3 Encouraging environmental enhancement
Encourage activities which contribute to enhancing the natural environment, including to:
a) Improve water quality; or
b) Protect or restore habitat for indigenous species; or
c) Regenerate indigenous species; or
d) Mitigate natural hazards; or
e) Restore the natural character of wetlands; or
f) Improve the health and resilience of:
i. Ecosystems supporting indigenous biodiversity; or
ii. Important ecosystem services, including pollination; or
g) Improve access to rivers, lakes, wetlands and their margins; or
h) Buffer or link ecosystems, habitats and areas of significance that contribute to ecological
corridors; or
i) Control pest species.

147 Objective 4.5: Adverse effects of using and enjoying Otago's natural and built environment are minimised
148 Issue Resource use can create adverse effects on other resources, their values and for other resource

users and the wider community. Otago's significant areas of biodiversity and outstanding
landscapes, for example, are under pressure from the direct effects of human activities, as well as
indirect effects, including the spread of multiple pest species.

149 t4,?:•4 • — • − −v−'/' − ' " '− 'i −" − ...:!2:ir.:!y, d:grz....._OtcgLx −−•;.:r3 n"..
wh,:sro::−,...!rann−cnt, pc:stIc.

150 Policy 4.5.1 Avoiding objectionable discharges
Avoid discharges that are objectionable or offensive to takata whenua and the wider community,
including:
a) Discharges of human or animal waste:
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i. Directly to water; or
ii. In close proximity to water; or
iii. In close proximity to mahika kai sites; or
b) Discharges of hazardous or noxious substances close to sensitive activities, including:
i. Residential activities; or
ii. Schools and other educational activities; or
iii. Places of public access to the natural environment; or
iv. In close proximity to mahika kai sites; or
c) Odorous or conspicuous discharges.

151 Policy 4.5.2 Applying an adaptive management approach
Apply an adaptive management approach, to address adverse effects that might arise and that can
be remedied before they become irreversible, by:
a) Setting appropriate indicators for effective monitoring of those adverse effects; and
b) Setting thresholds to trigger remedial action before the effects result in irreversible damage.

152 Policy 4.5.3 Applying emission standards on domestic fuel burners
Apply emission standards to domestic heating appliances, to achieve ambient air quality that
supports good human health while ensuring homes in Otago have adequate heating.

153 Policy 4.5.4 Minimising soil erosion
Minimise soil erosion resulting from activities, by:
a) Using appropriate erosion controls; and
b) Maintaining vegetative cover on erosion prone land; and
c) Remediating land where significant soil erosion has occurred; and
d) Encouraging activities that enhance soil retention.

154 Policy 4.5.5 Controlling the introduction and spread of pest plants and animals
Control the adverse effects of pest species, prevent their introduction and reduce their spread, to
safeguard:
a) The viability of indigenous species and habitats for indigenous species; or
b) Ecosystem services that support economic activities; or
c) Water quality; or
d) Soil quality; or
e) Human and animal health; or
f) Recreation values; or
g) Takata whenua values.

155 Policy 4.5.6 Managing adverse effects from mineral and gas exploration, extraction and processing
Minimise adverse effects from the exploration, extraction and processing of minerals, by:
a) Reouiring corn orphensive alternative site assessments to be provided it a new development is
proposed that will result in significant adverse effect on Giving prc,forenee−te−avoiding −their location
in:
i. Areas of significant indigenous vegetation and significant habitats of indigenous fauna; and
ii. Outstanding natural features, landscapes and seascapes; and
iii. Areas of outstanding natural character; and
iv. Outstanding water bodies; and
v. Areas subject to significant natural hazard risk;
b) Where it is not possible to avoid locating in the areas listed in a) above, avoiding significant
adverse effects of the activity on those values that contribute to the significant or outstanding
nature of those areas; and
c) Avoiding adverse effects on the health and safety of the community; and
d) Remedying or mitigating adverse effects on other values; and
e) Assessing the significance of adverse eff ects−on−those−valuesras−detailed−in−Schodule 3; and,
f) Reducing unavoidable adverse effects by
i. Staging development for longer term activities; and
ii. Progressively rehabilitating the site, where possible.
g) Considering the use of offsetting, or compensatory measures, to address kw residual adverse
effects on the environment; and
h) Applying a precautionary approach to assessing the effects of the activity, where there is
scientific uncertainty, and potentially significant or irreversible adverse effects.

156 Policy 4.5.7 Enabling offsetting of indigenous biodiversity
Enable offsetting of adverse effects on indigenous biodiversity values,e−nLy−_when:
a) The activities causing those adverse effects have a functional necessity to locate in significant or
outstanding areas; and
b) Those adverse effects cannot be avoided, remedied or mitigated; and
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c) Those adverse effects do not result in the loss of irreplaceable or vulnerable biodiversity.
157 Policy 4.5.8 Providing for Ooffsetting f−ar−from adverse effects on indigenous biodiversity

Provide for offsetting tea−from adverse effects on indigenous biodiversity, when It ,:. :−.a17.!zt,ct−thzt:
cr.:....:ri^,..:

The loss −.n::: nct in indigenous biodiversity values;a) offset achieves no net ;−... :'.273t::!•,•: p . r and
b) The is location development, −....' in t.1−−:offset undertaken close to the of z :".I: tvf!! rcs−..:!:
cco!cgic.− c−_::::::nt:−; and
c) The ecological values being achieved are the same or similar to those being lost; and
d) The positive ecological outcomes of the offset last at least as long as the impact of the activity, if
practicable.

158 Policy 4.5.9 Offsetting for air Quality
Provide for offsetting of adverse effects of discharges to air on ambient air quality, only when:
a) The ambient air quality of the relevant airshed breaches air quality standards for human health;
and
b) Offsetting will reduce the cumulative effect of discharges to air in the relevant airshed by the
same, or greater amount, than the proposed discharge; and
c) Offsetting improves access to reliable and affordable domestic heating in the relevant airshed.

159 New Obiective Significant industry activities and Physical resources are provided for
160 New Policy Recoenisine and providing for significant industry activities and Physic?! resc:IrcPs

9e.glgrI!..sine ?Ti P.roYid.ing.fo.r sii3r.tfic.P.^t.i^dgstr:Y...a.ct!Mi.t!R.?!:!0.1).12.Y.sicl!..,.'eP,s!!".a!;,.tiy:
a) Recognising that the use. development and protection of physical resources enables People and
communities to provide for their social. economic, and cultural well−being and for their health and
safety;
b) Protecting significant industry activities from inaporopriate subdivision, use, and development:
c) Enabling significant industry activities and deveiooment that does not have a significant adverse
effect or. the environment; and oroviding for all other significant industry activities and
development if adverse effects on the environment are avoided. remedied. or mitigated.

162 New Method Regional, city and district councils will ensure Regional and District Plans set obiectives, oolicies and
methods to:
a) Recognise that development, use. and Protection of Physical resources and the urban
environment enabIes Peoole and communities to provide for their social, economic, and cultural
well−being:
b) Protect significant industry activities from inappropriate subdivision, use, and development;
c) Enable significant industry activities and development that does not have a significant adverse
effect on the environment:
dl Provide for urban development and all other significant industry activities and development that
does not have a significant adverse effect on any matter of national importance or national
significance.

Method 1: Kai Tahu Relationships
163 1.1 Regional, city and district councils will develop processes to:
164 1.1.1 Establish and maintain effective resource management relationships with Kai Tahu;

165 1.1.2 Have regard to Iwi Management Plans;
166 1.1.3 Consult Kai Tahu in resource management decision−making and implementation.
167 1.1.4 (New method) Facilitate efficient and effective orocesses for applicants to consult Kai Tahu on resource consent

applications and private plan change reouests
168 1.2 Regional, city and district councils will collaborate with Kai Tahu to;
169 1.2.1 Identify, and protect from inaporooriate subdivision, use and development, places, areas or

landscapes of cultural, spiritual or traditional significance to them;

170 1.2.2 Identify, and protect from inappropriate subdivision, use and development, the values that
contribute to their significance;

171 1.2.3 Identify areas or values that may contribute to the importance of outstanding; natural features and
landscapes, and special amenity landscapes to Kai Tahu;

172 1.2.4 Determine appropriate naming for places of significance in Otago.

173 1.2.5 (New method) Facilitate efficient and effective Processes for aoplicants to consult Kai Tahu on resource consent
aoolications and Private plan chance reauests

174 1.3 1.3 Regional, city and district councils will:

175 1.3.1 Seek opportunities to assess and improve knowledge of tikaka and the principles of Te Tiriti o
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Waitangi among staff and stakeholders.
176 4.4 Rod ncl, &.'y and dist!.ict cooicils m3v:
178 Dc!cgot.tt PMA functicns iwi h.c!.‘t.14,.=.−t zttid tron:,fcr pion ct.1.7r,4st(3tion to an autho:−:t, v. thispo',;act.

on off!cior.t ::nd cff_ct.:vc ../;_−.−e:c.:.
179 Method 2: Regional, City and District Council Relationships
180 2.1 Regional, city and district councils together will:

181 2.1.1 Share information on matters of common interest;
182 2.1.2 Work together to ensure RMA plan provisions are complementary for overlapping or abutting

responsibilities.
183 Ro7,iona!, city ttod dstrict c unc!i: nt.7.y:
184 4.'2,1 Estpb!ish for tow.N.−he:'joint procct cs worlting on common :'os ur−cc management matters or cro..6

boundary izi..es, such as:
a) Joint committees;
b) Joint working groups;

Joint ^−ienagernent;C) project
cl joint ce combincd hcorin;s;

185 &2.−_ −c. bi −c d dbtrict docontort,;•P!p :−.−:.: c3:−.− rcziontt! ,−...,:d
186 4.4,−3 Dc:cgdte P.MA fonct−ions, this from:or t:T.o.Lfcr where provides an efficient and effective service,

a) OrK− lecz." authority to another;
bPrioetii−itt4t−her..4uthOritY;

187 ;3−,?..74 Entabli,..ki mai−v.:gement body Tc RUnar,j ek t agre:_sments with an.he:− statutory (such as D
MM.: thc Crown);or

188 2,2:S. E−stablish−prot−ecols−a d forpFec−Ps−ses re:,clving crof.e−boundar−yue−s−through t−he4Fien−nial
;du:ern:N.1', :,:rid:Ne t h : LOC! Cev,._−nrn z:nt. /̀−,t 2'102

189 −:, R.,,,74,ap,,,14..coi,r;cirp,,.:y−, at th€.4−::c;,:.:st cf cfty.−−−,−;!1C.i−e'C4E4IS:
190 4,i,4 , ' ,.. Seetior

. − ,1−141−i−temdcr 10. cf thc
WV. to natural hazardadiarc=s :;..,ccific risk;

191 4.− ' .:o
192 Method 3: Regional Plans
193 3.1 Regional Plans will set obiectives, policies and methods to implement policies in the RPS as they

relate to Regional Council areas of responsibility.
More specific direction is provided in the following areas:

194 3.1.1 Regional Plans will set objectives, policies and methods to implement Policy 1.2.3 by providing for
the management of culturally sensitive information and the protection of culturally sensitive areas
through the use of silent files and heritage alert layers by local authorities;

195 3.1.2 Regional Plans will set objectives, policies and methods to implement Policy 1.2.5 by promoting or
restricting access to historic heritage places or areas to ensure the values rai Tahu associate with
these places may be upheld in accordance with tikaka Maori;

196 3.1.3 Regional Plans will set objectives, policies and methods to implement Policy 1.1.2 by having regard
to the Te RiMunga o N O Tahu, Hazardous Substances and New Organisms Policy Statement, 2008
when developing objectives, policies and methods for the management of hazardous substances
and new organisms;

197 3.1.4 Regional Plans will set objectives, policies and methods to implement policies 2.1.1−6, 2.2.4, 3.9.4,
4.2.3, and 4.5.1, by including provisions to:
a) Manage land uses and vegetation removal within the beds of lakes and rivers and the coastal
environment;
b) Manage change in river morphology;
c) Encourage restoration of water margins;
d) Apply emission standards to domestic fuel burners, that support good human health while
ensuring homes in Otago have adequate heating;
e) Managing noise in the coastal marine area;
f) Identifying, and protecting from inappropriate subdivision, use and development, historic
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cr lac L.c:.pcs located in the beds of rivers, lakes and wetlands or theplaces or, areas
coastal marine area;
g) Manage the effects of the use of contaminated land on:
i) The quality of air, water or land;
ii) In the coastal marine area, and the beds of rivers, lakes and other waterbodies;
h) Require solid waste facilities to monitor, record and report on the type and amount of material

entering the waste stream and solid waste deposited to landfill;
i) Implement policy 3.2.2 and 3.2.3 by using the criteria when undertaking natural hazard

assessments;
198 3.1.5 Regional Plan will set objectives, policies and methods to implement policy 2.1.2 and 2.3.3 by

developing river management strategies, including recommendations on:
a) The management of riparian margins along rivers and lakes;
b) The management of bed alterations.

199 3.2 Implementing Regional Plans:

200 3.2.1 Regional council will implement Policies 3.2.2 and 3.2.3 when undertaking natural hazard

assessments;
201 3.2.2 Regional council will implement Policy 3.9.3 by investigating land for the purpose of identifying

contaminated or potentially contaminated sites.

202 3.3 Monitoring and reviewing Regional Plans:

203 3.3.1 Regional Council will monitor and review regional plans to give effect to its responsibilities under
the RMA.

204 Method 4: a t y and District Plans
205 4.1 City and district plans will set obiectives, policies and methods to implement policies in the RPS as

they relate to the City or District Council areas of responsibility.

More specific direction is provided in the following areas:
206 4.1.1 City or district plans will implement Policies 3.2.1 to 3.2.11 by determining the appropriate level of

regulatory response to natural hazard risk by:
a) Identifying areas subject to natural hazards in plans and/or natural hazard registers and
databases;
b) Applying the plan principles to the management of recently identified natural hazards;
c) Considering the use of adaptive management techniques;

207 4.1.2 City or district plans will implement Policy 3.8.1 by putting conditions on development and
subdivisions consents, and in district plans, on the type of heating systems allowed, consistent with
ORC's discharge rules;

208 4.1.3 City or district plans will implement Policy 4.5.1 by including provisions to manage the discharge of

dust associated with earthworks and land use
209 4.1.4 City or district plans will implement Policy 4.3.2 by including provisions managing land use in dry

catchments where this will impact on water yield;

210 4.1.5 Include subdivision and infrastructure design standards to recognise the access needs of different
sections of the community, including the mobility impaired, the elderly and children;

211 4.1.6 City or district plans will implement Policy 2.2.11 by maintaining and where possible enhance

access to surf breaks of national importance;
212 4.1.7 City or district plans will implement Policy 3.9.2 including by managing the actual or potential

adverse effects of the use or storage of hazardous substances, including on:
a) Other land use activities;
b) The health and safety of the community;
c) Groundwater protection, or community water supplies;
d) Amenity values, and community and takata whenua resources,
cultural and spiritual values;
e) Other activities or environmental values as a result of location in
hazard prone areas;

213 4.1.8 City or district plans will implement Policy 3.5.2 by providing for and managing the land use effects
associated with the establishment of waste management activities and facilities;
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214 4.1.9 City or district plans will implement Policy 4.3.2 by:
a) Including accidental discovery protocols as conditions on consent for earthworks or other
activities that may unearth archaeological features providing for activities which contribute to the
retention of historic heritage places, areas or landscapes, including maintenance and seismic
strengthening;
b) Providing for the recording of culturally sensitive information and the protection of culturally
sensitive areas through the use of silent files, heritage alert layers or other methods satisfactory to
Kai Tahu

215 4.1.10 City or district plans will implement Policy 1.2.5 by making allowance for native reserves to be used
in the manner intended by the Crown at the time of their establishment, including Papakaika and

marae related activities;
216 4.1.11 City or district plans will implement Policy 1.2.3 and 1.2.4 by promoting or restricting access, as

required by circumstances, to historic heritage places and areas and identified sites in accordance
with tikaka Maori

217 1.1.12 City district implement Policy 3.8.2 by:or plans may
*Establishing boundaries where required to manageurban growth pressur−e−f−er urban
development;

− −
accommodate 10 booed demeg7aphicyears urbt−N−Ig'rowth on growth projcx.−tions;
c.i. ° . c q u c c g the CRC Sc include urban boundaries in the RPSgrowth

218 4.2 Implementing District Plans
219 4.2.1 City or district councils will implement Policies 3.2.2 and 3.2.3, to the extent applicable. when

undertaking natural hazard assessments;
220 4.2.2 Gity−nr−dist−riet−catineiis−will4r4olement−Potieies 2:2.1, 2.2,3,2 ' . .

Sc Inforn−...."x−. dr.N..−::−.iar.ele,−−e&−et pctential signifisc inaldrc preccss;
221 4.2.3 City or district councils will implement Policy 4.2.3 by including accidental discovery protocols as

conditions on consent for earthworks or other activities that may unearth archaeological features;
222 4.2,4 C d t r i c t 'lswil! impicrlent Poric−ies 1.2.1, 1.3.2, 3.8.1 3.8.2 by−.4y−e− c e r . end preparing structure

large !codp−lar44−Ern. scale etc c.onzcS;
223 4.2.5 City or district councils will implement Policy 4.2.3 by ensuring methods for protecting culturally

important sites are culturally appropriate;
224 4 C't•,' implem Pelicie! 3.2.2 3.2.3 by:7− C.01".,',2"C',. C,_...:r.ci's mdy ent and

o; P.equirin−g site specific investigation where the's: is limited information naturalavailable or
hazard riskcr climate change or effects;
b) Requesting the do rule for thcregional council cop a regional purpose cf extinguishing existing

rights Section 10 111VIA to jiri:::−Ji'dv i z undo− of thc o.ddrc,c specific rustarol risk;
225 City dirtrlct implomcnt. Policy 1.2.1 1.1.1 isyins...it:cling Se.2.7 or councils may cod conditions maintain or

o n a c c o s t to tits: not environmont or of cultural significance.−honor: urol sites
226 4.3 Monitoring and reviewing city and district plans:
227 4.3.1 City and district councils will monitor and review regional plans to give effect to its responsibilities

under the RMA.
228 Method 5: Regional Policy Statement
229 5.1 Regional Policy Statement
230 &44 City districtor councils ray:

:mplcmcnt Policy 3.°.2 by requesting the regional include boundaries ina) council urban grcv:th
1

231 5.1.2 The regional council mtfy:
At the request district include boundaries, futurec) of city or councils, urban growth urban

development their in the RPS,areas or equivalent where:

district;
ii) The boundaries arc robust in terms of sufficient capacity for 10providing yews urban growth;
fl)−Those−urbar, boundaries with the direction thc RPS in termsgrowth are consistent policy of of
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fcr the r i anasc r :n , of onv o n o n t and natural haz.−x−ds;price!ties
Adr−.!ni:ter tc the FPS the relevant dietriet identifies rowd to,b) a chani:: where city or cctmeil a

rncN...r.':fy beundaria to maintajr: 0 −ninirrxm e io.rw−:c:_Npacity for nc:iztine urix::n growth :3−!:::
gov:th.

232 Method 6: Research, Monitoring and Reporting

233 6.1 Identification of imoortant resources
234 6.1.1 Regional, city and district councils will:

a) Work collaboratively to identify the landward extent of the coastal environment;
235 6.1.2 Regional, city and district councils, in their areas of responsibility, will identify:

a) Significant indigenous vegetation and significant habitat of indigenous fauna;
b) Areas of outstanding natural character in the coastal environment;
c) Outstanding natural features, and outstanding natural landscapes and seascapes;
di Spacial landt−accaf;::−ncnity
e) Outstanding water bodies;
f) The values of water margins critical to threatened or rare indigenous flora and fauna;
El Regionally significant soil resources;
hi Sig,nificant infrastructure:

236 6.1.3 Regional council will:
a) Identify airsheds based on geographical and physical boundaries, for the management of air
quality;
b) Identify dry catchments and areas of tussock grasslands where rules are required by TAs to

manage water quantity;
c) Identify highly valued soil resources;

237 6.1.4 Regional council will engage with Kai Tahu to:
a) Identify the cultural values of resources and requirements for customary uses;
b) Identify wahi tupuna and the values that contribute to their significance, including sites and
landscapes of cultural significance to Kai Tahu such as wall' tapu and other elements identified in
schedule 1C.

238 6.2 Research

239 6.2.1 The regional council will:
a) Undertake investigation for the identification of catchment values, and the resources and

processes those values depend on, with a particular focus on:
i) The interconnections between water bodies, including coastal water;
ii) The role of river and catchment morphology and natural functioning in supporting those values;
iii) The maintenance and enhancement of indigenous biodiversity and ecosystem health;
iv) Erosion risk mitigation;
v) Providing for the natural functioning of rivers and lakes;

b) Identify the values of Otago's coast, and the processes and

resources those values are dependent on;
c) Identify airsheds based on geographical and physical boundaries,
for the management of air quality;
d) Investigate and provide guidance on:

i. The inventory and mapping of Otago's soil resources;
ii. The location and extent of high class and versatile soil in Otago;
iii. Identification of threats to the life−supporting capacity of Otago's soil resources;
iv.
e) Develop and maintain a register of sites of known or potentially contaminated land in Otago.
Share information regarding Otago's soil resources and contaminated land with city and district
councils;
f) Provide city and district councils with regional data on the quantity and composition of waste
entering the waste stream and being disposed for strategic forecasting and planning;
g) Undertake research, in collaboration with local authorities and other stakeholders as
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appropriate, into natural hazards and climate change in Otago;
h) Support city and district councils with information on natural hazards for:
i) The preparation of district plan reviews or changes;
ii) Inclusion in Land and Project Information Memoranda;
i) Collect, centralise and share information on erosion−prone land in Otago;
j) Collect, centralise, and make available any information on the expected effects of climate change
in Otago.

240 6.2.2 Regional, city and district councils will:
a) Research and share information relevant to the effects of land use on water, including:
i) The values supported by the catchment;
ii) Riparian vegetation cover or any land cover which contributes to supporting freshwater values,
such as tussock grasslands;
iii) Land use changes which might have significant effects on freshwater values;
iv) Areas particularly sensitive to land use changes, such as sensitive aquifers and water−short
catchments;
v) The effects of land use on erosion;
b) Research and share information relevant to the effects of land use on coastal values and coastal
network infrastructure with city and district councils, including:
I) Coastal values;
ii) Coastal hazards;
iii) Riparian vegetation cover or any land cover which contributes to supporting coastal values, or
mitigating coastal hazards;
iv) Land use changes which might have significant effects on coastal values or the consequences of
coastal hazards;
v) Areas particularly sensitive to land use changes.

241 6.2.3 City and district councils will:
a) Research demographic changes within the district, including the relationship between housing
demand and population growth, and residential capacity within existing urban areas.
b) Share information with other local authorities on relevant regional rules, when approving a land

use, development or subdivision by consent, including:
i) Rules on discharges to water, or to land in circumstances which may result in contaminant
entering water;
ii) Rules on discharges to air;
iii) Rules on discharges to land;
iv) Provide information to the regional council, on any land use, development or subdivision
approved by consent, which have the potential to adversely affect air quality and breach regional
rules

242 6.3 State of Environment reporting
243 6.3.1 Regional, city and district councils will:

a) Carry out state of the environment reporting
244 6.4 RMA plan effectiveness reporting
245 6.4.1 Regional, city and district councils will:

a) Include indicators for determining plan effectiveness in all plans developed under the RMA,
including the RPS;
b) Report on the efficiency and effectiveness of plans based on those indicators.

246 6.5 Plan implementation reporting
247 6.5.1 Regional council will:

a) Monitor and report publicly on the achievement of regional and district plan objectives, policies
and methods

248 6.5.2 City and district councils will:
a) Monitor and report publicly on the achievement of regional and district plan objectives, policies
and methods.

249 WI 'hod 7: Stra tegi−es−and−Rlan−s−(fien—R−P.4,4)
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250 . Noturz! hozord stratoic:.
251 ' ' P.r..1,cnol, diotrict councils nicy:city :.nd

s......,,_gico c r cthor sinlbr−deitin'4en4s−te−aF4i.st.−4n−t.k.

Moneg:n;..e.r.t h::ar−6−r−4s4E1; end roduotion. cf no−z−ra!
t .p :c t : .c r . −..:.:c:c, ord r.•:iticatici cf,or.Dovc!cp

to irr.;::::::: nct;:r.:" h : −"−noto inc; oc:r.r.......%nity r.−c...cn.: roopon: . thc of : : rd : on chcr,go
^ ,−.:c!"otorot!:.n. with tho ro!ovent !cc:I:1.10'31:y !:cy stol:cho'cl:−: : i d c f ‘ : : : . co−nr:;.urit.y.g−

252 v−,.

253253 − 1 Icg'onol, d'.....trict,:?,:y ond ocunoi!o

d '.:−..;3'rcrn.:̂ ,:. :.:−. •....?:!−. k:y.!.:,!:−.:!y ovo!op ond .:!cn other : : : l : : h e ' d e r , : — − cr:
ho..:::!ng..:cgo.dr.,−: cf .−,to.:::

' T roducticzi don−.o.stic tccf orn'o:iens

254 7−3 ^ Tr−an_scart v41−1−set−a.b0−et−ives−aelieies−arkl−rne.theits−te.E...F....?....−RI−an−Lend
i r . s .a l cn t c!icy 2.1.1 2, 3.5.1, 2.7.1 ar.d 3.7.4 with o particular fcoe: cr.:

255'4 Enhandr.g rcad sofc.,−,

256 .7, Er..2..:rints trovo! r. do r.r Otogc or: −n:
257−−'t," EnotHr.c.; fr.o:.gi−..:.!noroosa;..−i ont!croy:

258 ' ' Otago': tr:r4−,port.:.g!nz„ p....;blic sorvicost

259 7:−.−...' r . r , r . , : n t ,........ZY
260 ' ..: Tho r.:...:ior.alcounc:.: wil.!:

'.."..evolop implen,I4nt − − ' − '−dirgc) and a p/o.i. r:−.9=agoment−5tr3togy,
th.::::: whi.:!−.:

',ie.:: 0 thc; :d.::r::: cff−octo :N−, thc not:Jr:A chorxter co:.stol onvirorr.P.ont;
!−I.T.v2 ir.digcr.:;.:: t'.:4"..vers:.:y;z.:−:v.:N';:: offcc:: or.oignificer.:
Hovo n ' i ce i t iregono../: ticd!vors!ty:: I t cd−::rsc offects ::\n,

b) H o n regarc: i n : n c , u : ticdiversity when Regicnal Pest N'or.oscr.−cntl c \ T ' L I C : preparing on
Strategy :.s!ng mzn3gcm.ent oztiv'.tico, including:ord ,n..ric.,:t pest
i) Ar.y infigor.c..:: hotitoto kldigoncu: fo...:r.:;orca: of o'rz.,nif::::.n: vogotot r. : r d oignificon: of
I!) M y local in digon.::.:: t i c d fv:rsity ........„;!c:$

261 & Pan rcoicnol r/:..st r.−.n.r.::.−r.−.cnt stritr.−cv
262 Thr._, rogionol ^ley:−1.4 council

Devdop nc!gt•,bc regier.sc) 2 jo!nt pest mcnagomont strategy with uring

263 − 42rtkm strcorr. olons

264 District cnd city cour.c!ls may:
Covelcp implement rectorozion f.... :!−−2 :"c:.:.:ratic.ri I t c n::•.:2!7.,1

_
o) o i d urban strm−i p!:ns, of
c!...:12:t:r znd iat..:rol furctionin−g of urbon :troams

265 Method 8: Education and Information

266 84 − _ . c a z oubl:c ',rforr....ion

267 844 Rcgion ', distrct dty riey:3 n d ccundls

P7o•i'.dc !nfornlo:o− −.;nd obcut zt...: ...n.7.!r.tcnzicc,: ) :ducztic\i
re:taro:Ian−and e n h o r c o c n t of!r4.'igcnet.:: ccczystcr−r: ord
1−.:bitot:;
b) Prov'4.1:guidonc: on:
i) Ncturz.I hazard riot: rosponoos;
ii) lA/,:ys to tc, rniztot: tho 0fctoadopt orx:.' of, o'irnoto changc;
iii) Thc bon.0it: cf naturol fe:turos ond systorns in mitigotirij,
notJral hozo:ts.

268 8.1.2 Regional council will:
a) Educate and provide available information on:
i) Natural hazards;
ii) Rainfall and river flow;
iii) Climate change.
b) Provide guidance on:
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i) Measures to mitigate erosion risks resulting from land uses;
ii) Riparian margin management, especially on flooding and erosion risks;
Hi) Measures to maintain or enhance soil quality;
iv) Discharge management, including on reducing domestic discharges to air;
v) The management of diffuse discharges to water;
vi) Waste management.
c) Provide information material on:
i) The ecosystem services derived from indigenous biodiversity;
ii) On the benefits of riparian margin management, especially on flooding and erosion risks

269 8.1.3 City and district councils will:
a) Collate and make available any information on the projected demographic changes to local
communities;
b) Provide available natural hazard information through the Land (LIM) and Project Information
Memorandum (PIM) process;
c) Provide available information on known or potentially contaminated sites through the Land (LIM)
and Project Information Memorandum (PIM) process;

270 11 − −a

...
design to inform lecal developmentprinciples proposals:
b)−Previde information and−guidance on urban design techniques to respond to the different access
+=•.−−_.quirementsor needs of−t−he−eommunityi

Provide information design tcchni tc buildings;c; and i;,,ick..−Tice on ucs enable adaptivc :.c.us,. of
0 P:•cvidc materia, tor thr: ,.:!ficient domesticguidance water con72rvatien and use of water;

'revide r ' r • a s for incr:c..dguidance on en.−.−gy effick.ncy are encrgy cense'vatien;
i4 Ri−evide an oi.−;\−N•.,iri:ics for the d−r.ccrnent ef ,.s.ak.: rl:nc.11ableguidance sr.y..−!, electricity

.2r4c._−r−at−iep.−271
Me4etding

272
_ − Providinr f rrarch! :onsYt

273 ccurrcik may:_ •Regea:, aft' and atfttftct

, .. 'ta accecs or se−vic.::1.2.4.i....c.: of significance on
privatety−owned land

. _
274 Method 10: Service

Provision
275 10.1 Public Services

276 10.1.1 Regional, city and district councils will provide public services according to their functions, roles and
responsibilities

277 Method 11: Advocacy and Facilitation

278 11.1 Promotion

279 11.1.1 Regional, city and district councils will work with stakeholders, including central government
agencies and other interested parties, on resource management matters;

280 11.1.2 flegianal, districtclty and ccuacils may:
a) Advocate for:
4−I •

of the RMA, RPS documents;goals and supporting
ii) Subdivision building dajgra that increasesand passive solar

improve energy e'ficiencY;
Hi) The implementation of the waste hierarchy throughout the
region;

mitigtItjng toand adapting climate change;
Legislative to improke thev) change resilience and reduce ri..*
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nettre.1 hi:Drds end m : t : C h C D to ndividuDis endcf
cen..−non'ti:s:
b) E c P : . : indiv:d...;:i eomr.−1.:−.ily recrienc by enc=7,;i..gr.r.d

the::Dctien:
i*Pr−amete\−eetiens end pertne−shio4 vA4ee,,,

l.c..:eir.exes:ems. uniticc, and orzenite.tio−r.:;
Supper: self :ufficieney;

iii) Improve dise.:tcr rcodinc:s, :−.espe\−1::
iv) Er.obleeppe−,unitic: for in.4i,..:•cv le, —c.d.: .̀.: • " −,
die:oter evec,

Cont7itt::: hELIcr:: h . : c . z : 'V: to :h : ret.tn:ion of c i : : : : , arn:
:Dr:J=4c% irrel::::"..; • −:− —.icm−i•−•:r.e—t−, D r ' :−−−−.1−"znir.g;

En..ouregc tceeeurc : thot ine) on e4:,procoh rr.co:gemcnt 3ss!sts
r:NJuzing irdivideol netorci hNord. ri:kir,end community
reCt:cing the offc%:ts cf zlimote thong.%

281 ;4.4,3 Rcgicr.clreity die.V−iet−eetincils mey:ond
the development, moiritcrE+Advaeate−for upgede cr ar.cc of

intrxtrceterc, •whcr. ;I. will coher. _ c c : : : , : s ' w:::t:ing
!−":•alther and :cf−..:::?;

t ) Prcn−Vc d:veicomcr.t the: re:g.\cri± tosutiivi:!.−.n end u−nr.
t h : desrogrephic r4.cdc the !ccetar/d onti:ior.,:: chenging of

cornrn−eFAiii
f.dve.:−.: −.'er the developr.−,er.: !nf,Detructure toc) ef and service:

h.oz:rdo...:: dispcso recyclirGprovide or subster.: 2 :el! ectien, ore
the region;cor lives e.cress

Prcr ic: : the d:vc!com.cr.: tcstel) znd:c.,−_•ticr, of przeticc L....lid:lines
'or the use−endr.zgcn−..er.; cf h. aLtstznc.−::−., en zi a_...:c...:s
r−steet−ien−in−Ilez−aPdeus−frubetenc: ufe.

282 11.1.4 City and district councils will:
a) Promote the integration of new development with existing areas through the use of elements
that reflect local character;
b) Encourage building design in commercial areas to be designed to facilitate adaptive reuse over
time;
c) Ensure consideration of orientation and design for solar gain in subdivision and building design;
d) Advocate for the establishment of solid waste management and disposal facilities

283 11.2 Facilitation

284 11.2.1 Regional, city and district councils will:
a) Facilitate the restoration of natural wetlands or construction of artificial wetlands, particularly
when it contributes to the:
i) Management of diffuse discharges to water;
ii) Protection or restoration of indigenous species;
iii) Mitigation of natural hazards;
iv) Restoration of the natural character of wetlands;
b) Facilitate the restoration or enhancement of riparian margins, particularly when they:
i) Improve the health and resilience of ecosystems supporting indigenous biodiversity;
ii) Restore or rehabilitate indigenous biodiversity and natural character;
iii) Contribute to a safe network of active transport infrastructure;
iv) Improve access to rivers, lakes, wetlands and their margins;
v) Mitigate risks of erosion;
c) Facilitate initiatives that support:
i) The conservation of indigenous vegetation;
ii) Conservation of biodiversity values;
iii) Maintenance or enhancement of coastal values, including restoration or rehabilitation of the
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natural character;
iv) The protection or restoration of the significant values of wetlands;
v) Co−ordination of the services provided by operators of lifeline utilities, essential and emergency
services across and beyond Otago;
vi) Energy conservation and efficiency, at a community or individual scale;
vii) Small scale renewable electricity generation;
d) Facilitate coordination between sienificant infrastructure−lifcl inc. utilitic5 and significant
community facilities used for emergency management, including by:
i) Recognising the interconnections between significant infrastructure Udine utilities;
ii) Encouraging any development or upgrade of infrastructure which would resolve potential
weaknesses in emergency management.

285 11.2.2 Regional council will:
a) Facilitate the restoration, rehabilitation or creation of freshwater and coastal habitats,
particularly when it:
i) Encourages the natural regeneration of indigenous species;
ii) Buffers or links ecosystems, habitats and areas of significance that contribute to ecological
corridors;
iii) Maintains or enhances the provision of indigenous ecosystem services;
b) Facilitate the control of pest species, including wilding pines, particularly when it contributes to
the protection or restoration of:
i) Outstanding or amenity landscapes;
ii) Indigenous species;
c) Facilitate the establishment of:
i) Water management groups that co−ordinate the exercise of water−related consents;
ii) Water allocation committees for the management of water allocation in case of drought.

286 444 −.Ind dir,:rCt may:,RegiCM3i, :ity c..7..u−cil,−.
;:) rocili.(z. It•e−plar;.a.ie,f, f cf, cc gna−4,14:41−inf•pastr−bic...E.s.1:e,‘4,ey,−4−wr..i—Al '−−−.:isc thc efficiency of

v:ats−3...i..:
b) Fz.c!lif.dt: nci−,t−;:i7ticr.: landowners fer t'sti Tz:h..; ,i;cswith public or .7:=::::.1.:, of siz,nificancc that
de hav::not :A.J!t;:t!:: 0:−CC27..

287 Schedule 1
Takata whenua values
and interests

288 Schedule 2
Statutory
acknowledgement
areas

289 Schedule 3.A Soecify or identify "other cultural va luerefer red to in other oarts of the RPS
290 Schedule 3

Significance threshold
Delete.

OR if retained: amend provisions so consistent with case law and insert new criteria to reflect the
need to consider the ability for the effect to be offset or compensated and to reflect
environmental/planning context on a case−by−case basis. For example:

11. Ability for offsetting or compensation
The extent to which the adverse effect can be directly offset or otherwise compensated, and
consequently reducing the significance of the effect.

12. Environmental Context
The degree of chance in social, economic, cultural, or ecological conditions, and the extent to which
these conditions can absorb that change.

13. Matters of national importance and national significance.
The extent to which the adverse effect changes a value recognised as a matter of a national
importance under section 6 of the RMA.
The extent to which the adverse effect is provided for, or is contrary to, any matter of national
significance specified in a NPS or the NZCPS.
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291 Schedule 4
Criteria for the
identification of
natural features and
landscapes

D&eg Sc −C'?

292 Schedule 5
Criteria for the
assessment of the
significance of
indigenous vegetation
and habitat of
indigenous fauna

293 Schedule 6
Urban form and
design

Delete Schedule 6

294 Schedule 7
Matters for the
identification of
historic heritage

295 Schedule 8
Urban growth
boundaries

Delete Schedule8−296

Appendix 1
Statutory Framework

Delete Appendix 1

297 Appendix 2
Te Tiriti o Waitangi

Delete Apoendix 2 or Amend Aooendix 2 to identify the orincioies of the Treaty of Waitangi that
are to be applied when giving effect to the Otago RPS

298 Glossary Define Significant infrastructure − include lifeline utilities and any infrastructure considered to be
of regional or national significance

299 Glossary Define Significant Community Facility − include facilities that provide essenti I community services
300 Glossary Define Urban
301 Glossary Define or identify Regionally Significant Soil Resource − include all soil resources intended to be

managed by the PR PS
302 Glossary Define Regionally Significant Industry Activity − include any activity associated with tourism or

primary !product ion
303 Glossary Define Hard mitigation measures
304 Glossary Amend definition of "kai tahu" to clarify if has the same or different meaning as "Neai Tahu'',

haying Particular regard to the Ncti Tahu Claims Settlement Act 1998 and other plannine
documents outside the Otago Region (for example the Canterbury and Southland Regional Policy
Statements).

305 Glossary Introduce all terms listed in the Te Reo Glossary (so that there is a single Glossary)
306 Glossary of Te Reo

Terms
Delete − include these terms in the Glossary
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